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Abstract 
 

The Semantic Web is based on the concept of representing information on the web such that 

computers can both understand and process them. This implies defining context for web 

information to give them a well-defined meaning. Semantic Annotation defines the process of 

adding annotation data to web information for the much-needed context. However, despite 

several solutions and techniques for semantic annotation, it is still faced with challenges which 

have hindered the growth of the semantic web. With recent significant technological 

innovations such as Cloud Computing, Internet of Things as well as Mobile Computing and 

their various integrations with semantic technologies to proffer solutions in IT, little has been 

done towards leveraging these technologies to address semantic annotation challenges. Hence, 

this research investigates leveraging cloud computing paradigm to address some semantic 

annotation challenges, with focus on an automated system for providing semantic annotation 

as a service. Firstly, considering the current disparate nature observable with most semantic 

annotation solutions, a holistic perspective to semantic annotation is proposed based on a set 

of requirements. Then, a capability assessment towards the feasibility of leveraging cloud 

computing is conducted which produces a Cloud Computing Capability Model for Holistic 

Semantic Annotation. Furthermore, an investigation into application deployment patterns in 

the cloud and how they relate to holistic semantic annotation was conducted. A set of 

determinant factors that define different patterns for application deployment in the cloud were 

identified and these resulted into the development of a Cloud Computing Maturity Model and 

the conceptualisation of a “Cloud-Driven” development methodology for holistic semantic 

annotation in the cloud. Some key components of the “Cloud-Driven” concept include 

Microservices, Operating System-Level Virtualisation and Orchestration. With the role 

Microservices Software Architectural Patterns play towards developing solutions that can fully 

maximise cloud computing benefits; CloudSea: a holistic, cloud-driven and microservices-

based architecture for automated semantic annotation of web documents is proposed as a novel 

approach to semantic annotation. The architecture draws from the theory of “Design Patterns” 

in Software Engineering towards its design and development which subsequently resulted into 

the development of twelve Design Patterns and a Pattern Language for Holistic Semantic 

Annotation, based on the CloudSea architectural design. As proof-of-concept, a prototype 

implementation for CloudSea was developed and deployed in the cloud based on the “Cloud-

Driven” methodology and a functionality evaluation was carried out on it. A comparative 
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evaluation of the CloudSea architecture was also conducted in relation to current semantic 

annotation solutions; both proposed in academic literature and existing as industry solutions. 

In addition, to evaluate the proposed Cloud Computing Maturity Model for Holistic Semantic 

Annotation, an experimental evaluation of the model was conducted by developing and 

deploying six instances of the prototype and deploying them differently, based on the patterns 

described in the model. This empirical investigation was implemented by testing the instances 

for performance through series of API load tests and results obtained confirmed the validity of 

both the “Cloud-Driven” methodology and the entire model. 

Keywords: Semantic Web, Semantic Annotation, Holistic Semantic Annotation, Cloud 

Computing, Cloud Computing Capability Model, Cloud Computing Maturity Model, Cloud-

Driven, CloudSea, Microservices, Design Patterns. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This chapter introduces the investigation into a cloud-driven solution for automated semantic 

annotation of documents on the Web and describes the research motivation. The aim and 

objectives of the research are explained as well as the research hypothesis. Furthermore, it 

presents the methodology adopted and research contributions to the body of knowledge. The 

chapter concludes with an outline for the structure of the thesis. 

1.1  Research Motivation 

The pre-web era of the Internet was mainly managed by service providers who facilitated data 

sharing across the Internet through computer internet interfaces for users. However, this 

approach gave rise to issues around content control, user behaviour and service interoperability 

thereby creating the need for adopting a more open platform. This facilitated the emergence of 

the World Wide Web in 1989 (Bratt, 2008); a facility which has come a very long way since 

then to become an integral part of the society today. The first version of the Web, commonly 

referred to as Web 1.0 started off as a “Static Web” with web documents being purely 

informational and “read-only” in nature. It was a document-centric web and focused on the 

creation of static websites via interlinked, hypertext documents containing information that 

could be accessed, searched and read by web users, over the Internet (Sheth & Thirunarayan, 

2012). The static nature of the web then meant it offered little functionality in terms of 

interaction with, and contribution to content (Getting, 2007). Web 1.0 documents were also 

created using static HTML which often required frequent updating. Users had no influence or 

contribution in content creation, neither could they interact much with content. The major 

protocols or standards used for creating websites and content were HTTP, HTML and URL 

(Prasad et al., 2013). 

Efforts in addressing these challenges facilitated the emergence of a Web 2.0, commonly 

referred to as the “Social Web” based on the dimension of interactivity and interconnectedness 

that it brought to the environment. With Web 2.0, the static nature of websites began to 

disappear as user-generated content became a prominent feature; facilitated by web 

technologies such as blogs, wikis, podcasts, RSS feeds, online web services and social 

networking (Prabhu., 2017). Websites became web applications; with the ability for end users 

to contribute and modify content. Interactions with other web users greatly enhanced the 

overall experience and fostered effective information collection and sharing (Kollmann et al., 

2016). Some practical examples of features it enhanced include e-commerce; the ability to buy 
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and sell online, e-learning; the ability to obtain an academic degree from a remote institution 

via online lessons, teaching and examination, e-tourism; the ability to book a flight and make 

hotel reservations online for a holiday trip and several others across health, education, finance, 

entertainment and all other industry sectors. 

Furthermore, with advancements in other areas of Information and Communications 

Technology; such as Internet of Things, Cloud Computing and Mobile Computing, the amount 

of information on the web grew very drastically. Peer research statistics by Marr (2018) and 

sponsored by Forbes suggested that 90% of data on the Web was only added within the last 2 

years. Likewise, research by Gunelius (2014) and published by ACI Group stated that every 

sixty seconds; over 72 hours of video content is uploaded to YouTube; over 4 million search 

queries are executed on Google and over 2.5 million content shares are made on Facebook. 

While these massive amounts of data make the web a more resourceful environment, it comes 

with an “Information Processing” challenge. With lots of data available to users to read, 

process, manage and utilise in diverse ways, it poses a challenge, as identifying and managing 

relevant data for an activity becomes cumbersome. Fensel (2011) classified these challenges 

as follows: 

• Information Finding; which refers to issues with information searches that are 

predominantly keyword-based (Tate, 2018). Examples include issues with synonyms 

such as study/learn; issues with homonyms such as Jaguar (automobile) / Jaguar 

(animal); issues with spelling mistakes and variants such as Virtualisation / 

Virtualization. 

• Information Extraction; which refers to issues with standardising methods for 

extracting information from web documents considering their usually unstructured 

nature as well as differences in formats and syntaxes (Kollmann et al., 2016). 

• Information Representation; which refers to issues with being able to define context for 

data on the web in order to prevent misrepresentation (Sanchiz et al., 2017). 

• Information Interpretation; which refers to the subjective interpretation of data based 

on user’s understanding for various reasons (Sanchiz et al., 2017). 

• Information Combination; which refers to issues with the disparate nature of web 

documents which prevents aggregating information from different sources together as 

a single piece (Zannettou et al., 2019). 
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The semantic web which is also referred to as Web 3.0 is designed to address the “Information 

Processing” challenge of humans with Web 2.0. This is because the semantic web defines one 

in which information processing is done by machines and not humans. So, the cumbersome 

task of processing massive amounts of data from various sources that humans experience with 

Web 2.0 is conducted by machines in Web 3.0. This is facilitated by means of adding machine-

readable and hence, processable annotation data to documents on the web. The schema and 

format (such as RDF) for the annotation data is derived from ontologies; which are readable 

and understandable by machines; explaining why they can process them as well.  

However, the evolvement of this “Semantic Web” has been faced with challenges as well which 

includes automated processes for annotating web documents with the required annotation data; 

a process known as “Semantic Annotation”. Hence, the motivation for this research is to 

investigate semantic web challenges and more specifically, the automation challenge for 

semantic annotation in a bid to address the challenge and greatly foster the emergence of the 

“Semantic Web” – which has been elusive, or at best very slowly. This would involve exploring 

the use of software engineering concepts such as “Design Patterns” and “Microservices” as 

underpinning theories for developing a cloud computing solution to address the automation 

challenge of semantic annotation. 

1.2  Research Aim and Objectives 

Based on the motivation described in Section 1.1, the aim of this research is to design, develop 

and evaluate a holistic, cloud-driven and microservices-based architecture for automated 

semantic annotation of web documents. The objectives for achieving the aim are as follows: 

1. To conduct a comprehensive literature review of both semantic web technologies and 

cloud computing paradigm, with a critical analysis of the state-of-the-art and beyond. 

2. To investigate, identify and propose a set of requirements towards addressing 

automated semantic annotation challenges. 

3. To conduct a feasibility study of leveraging cloud computing for an automated semantic 

annotation process. 

4. To explore the use of software engineering concepts such as “Design Patterns” and 

“Microservices” as underpinning theories for developing a cloud computing solution to 

address automated semantic annotation challenges. 

5. To propose and develop an architecture for automated semantic annotation based on 

the requirements identified earlier. 
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6. To validate the proposed architecture using a prototype implementation. 

7. To evaluate the proposed architecture as well as the prototype implementation 

8. To provide recommendations for further research in the area 

1.3  Research Hypothesis 

The hypothesis that forms the basis for this research is as follows: Cloud Computing can be 

fully leveraged as a paradigm to address the automation challenge of providing machine-

understandable contextual data for semantically annotating documents on the web. 

1.4  Research Methodology 

Research can be referred to as a set of activities which contribute to a better understanding of 

an existing reality, comprising of a set of various behaviours of defined entities which 

researchers with common interests find engaging (Vaishnavi et al., 2017). Hanid (2014) 

defined research as the process of investigating which is systematic in nature by means of 

examining resources to extend the existing scope of knowledge within a domain. Furthermore, 

research can be characterised as a process that involves a systematic and controlled approach, 

distinguishable from gaining experience, which is usually an uncontrolled activity (Cohen & 

Manion, 1994). Research provides empirical results which requires validation by external 

entities (Vaishnavi et al., 2017). Research differs from reasoning in that the latter can operate 

in an abstract world that is highly separated from the reality. However, unlike experience and 

reasoning, research can be viewed as self-correcting; providing a rigorous testing with public 

access to the methods and results obtained for validation. Research techniques and 

methodologies are activities which researchers consider to be important and appropriate in 

understanding a research domain (Hevner & Chatterjee, 2010). Different means and methods 

are employed in information systems to conduct research and develop knowledge. Developing 

the understanding for an information systems domain being researched is positivist in nature 

as it allows the prediction of behaviour in relation to features or aspects of a phenomenon 

(Vaishnavi et al., 2017).  

1.4.1  Design Science Research in Information Systems 

Design Science Research (DSR) is a research methodology in Information Systems (IS) and 

describes techniques for generating novel constructs for solving problems or addressing 

challenges across various industry sectors and contributing to theories within the application 

domain (Hanid 2014). DSR can also be viewed as a methodology that aims to explore new 
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solutions and alternatives to solving problems; explaining the exploratory process and 

improving the problem-solving processes for specific purposes (Thornhill et al., 2009). Over 

the years, the methodology has become well established in the field of IS (Drechsler & Hevner, 

2016; Iivari, 2010). DSR focuses on developing valid knowledge to support organisational 

problem-solving within a given field. The support can be direct, indirect or instrumental. Aken 

(2004) noted that the mission of DSR is to develop scientific knowledge to support the design 

of novel and innovative artefacts by professionals and to emphasise its knowledge-orientation; 

in which focus is on developing new knowledge that will facilitate actions, such as design 

rather than on design itself.  

Gregor & Hevner (2013) also noted that in IS context, DSR concerns the development of a 

wide range of socio-technical artefacts, such as decision support systems, modelling tools, 

methods for IS evaluation, IS modification interventions and governance strategies. 

Furthermore, they noted that DSR has evolved to become a crucial and reliable research model 

in Information Systems based on its unique features. These includes the fact that it is focused 

on proffering solutions and its nature for the outcome of a research problem. In line with that, 

Iivari (2010) proposed twelve theses and three levels of research which can be defined for 

Information Systems with the potential role of DSR for each of the levels. This is illustrated by 

Figure 1.1.  

 
Figure 1. 1 - Levels of Research in Information Systems and DSR Role (Adapted From: Iivari, 2010)  
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According to Kuechler & Vaishnavi (2012), the common understanding of DSR in IS (DSRIS) 

is continually evolving as a process of acquiring knowledge through design principles and 

practices. Currently, the discussion is on what is to be built and the approach used in building 

it, that is, the DSRIS artefact and methodology. They further noted that the relationship of 

DSRIS to theory is forming a crucial part of the current discussion about DSR paradigm in the 

context of IS. Peffers et al. (2007) also emphasised the role DSR currently plays in IS towards 

developing and managing IS solutions and technologies as well as embodying goals and 

creativity which facilitates the creation of valid artefacts, hence, becoming pivotal to how IS 

researchers and practitioners apply, evaluate, create or improve various IS solutions and 

technological artefacts. The artefacts comprise of systems which are created with the aim of 

supporting management activities, decision-making processes, analysis and the operations of 

an organisation.  

1.4.2  Philosophical Ground of DSR 

Peffers et al. (2007) noted that information system researchers started developing interest in 

DSR in the early 1990s. This research methodology differed from other paradigms in terms of 

theory building, testing and interpretive research. To distinguish between research in design 

science, natural sciences and social sciences, Peffers et al. (2007) remarked that DSR attempts 

to create solutions, objects or models that serve human purposes. In that period, various 

researchers introduced DSR to the IS community. Some researchers advocated for integrating 

systems development with the research process through an approach that facilitates the 

development of theories and systems, supported with appropriate experiments (Nunamaker et 

al., 1990). It was further stated that DSR could effectively enhance the practicality of 

information systems research through the method of handling challenges experienced by IS 

practitioners.  

Hanid (2014) noted that any process of knowledge creation starts with a substantive field of 

inquiry, commonly referred to as philosophy. In a philosophical inquiry, theories, facts and 

alternatives in the ideals are brought together and assessed in the creation and legitimisation of 

knowledge. In addition, there are a series of philosophical approaches to thinking, which are 

commonly divided into interpretivism, realism, positivism, critical theory, phenomenology, 

and hermeneutics (Scotland, 2012). The selection of a research strategy and methods for 

research activities depends on its philosophical stance. However, Hanid (2014) noted that such 

divisions did not distinguish another research paradigm centred toward practical problem 
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solving, which is Design Science Research (DSR). Table 1.1 presents a comparison of DSR 

with some other well-known research perspectives. 

Table 1. 1 - Design Science Research Perspective  (Vaishnavi et al., 2017) 
 Basic Belief 
 

Research Perspectives 
Positivist Interpretive Design 

Ontology A single knowable and 
probabilistic reality 

The construction of 
multiple realities in a 
social manner. 

Multiple realities with 
contextually situated 
alternative world-states. 
Socio-technologically 
enabled. 

Epistemology Objective; dispassionate. 
Detached observer of 
truth 

Subjective, i.e. values 
and knowledge emerge 
from the researcher-
participant interaction. 

Knowing through 
making: objectively 
constrained construction 
within a context. Iterative 
circumscription reveals 
meaning. 

Methodology Observational in nature 
with quantitative and 
statistical measures 

Participation; 
qualitative. 
Hermeneutical, 
dialectical. 

Developmental in nature 
with an impact 
measurement of artefact 
on compound systems 

Axiology Truth: universal and 
beautiful; prediction 

Understanding: situated 
and description 

Control; creation; 
progress (i.e. 
improvement); 
understanding 

 

From Table 1.1, it can be observed that DSR offers a multi-dimensional perspective from both 

the ontological and epistemological beliefs. The methodological belief is also developmental 

in nature which is well suited for Information Systems domain. Furthermore, from the 

Axiological belief, DSR provides control of the environment while offering improvements for 

the research process. These provide a basis for the adoption of DSR as a philosophical stance 

in this research as it constitutes an appropriate match considering the pragmatic nature of the 

research objectives. 

1.4.3  DSR Three and Four-Cycle Views 

Drechsler & Hevner (2016) evaluated a widely cited model visualisation of the DSR paradigm 

called the Hevner’s three cycle view of DSR, which comprises of rigour, design and relevance 

cycles as comprehensively conceptualising the major perspectives of a DSR project. The cycles 

represent a series of activities which are closely related and can be described as follows;  
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• The relevance cycle provides a set of requirements based on the investigation domain 

for the research and integrates research outputs into environment field testing.  

• The rigor cycle provides grounding theories and methods along with domain experience 

and expertise from the foundations of knowledge base into the research and adds new 

knowledge generated by the research to the increasing knowledge base.  

• The central design cycle focuses on implementing the research methodology and 

accompanying activities to produce and evaluate a set of research outputs.  

However, Drechsler & Hevner (2016) noted that the model lacks a key dynamic perspective 

on how DSR projects relate to the organisational context in which it is embedded. Due to the 

strong links to a real-world problem or situation, the researcher is not necessarily controlling 

the DSR project’s speed, unlike in other research paradigms. For example, rapidly changing 

environmental conditions may require quick and short design cycles to maintain artefact utility. 

In effect, quick design cycles may leave only limited opportunities to draw on and grow 

extensive theoretical knowledge bases in the rigor cycle (Drechsler & Hevner 2016). Based on 

these, a four-cycle view was proposed, which adds “Change and Impact” as a fourth view to 

the cycle. This is presented in Figure 1.2. 

 

Figure 1. 2 – The Four-Cycle View of DSR  (Adapted From: Drechsler & Hevner, 2016)  

 

This research is in line with the four-cycle view proposed by Drechsler & Hevner (2016) and 

the context for each of the views in this research is as follows: 
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• Relevance Cycle: From the critical review of existing literature and identification of 

research gaps, this research proposes a set of requirements for the contextual domain; 

which is automated semantic annotation. 

• Rigour Cycle: Based on the DSR methodology, this research investigates and employs 

software engineering concepts as underpinning theories, alongside the existing body of 

knowledge to develop new domain knowledge in the form of research artefacts and in 

accordance with research output types in DSR. These include Design Patterns and 

Microservices. 

• Central Design Cycle: From the underpinning theories employed in the Rigour Cycle, 

this research implements DSR methodology to apply the theories within series of 

research activities towards producing research outputs. 

• Change and Impact Cycle: This research considers the dynamic context that impacts 

research artefacts. Such contexts include societal and organisational systems from the 

external environment which influence research activities and outputs. Regarding this, 

outputs from the research are geared towards portability and interoperability to facilitate 

the needed flexibility that emanates from the external environment. Furthermore, the 

outputs foster standardisation within the domain which enhances a seamless integration 

and synchronisation with these external factors. 

The identification of these cycles in a research study distinguishes DSR from other research 

paradigms (Hevner, 2007). Furthermore, advancements in the study and application of DSR 

topics introduces new dimensions for DSR processes to cope with dynamic and time-related 

aspects in research. The sources of such dynamics often lie in the wider environment outside 

the artefacts’ immediate application context and therefore outside the three cycles of the 

original model. The new four-cycle view elevates the dynamic issues to the same level as 

refining the artefact in the design cycle or ensuring a research contribution in the rigor cycle. 

1.4.4  DSR Process Model 

The model of a DSR follows a multiplicity of described variants according to how they are 

practiced. The DSR process model utilised in this research was adapted by Vaishnavi et al. 

(2017) from a process model developed by Takeda et al. (1990). While the different phases 

present in both models appear to be similar, it is worth noting that activities carried out in each 

model are totally different from each other. Differences arise from the contribution of novel 

knowledge which is required to be the focal point in DSR. There are several key areas in a DSR 
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model. Figure 1.3 presents the DSR process model adapted for this research and the application 

of each process step follows. 

 

Figure 1. 3 – DSR Process Model  (Adapted from Vaishnavi et al., 2017) 

 

Awareness of Problem 

This step requires an understanding of the domain and identification of a problem (or problems) 

to be solved. The understanding and identification process can be carried out in diverse ways. 

Multiple sources may result to an awareness of research problems that are of interest to a 

researcher. The sources may comprise of new and emerging developments in a specific 

industry or identifying the problems within a specified discipline. In this case, a secondary 

research through the critical review of existing literature was utilised. Upon completion of the 

critical review, an analysis of research findings based on identified gaps was conducted which 

provided a comprehensive awareness of the problem. This is detailed in Chapter 2. 

Suggestion 

Suggestion is also a crucial step within the DSR model. After a comprehension of the domain 

and review of the state-of-the-art, it becomes imperative to propose a solution or solutions. For 
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this research, the step suggested addressing the challenge of automated semantic annotation 

holistically. The holistic perspective also necessitated the identification of requirements for its 

facilitation. While most of the requirements came from research findings, a few were novel; 

having been conceptualised from an analysis of research findings and the adoption of a multi-

disciplinary approach to implementing the model. Furthermore, the suggestion step included 

the proposal of leveraging cloud computing paradigm for the holistic semantic annotation 

which was conducted through a feasibility study and resulted in a cloud computing capability 

model for holistic semantic annotation. This step is detailed in Chapter 3. 

Development 

This phase involves the actual development of an artefact or a set of artefacts for the identified 

problem(s). The artefact is developed to provide specified solutions and meet its objectives. 

DSR artefacts can belong to any of the output categories listed in Table 1.2. 

Table 1. 2 - Types of Research Outputs for DSR.  (Vaishnavi et al., 2017) 

 Output Description 
1 Constructs The conceptual vocabulary of a domain 
2 Models Sets of propositions or statements expressing relationships between 

constructs 
3 Frameworks Real or conceptual guides to serve as support or guide 
4 Architectures High level structures of systems 
5 Design Principles Core principles and concepts to guide design 
6 Methods Procedures for implementing tasks 
7 Instantiations Situated implementations in certain environments that do or do not 

operationalise constructs, models, methods, and other abstract artefacts; 
in the latter case such knowledge remains tacit. 

8 Design Theories A prescriptive set of statements on how to do something to achieve a 
certain objective. A theory usually includes other abstract artefacts such 
as constructs, models, frameworks, architectures, design principles and 
methods. 

  

They can also include innovations for other fields, and they can be technical or informational 

in nature. The development of new explanatory theories, innovative design as well as 

development models and implementation processes or methods are all valid forms of artefact 

with DSR. An artefact’s functionality and architecture for its creation are also valid outputs 

(March & Storey, 2008). This research has several outputs for the ‘Development’ step, and 

these are presented across Chapters 3 to 6. 
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Evaluation 

An evaluation phase is part of the DSR methodology activities. Since design artefacts are very 

fundamental to a DSR methodology, the evaluation phase needs to be both rigorous and 

appropriately implemented, providing a basis for demonstrating that an artefact meets its aim 

and objectives. This involves observing its capability to solve problems based on a set of 

requirements, by drawing comparisons between the requirements specification and results 

obtained. Within DSR, a design artefact is required to contain knowledge relating to the domain 

where the artefact is expected to function (Gregor & Hevner, 2013). The available evaluation 

methods in DSR are presented in Table 1.3. This research utilises all the described methods 

over the course of the evaluation processes. These can be found in Chapter 7. 

Table 1. 3 – Design Science Research Evaluation Methods 
Evaluation Method Description 
Observational The monitoring of the artefact within native environments to 

observe its outputs. 
Analytical The demonstration of the qualities of the artefact and how it is fit 

for use, as intended. 
Experimental The execution of an experiment on the artefact within a 

controlled environment, and possibly with some dummy data. 
Testing The execution of the different interfaces of artefacts to detect 

errors and functionality issues. 
Descriptive Construction of an informed argument for the artefact’s usability 

based on information from knowledge base. Development of 
scenarios too for artefact’s usability. 

 

Conclusion 

The last step of the model is the ‘Conclusion’ which defines the overall position of the research 

and how it has met the stated aim and objectives, based on its outputs, with adequate 

information and knowledge on disciplinary culture. It communicates the identified problem, its 

significance, utility, design rigour, relevant audience, artefact and novelty (Offermann et al., 

2009). This phase should also provide recommendations for further research in the area. This 

is in line with the Vaishnavi et al. (2017) DSR methodology.  

However, the Peffers et al. (2007) DSR methodology concludes with a ‘Communication’ phase 

which is concerned with publishing research findings. For this research, the “Conclusion” and 

“Communication” are integrated into the final phase of the research process. While the 

‘Conclusion’ is detailed in Chapter 8, ‘Communication’ cuts across Chapters 2 to 8. Table 1.4 
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presents a summary of the DSR model adoption in this research in terms of the process steps 

and corresponding chapters. 

Table 1. 4 – DSR Process Steps and Research Corresponding Chapters 
DSR Process Model Steps Corresponding Chapter(s) Outputs 

Awareness of Problem Chapter 2 Gaps Analysis from the 

investigation and review of 

problem area domains 

Suggestion Chapter 3 Proposal of a holistic 

perspective and requirements 

specification for it, including 

novel requirements 

Cloud Computing Capability 

Model for Holistic Semantic 

Annotation 

Chapter 4 Cloud Computing Maturity 

Model for Holistic Semantic 

Annotation 

Chapter 5 Design Patterns and Pattern 

Language for Holistic 

Semantic Annotation 

Holistic, Cloud-driven and 

Microservices-based 

Architecture for Automated 

Semantic Annotation of Web 

Documents 

Development Chapter 6 Description of implementation 

approach, techniques and 

supporting technologies. 

Evaluation Chapter 7 Functional Evaluation of 

prototype implementation 

Comparative Evaluation for 

any developed artefacts such as 

models and architectures 
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Experimental Evaluation for 

any implementations for 

performance measurement 

Conclusion Chapter 8 Research Summaries 

Research Contributions 

Recommendations for future 

work in the domain 

Communication Chapters 2 to 8 Research Thesis 

Publications 

 

1.4.5  DSR Cognitive Stages 

According to Vaishnavi et al. (2017), the DSR process model comprises of three cognitive 

stages; Abduction, Deduction and Reflection. The “Suggestion” phase of the DSR process 

corresponds to the Abduction cognitive stage whereby researchers utilise a research-driven 

approach to proffer technical solutions based on new or existing knowledge from a problem 

area. The Development and Evaluation phases of DSR correspond to the Deduction cognitive 

stage, in which an implementation; either partial or full is evaluated based on a set of pre-

defined requirements. The Evaluation results to making deductions which are either in line 

with the initial hypothesis or not. If they are, these are further utilised in the next stage of the 

cognitive process; Reflection. On the other hand, if they are not, the deductions still constitute 

knowledge as “Circumscriptions”. The Conclusion phase corresponds to the Reflection or 

Abstraction cognitive stage which indicates the end of a research cycle with adequate reflection 

and communication of new knowledge; referred to as Design Science Knowledge in this 

context. This stage is very crucial as it forms the basis upon which one can understand the 

entire DSR process. The means of communicating the knowledge can be through a research 

thesis, publications, conferences, workshops, seminars and lots more. The DSR process model 

by Peffers et al. (2007) implicitly identifies these cognitive stages as well in its description of 

the DSR methodology phases. Figure 1.4 illustrates the cognitive stages and their 

corresponding mappings within the DSR phases. 
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Figure 1. 4 – DSR Cognitive Stages.  (Adapted from: Vaishnavi et al., 2017) 

 

1.4.6  DSR Knowledge Contribution Framework 

DSR requires its outputs to be contributions to the body of knowledge within a domain. Gregor 

& Hevner (2013) identified four major types of knowledge contribution in DSR. These are 

Invention, Improvement, Adaptation and Routine Design. Invention refers to knowledge 

contribution based on inventing new knowledge or providing solutions to a new problem area 

within a domain. Improvement refers to the development of new knowledge or solutions to a 

well-known problem area. The Adaptation type of knowledge refers to an innovative utilisation 

of known knowledge or solutions to address a new problem area. This might involve adapting 

concepts from other disciplines to provide a multi-disciplinary solution in a domain. Lastly, 

the Routine Design is based on utilising existing knowledge or solutions for well-known 

problem areas. Vaishnavi et al. (2017) noted that a single DSR has the capability of utilising 

more than one of the types of knowledge. Figure 1.5 presents the knowledge contribution 

framework for DSR adapted from Gregor & Hevner (2013). 
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Figure 1. 5 - DSR Knowledge Contribution Framework.  (Adapted from: Gregor & Hevner, 2013) 

 

Based on the DSR Knowledge Contribution Framework in Figure 1.5, the contributions to 

knowledge from this research fall under the “Improvement” category by means of developing 

significant new knowledge and solutions for known challenges with automated semantic 

annotation and the overall evolvement of a semantic web.  

1.5  Research Contributions to Knowledge 

The contributions to knowledge from this research are as follows: 

1. A comprehensive literature review on semantic web technologies and cloud computing 

paradigm, including the interaction types between both. 

2. The proposal of a holistic approach to addressing automated semantic annotation 

challenges with an identification of a set of requirements and additional novel 

requirements to facilitate a holistic semantic annotation process. 

3. The development of a Cloud Computing Capability Model for Holistic Semantic 

Annotation which assesses and defines cloud computing mechanisms for facilitating a 

holistic semantic annotation process. 
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4. The development of a Cloud Computing Maturity Model for Holistic Semantic 

Annotation which provides maturity levels for holistic semantic annotation solution 

deployment in the cloud based on a set of well evaluated metrics. 

5. Design Patterns and Pattern Language for Cloud-Driven, Holistic Semantic Annotation 

which details technical solutions towards meeting the holistic semantic annotation 

requirements. 

6. The development of CloudSea: A Microservices-Based Architecture for Cloud-Driven, 

Holistic Semantic Annotation which provides a full-fledged software architecture 

design for holistic semantic annotation. 

7. The development of a prototype for CloudSea as proof-of-concept.  

8. Functional and Comparative Evaluation of CloudSea. 

9. The development of multiple CloudSea prototypes based on different software 

architectural patterns as well as different application deployment patterns in the cloud.  

10. Experimental Evaluation of the Cloud Computing Maturity Model for Holistic 

Semantic Annotation based on the multiple CloudSea prototypes. 

11. The provision of detailed recommendations towards further research in the area. 

1.6  Thesis Structure 

The thesis is organised into eight chapters and a summary for each one is presented as follows: 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

This chapter introduces the research, which includes a background and motivation, research 

aim and objectives, research questions and contributions to knowledge. It also includes the 

methodology adopted for the research which is based on the Design Science Research (DSR) 

paradigm. The chapter concludes with a breakdown of the thesis structure and a summary for 

each chapter. 

Chapter 2: Literature Review 

This chapter investigates the domains of semantic web technologies and cloud computing 

paradigm, with a comprehensive review of their state-of-the-art as well as how they integrate 

to proffer IT solutions. Furthermore, the chapter analyses findings from research to identify 

challenges with the evolution of a semantic web. 
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Chapter 3: Requirements for a Holistic Semantic Annotation Process 

This chapter proposes a holistic perspective to automated semantic annotation based on 

findings from Chapter 2. Furthermore, requirements for the holistic perspective are identified 

from literature and additional novel requirements were proposed. The chapter goes on to 

evaluate the feasibility of leveraging cloud computing for holistic semantic annotation and 

proposes a cloud computing capability model for holistic semantic annotation based on the 

evaluation. 

Chapter 4: Cloud Computing Maturity Model for Holistic Semantic Annotation 

This chapter investigates different application deployment patterns in the cloud with respect to 

holistic semantic annotation. The defining metrics for different patterns of cloud application 

deployments were identified and critically evaluated. Based on the metrics, different 

deployment patterns for holistic semantic annotation in the cloud were proposed as maturity 

levels. The different patterns constitute a cloud computing maturity model for holistic semantic 

annotation; as a guide towards maximising cloud computing benefits for holistic semantic 

annotation. Based on the highest maturity level within the model, ‘CloudSea: Cloud-Driven 

Semantic Annotation’ was proffered. 

Chapter 5: Design Patterns for Holistic, Microservices-Based CloudSea 

This chapter developed twelve design patterns and a pattern language for holistic semantic 

annotation based on the set of requirements identified in Chapter 2. These patterns are 

facilitated by microservices software architectural pattern and constitute technical solutions for 

the holistic semantic annotation requirements. Furthermore, they constitute re-usable 

knowledge for the solutions they proffer in line with Design Patterns paradigm. The chapter 

goes on to propose CloudSea; A Holistic, Cloud-Driven and Microservices-Based Architecture 

for Automated Semantic Annotation of Web Documents as a full-fledged software architecture 

implementable and deployable in the cloud for automated, web-scale semantic annotation. 

Chapter 6: CloudSea Prototype Implementation 

This chapter provides implementation steps and techniques for the developed CloudSea 

prototype, with details regarding supporting technologies for its development and deployment 

in the cloud. 
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Chapter 7: Research Evaluation 

This chapter is in three phases, as follows: 

• It provides a functionality evaluation for CloudSea prototype described in Chapter 6; 

describing its features and how it delivers automated semantic annotation with 

capabilities for large-scale utilisation. 

• It provides a comparative evaluation for CloudSea Architecture proposed in Chapter 5; 

with a detailed comparison and qualitative evaluation against existing semantic 

annotation solutions presented in the literature review chapter. 

• It provides experimental evaluation for the multiple CloudSea prototypes implemented 

based on the differences in their software architectural pattern and their deployment 

patterns. This evaluated the Cloud Computing Maturity Model for holistic semantic 

annotation proposed in Chapter 4. 

Chapter 8: Conclusion and Recommendations 

This chapter summarises the research outcomes and provides recommendations for future work 

in the area. Figure 1.6 further illustrates the structure of the thesis. 
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Figure 1. 6 – Thesis Structure 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

This chapter aims to review and examine existing literature in the domains of semantic web 

technologies and cloud computing; with a view to critically analyse the state-of-the-art for both 

domains as well as their integrations in various dimensions. Findings from the review and 

subsequent analysis would be described as well, in line with how they provide some insights 

and direction for the subsequent chapters.  

2.1  The Semantic Web 

The Semantic Web also commonly referred to as Web 3.0 ushered in an extension of web via 

expression of content not only using natural language, but by other means that provide 

comprehension, interpretation and usability abilities to software agents (Ye et al., 2015). This 

makes finding, sharing and aggregating information from multiple sources easier, laying 

groundwork for the evolution of what is called “The Data Web” - the publishing of structured 

data records to the web to enable remote reusability and querying (Khalili et al., 2016). With 

Web 3.0, data integration and interoperability of applications achieved a new level, providing 

interlinked open access to data as web pages and creating the path towards a full semantic web 

(Verspoor et al., 2015). As a result, web documents can become context-aware using annotation 

data, for various processing and management capabilities, facilitated by intelligent agents 

(Rudman & Bruwer, 2016). These intelligent agents are software programs designed to enable 

collection of information according to user interactions on the web, in order to perform 

automated tasks for users. This is facilitated via languages that offer information description 

that machines, and intelligent agents can understand (Ye et al., 2015).  

The semantic web concept can also be perceived as involving the provision of a general 

framework that adds a semantic layer to the web for facilitating and allowing machines to read, 

understand and interpret web content (Bourgonje et al., 2016; Gutierrez et al., 2019). The aim 

of this is to enable data sharing and reuse across diverse applications and systems. The thought 

behind its emergence is the conversion of structured and semi-structured web documents into 

a ‘web of data’ that allows expression of basic semantics in a way machines can process and 

understand (Ye et al., 2015). The machine-readable data can be produced through the creation 

of schema comprising of marked and interlinked characteristics such as defined terms, 

properties and formal relationships of web documents by developers (Gutierrez et al., 2019). 

Furthermore, the creation of such a schema creates the need for a semantic structure 

determining the attachment of these characteristics to certain instances, and the representation 
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of statements collected in a formal set of relationships known as ontology (Akgun & Ayvaz, 

2018). An ontology provides the definition for the rules of representation and the establishment 

of relationship hierarchies (Narula et al., 2018). This allows for the contextualisation of data 

points by linked data through the supply of additional information on data, thereby making 

provision for easy comprehension of information by machines (Giri, 2011; Halford et al., 

2013). Several technologies play a role in facilitating the semantic web in diverse ways. 

Semantic technologies refer to a set of programming languages and standards with common 

exchange protocols and data formats to support a web of data across several domains, 

employing formal semantics to provide context for digital documents (Coronado et al., 2015). 

While some are generic to information systems, others are quite specific for the semantic web. 

Figure 2.1 presents the semantic web technology stack. 

 
Figure 2. 1 – The Semantic Web Technology Stack  (Adapted from: Gezer & Bergweiler, 2016) 

 

2.1.1  Supporting Technologies 

A wide range of technologies and standards constitute the semantic web technology stack as 

represented in Figure 2.1. These are utilised for varying functionalities across the 

implementation of a semantic web and can be described as follows: 

• The Unicode and URI Layers define standards for recognising semantic web objects 

and confirming the use of international character sets for data representation (Alam et 

al., 2015).  
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• The XML (eXtensible Markup Language) Layer which also comprises of namespaces 

and XML Schema helps in integrating semantic web and XML-based standards. XML 

is responsible for the provision of surface syntax applicable to structured documents 

without imposing semantic constraints on what the documents stand for (Ye et al., 

2015). XML Schema focuses on the schema for XML documents; defining a strict 

structure for elements contained within them. 

• RDF is a simple data model for referring to objects and their relationships. It facilitates 

the portability of annotation data across multiple platforms. XML and RDF 

technologies complement each other in building an intelligent web (Gutierrez et al., 

2019). The RDF (Resource Description Framework) layer alongside RDFS (Resource 

Description Framework Schema) and RDFa (Resource Description Framework with 

attributes) facilitates the schematic and syntactic definition of vocabularies to be 

referenced by Uniform Resource Identifiers (Ye et al., 2015). The resources, semantic 

relations, links and services are also defined in this layer. It makes provision for a 

directed graph formalisation, with nodes representing resources and arcs representing 

properties.  

• RDFS represents a vocabulary to describe properties and classes of RDF resources, 

including semantics for generalisation-hierarchies of such properties and classes at 

various abstraction levels (Ye et al., 2015).  

• The Ontology Layer is based on the description of concepts, properties and relations 

within ontologies. It also outlines the traits between various concepts which helps in 

vocabulary evolution (Basu, 2019, Wang et al., 2015). OWL (Web Ontology Language) 

is a prominent standard on this layer and it offers a description of roles for ontological 

components and how they relate with one another.  

• RIF (Rule Interchange Format) is for rule exchanges within the web while SPARQL is 

a recursive acronym for Sparkle Protocol and RDF Query Language and is used to 

query semantic graph databases for data in formats such as RDF or JSON (Ye et al., 

2015).  

• The Cryptography Layer ensures data security by means of encryption across the 

different standards available within the semantic web stack (Alam et al., 2015).  

• The Unifying Logic Layer authors rules for the semantic web while the Proof Layer 

implements them while the Trust Layer collaborates with the Proof Layer to evaluate 
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application mechanism and validate the implementation of rules by the Proof Layer 

(Alam et al., 2015).  

2.1.2  Challenges of the Semantic Web 

Despite promises offered by the semantic web, it has been faced with several challenges. 

According to Buscaldi et al. (2018), major challenges for the semantic web include content 

availability; the evolution, availability and development of ontology; scalability; 

multilingualism, and standardisation for semantic web technologies, suggesting that only little 

content is available on the semantic web with the need to facilitate context-awareness for web 

documents at large through semantic annotations towards a fully semantic web. The need to 

create general ontologies for the semantic web as well as the means to develop and manage 

changes that come with their evolution and the annotations that refer to them was also a vital 

challenge put forward.  

The research opined that the organisation of the semantic web content including the storage 

and the appropriate mechanisms to search for them are required with the need to exhibit 

scalability in preparation for a massive semantic web growth. There is also the challenge of 

accessing information in various languages such that there is no access to the content by 

providers and users in their native language. Based on the continued increase in the quantity of 

information on the semantic web, there is the issue of easy recognition of relevant content by 

those who access information. The usual hypertext structure visualisation of the current web 

needs to be improved upon for better visualisation. More technologies need to be provided to 

make the semantic web languages stable. However, several other dimensions of identifying 

semantic web challenges can be noticed from literature that encompass the classification by 

Buscaldi et al. (2018) and goes beyond those to identify other challenges. These have been 

classified into Execution-Related, Implementation-Related and General Challenges, with an 

analysis of each as follows. 

2.1.2.1 Execution-Related Challenges 

Semantic Web challenges relating to its execution are many and diversified. There are issues 

with methods of Information Extraction and Retrieval (IER) from web documents (Niklaus et 

al., 2018). While some semantic annotation tools utilise traditional IER methods such as N-

Gram Analysis or Hidden Markov’s Model, another school of thought subscribes to the 

development and use of Web IER methods (Yates, 2007). These create a wide range of 

processes for semantic annotation based on the IER method deployed. Issues relating to 
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services and trust also exist, in which there are no W3C-compliant standards usable and 

deployable by the public for web documents (Tjoa et al., 2005). Furthermore, there are issues 

with scalability, as most existing semantic annotation tools have been developed to utilise 

specific ontologies or run on a specific platform, thereby limiting its scope of adoption for 

wide-scale semantic annotation (Kulesza et al., 2018). For the web to become truly semantic 

in nature, a semantic annotation tool that is portable in nature, easily accessible and robust 

enough to accept different ontologies for semantic annotation is required.  

2.1.2.2 Implementation-Related Challenges 

The major challenges in this area are focused on content for the semantic web and means of 

managing their life cycle. The additional content that semantic web technologies add to the 

web are ontology-generated metadata which are used to annotate web data for the provision of 

an underlying meaning and context. Based on available tools and methods, the generation and 

availability of these metadata has been a daunting task due to challenges relating to the 

development and engineering of ontologies and metadata (Narula et al., 2018). Integrating 

ontologies is vital for the aggregation of resources both within same domain and across 

multiple domains and is a challenge within Ontology Engineering (Da Silva & Cavalcanti, 

2014). Ontology Integration can be implemented in several ways such as ontology mapping, 

merging, alignment, elucidation, optimisation and self-learning. The other major area is the 

means of adding these additional content (i.e. metadata) when available. There are manual, 

semi-automatic and automatic semantic annotation methods and they all present strengths and 

weaknesses which are analysed later in section 2.2.  

2.1.2.3 General Challenges 

Some of the general semantic web challenges identified in research include multilingualism 

(Piao et al., 2015; Gracia et al., 2012) and social issues (Kirrane et al., 2018). Multilingualism 

refers to issues relating to the translation of ontologies and ontology-generated annotations 

from one language to another. The task of developing ontologies for different languages is 

time-consuming and cumbersome, considering the need for regular updates as well. While 

translating ontologies from one language to another is favoured over developing new ones for 

each language, existing translation standards are not matured enough currently and results into 

inaccurate translations (Arcan et al., 2016). Social challenges also exist such as consensus on 

taxonomies or data dictionaries for specific knowledge domains between experts in the field. 
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These taxonomies or data dictionaries are required for ontology development. Figure 2.2 

presents a summary of semantic web challenges based on the classification described. 

 

Figure 2. 2 – A Summary of Semantic Web Challenges 
 

2.2  Semantic Annotation 

As described in Section 2.1, the concept of a semantic web is based on the ability of computers 

to understand and process documents on the web by means of the application of context to 

these documents through an annotation process. Annotation is defined in the Merriam-Webster 

online dictionary as “a note added by way of comment or explanation”. Annotation is regarded 

as both an object which is added to a document, and the activity that produces this object 

(Yordanova & Kruger, 2018). Semantic Annotation defines the process of applying contextual 

information to web documents or more specifically, to contents of web documents. Ontology-

based annotation data in formats such as RDF and JSON-LD are utilised to provide the much-

needed context for web document content. Generally, the success of the semantic web depends 

to a great deal on the spread of semantically annotated web documents. Annotating web 

documents helps to improve search efficiency by introducing well-defined concepts described 

by the search domain’s ontology (Slimani, 2013). Semantic Annotation also entails merging 

semantic concepts with natural language through the introduction of annotation data (concepts 

of an ontology, such as classes, instances, properties and relations) in web documents, in order 

to define context (Oliveira & Rocha, 2013).  
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In addition, semantic annotation is a necessity for enabling widespread intelligence in new and 

existing web content and making the semantic web vision a reality (Tang et al., 2012), with 

application in a wide range of content-oriented areas (Tulasi et al., 2017). It is also used in the 

support of information visualisation, reasoning about web resources and advanced information 

search (Sajja & Akerkar, 2016). Semantic annotation is applicable to any sort of text, web 

pages, regular (non-web) documents, text fields in databases; providing annotations for 

mapping instances of ontology classes to the actual ontology classes (Brank et al., 2018).  

Furthermore, Semantic Annotation fosters a great level of automation on the web. This includes 

automated data linkage based on semantic relationships between annotated web documents. 

Likewise, the integration or aggregation of data from multiples sources, presented to a user as 

a single piece of data is an automation feature which is both beneficial for the user; in terms of 

convenience and timesaving, as well as computing resources; in terms of resources 

optimisation. In addition, an automated lifecycle for data on the web can be fostered with 

semantic annotation, providing a management mechanism for web data from creation until the 

data becomes obsolete and is archived. Figure 2.3 presents an example of a web document 

being semantically annotated using data from a knowledge graph. 
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Figure 2. 3 – An Example Web Document Semantic Annotation  (Adapted From: Tang et al., 2012) 

 

2.2.1  Manual Annotation 

Manual annotation follows strict guidelines and changes the current syntactic resources to 

interlinked knowledge structures by adding information to some level of document that 

incorporates metadata (Slimani, 2013). It can offer more precision when compared to semi-

automatic and automatic annotation methods due to the full human involvement in the process 

which means the annotations can be monitored and appropriately implemented by the user. 

Tools like OntoMat and SHOE provide an integrated environment for concurrently annotating 

and authoring text or documents (Reeve & Han, 2005). However, it is very labour intensive 
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and due to the use of human annotators, the system is exposed to errors caused by factors like 

complex schemas, volume of required training and sometimes the annotators familiarity with 

the domain can pose a challenge.  

Manual annotation does not take into consideration multiple perspectives of a data source, that 

requires multiple ontologies of which can be valuable in supporting the needs of diverse users 

(Tang et al., 2012). This also implies that manual annotation for documents requiring very high 

levels of precision and aggregation of multiple resources for the annotation can quickly become 

a daunting task due to the complexities inherent in such processes. With the scale of the web, 

running billions of web documents, a manual process for applying semantic annotations to web 

documents is not feasible (El-Ghobashy et al., 2014). Table 2.1 presents a list of some manual 

semantic annotation tools. 

Table 2. 1 – Common Manual Semantic Annotation Tools 
Manual Tools / Research Artefacts Source 
Thresher, AKTiveMedia Oliveira & Rocha (2013) 
Annotea, Yawas Nacer & Aissani (2014), Belloze et al. (2012) 
SHOE, Smore, Meteor-S Nacer & Aissani (2014) 
Annozilla, Melita, Knowtator, RDFace, MnM, 
Melita 

Belloze et al. (2012) 

RadiantWeb Guttula (2012) 
Amaya, Mangrove, Vannotea Uren et al. (2006) 
WebAnno Yimam et al. (2014) 

 

2.2.2  Semi-Automatic Annotation 

With this type of annotation, while some processes are automated, the overall semantic 

annotation still requires a significant level of intervention by humans. The weight of how much 

automation or manual work involved varies from one approach to another based on the 

different tools available (Dammak et al., 2013). The automated and non-automated tasks across 

current tools also vary. While semi-automatic annotation of web documents has been proposed 

in different quarters to overcome the challenges with manual annotations and is the method 

mostly used in current systems (Tang et al., 2012), it still faces most of the challenges of manual 

annotation (such as being time-consuming, tedious and cumbersome) and cannot be adopted 

as the means for annotating over 7 billion web pages available on the web today. The need for 

human intervention is still a limitation, especially with regards to scalability (El-Ghobashy et 

al., 2014). There are also a wide range of variations in architectural patterns, techniques for 

text analysis, ontology engineering tasks, annotation data storage methods as well as 
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automation levels among current semi-automatic tools; posing a selection and service type 

challenge for users (Slimani, 2013). Table 2.2 presents a list of some popular semi-automatic 

semantic annotation tools. 

Table 2. 2 – Common Semi-Automatic Semantic Annotation Tools 
Semi-Automatic Tools / Research Artefacts Source 
Cerno, Lixto, Semantic MediaWiki, Zemanta, 
AeroDAML, Armadillo, KnowWe, CREAM 

Oliveira & Rocha (2013) 

Semantator  Tao et al. (2013) 
Analec  Landragin et al. (2012) 
Argo  Batista-Navarro et al. (2016) 
OntoMAT Gawich et al. (2012) 
Autometa, Belloze et al. (2012) 
Visual OntoBridge  Grcar & Mladenic (2009) 
GonTongle  Giannopoulos et al. (2010), Belloze et al. (2012), 

Oliveira & Rocha (2013) 
GateCloud Belloze et al. (2012), Gawich et al. (2012) 
Aatos Tamper et al. (2017) 
PANKOW, Muse, Amilcare, S-CREAM Reeve & Han (2005) 
Ontea Laclavık et al. (2006) 
Domeo Ciccarese et al. (2012) 
RDFa Editor Duma (2011) 
Marcinczuk et al. (2012), Dammak et al. (2013), Neveol et al. (2011), Liu et al. (2009), Davis et al. 
(2009) 

 

2.2.3  Automatic Annotation 

Automatic Annotation defines a fully automated approach to semantic annotation. In this case 

the annotation process is not expected to require human intervention, instead is to be fully 

implemented by computing systems. This eradicates issues associated with both manual and 

semi-automatic semantic annotation such as being time-consuming, tedious and cumbersome. 

Automation for semantic annotation remains the major viable means of annotating existing 

web data as well as the vast amount added to it on a momentary basis (Liu et al., 2017). 

Automated annotation also provides the scalability needed for existing documents on the web 

and reduces the burden of annotating new ones. Other potential benefits are consistently 

applying ontologies and using multiple ontologies to annotate documents through an automated 

system (Tulasi et al., 2017). An all-in-one automatic semantic annotation platform that is 

scalable enough for the web and captures the entire process of semantic annotation, with 

additional requirements such as ontology engineering tasks and annotation data lifecycle 

management to provide an automated system for semantic annotation is currently unavailable 
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to the best of the writer’s knowledge. SemTag, which uses a Seeker engine for automatic 

semantic annotation is one of the few with a sizeable level of scalability. However, it is still 

vastly limited in many ways, more predominantly because its annotation source is a single 

taxonomy (known as TAP) as compared to the flexibility of integration with multiple OWL-

compliant ontologies (Oliveira & Rocha, 2013).  

In comparison with manual and semi-automatic semantic annotation, the challenge to 

automatic annotation however is the potential of the annotation not being fully accurate and 

with the human intervention removed from the process, such inaccuracies are not addressed 

immediately. Having said that, the availability of annotation accuracy measurement indexes 

means the automation can be tested for accuracy with widely accepted indexes such as 

Precision, Recall and F-Measure (Liu et al., 2017). With global knowledge graphs such as 

DBpedia and Linked Open Data Cloud receiving detailed attention and large communities for 

their management, annotation accuracy is expected to continue to increase significantly. A list 

of existing semantic annotation tools with a high level of automation can be found on Table 

7.1 in section 7.2. Table 2.3 presents a comparison of the three types of semantic annotation 

described. 

Table 2. 3 – Classification for Semantic Annotation Methods 
Methods Description Advantages Disadvantages 
Manual Annotation The process in which 

humans manually add 
metadata to data. 

1. Provides a very high 
level of accuracy. 

1. Tedious and 
cumbersome 
2. Time-Consuming 
3. Long-Winded 
4. Not applicable for 
web-scale 

Semi-Automatic 
Annotation 

The process of 
automating certain 
tasks within the 
annotation process of 
data. One major task 
often automated is 
information extraction 
and retrieval using 
methods such as 
Named Entity 
Recognition, Co-
reference Resolution, 
etc. 

1. Provides a 
reasonably high level 
of accuracy.  
2. It also provides a 
means for humans to 
make corrections 
where necessary.              

1. Quite tedious and 
time-consuming 
2. Not ideal for 
annotating the vast 
amount of web data. 

Automatic 
Annotation 

The process of 
eliminating the 
requirement of a 

1. Quick. 1. Processing-
Overload: It requires a 
lot of machine 
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human intervention in 
the annotation process 
for web data, making 
it fully machine 
processed. 

2. Feasible as a 
solution for web data 
annotation. 
3. A self-learning 
iterative annotation 
process would provide 
a very high level of 
accuracy. 

processing capabilities 
and dynamism for 
machine resources 
allocation for on-
demand semantic 
annotation. 

 

2.2.4  The Role of Ontologies 

An Ontology is defined as an “explicit, formal specification of a shared conceptualisation”. 

The term emanated from philosophy where it refers to a logical account of existence (Gruber, 

2007). It defines a representation for a knowledge domain; providing a formal description of 

concepts and their relationships resulting in a shared understanding (Munir & Anjum, 2018). 

With the current evolvement of a semantic web, the need for standards to facilitate it is very 

vital. Ontologies provide this by means of defining data model schemas, which are utilised by 

annotation data in the semantic annotation process (Luczak-Rosch et al., 2014). With 

ontologies being developed using scientific programming languages, it also implies that 

machines can easily understand the annotation they provide to web documents and further 

assist humans with information usage, extraction and retrieval on the web. They consist of 

terminologies or vocabulary within the specified domain and the relationships between them. 

While some generic ontologies exist, most ontologies are domain specific. Figure 2.4 presents 

a visual representation of an ontology for a ‘Food Product’, which is a natural domain. 
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Figure 2. 4 – A Visual Representation of an Ontology  (Adapted From: Dooley et al., 2018) 

There are different classification perspectives for ontologies in research. Slimani (2014) 

proposed a classification based on the problems that ontologies have been developed to solve; 

defining Terminological Ontologies as based on terms utilised in the construction of knowledge 

representation repositories, Information Ontologies for specifying the schema of data in data 

storage media such as files and databases, as well as Knowledge Modelling Ontologies which 

are developed for describing and conceptualising knowledge in specific domains.  

However, Fensel (2011) classified ontologies based on their generality and role in building 

knowledge-based systems, proposing domain, metadata, generic, representational and task 

ontologies. Similarly, Guarino & Musen (2015) proposed ontology classifications based on the 

level of generality of ontologies, defining top-level, domain, task and application ontologies. 

In a similar way to the availability of varying classifications for ontologies, several 

methodologies exist for engineering them as well. Some of these are MENELAS, IDEF5, 

Methontology and DILIGENT (Iqbal et al., 2013). Ontology engineering tools include Protégé, 

OntoEdit, OilEd, Ontolingua, Chimaera, SymOnto, WebOnto and Integrated Ontology 

Development Environment (Slimani, 2015). Furthermore, some primary uses of ontologies 

across several industries such as health, education, engineering and IT as identified by Vegetti 

et al. (2016) and Slimani (2015) include the following: 

 To share a common representation of knowledge among both computers and humans 
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 To facilitate knowledge reuse within a specific domain. This also prevents re-inventing 

the wheel and introduces standards that will consequently facilitate interoperability 

 To provide clear and concise context within domains 

 To separate domain and operational knowledge. 

 

The lifecycle of developing ontologies as well as other related tasks and activities associated 

with them is referred to as Ontology Engineering. Figure 2.5 presents a classification for 

different areas of ontology engineering. 

 

 
Figure 2. 5 – Classification of Ontology Engineering Activities 

 

Ontology Languages refers to scientific programming languages for building ontologies, such 

as OWL and RDFS. Some variations across these include their level of expressivity and 

standardisation (Akgun & Ayvaz, 2018). Regarding development processes, default software 

engineering steps such as requirements gathering, evaluation and documentation also exist with 

developing ontologies, with different ontology methodologies defining development and 

maintenance lifecycles. The building or compiling of a comprehensive taxonomy with well-

defined relationships between concepts and relations for use in developing ontologies is also a 

major phase required for the development (Vegetti et al., 2016). 

The analysis and evaluation of ontologies requires consensus on the entire representation 

among knowledge experts within the domain being modelled. After the development of 

ontologies, a maintenance phase is required to ensure that the concepts and relations defined 

within the ontology remain accurate based on updates to ontologies and their repositories. 

Furthermore, ontology engineering tasks can be classified under phases; management, pre-

development, development, post-development and support. This is illustrated with Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2. 6 – Phases of Ontology Engineering  (Adapted from SlideWiki, 2016) 

As it can be observed from Figure 2.6, the support phase involves tasks to integrate multiple 

ontologies together. Ontology Integration tasks are fuelled by different reasons. However, a 

prominent reason is to address the overlap which exists within different ontologies, in which 

their aggregation would result to a wider scope of formal representation for information in 

the domain (Johnson et al., 2012). The representation of concepts within ontologies vary 

from one to another and integrating them can help identify and resolve such cases. Several 

factors can be identified which leads to a single concept being represented in different ways 

within ontologies. These include the use of a single term to describe different concepts 

referred to as ambiguity, the use of different terms to describe a single concept referred to as 

redundancy and the use of different types of representation for describing concepts within 

ontologies. 

Furthermore, ontologies can be developed to different levels of granularity or depth and from 

different perspectives; factors which can also result into different formalisms of concepts 

across ontologies. Likewise, there are challenges common to the different approaches or 

methods of integrating ontologies (Harrow et al., 2019). These are actively being engaged in 

research and it will be required that results/findings from research are taken into 

consideration for any method adopted. According to Da Silva & Cavalcanti (2014), some of 
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these include: 

• Different naming conventions – naming conventions for concepts and terms 

within ontologies vary and these variations will imply difficulties in being able to 

match two or more terms that mean the same together without some additional 

input into recognising such similarities. 

• Lack of reliable textual definitions – some knowledge domains do not have existing 

comprehensive and standard textual definitions for terms. A comprehensive 

vocabulary is required for such domains first before ontologies can be used or 

integrated. 

• Lack of formal categorisation – the principles applied in classifying terms belonging 

to same sub-domains requires consistency in order to ensure that the relationships 

between different terminologies are well defined and established. 

• Different theories of a single domain (such as modern medical knowledge and pre-

scientific representations of the human body) - For instance, the term ‘Cold’ can be 

defined within different domains as meaning a sensory perception, an upper 

respiratory viral infection or a pulmonary diagnosis known as Chronic Obstructive 

Lung Disease. This creates ambiguity in defining the term within ontologies and 

subsequently mapping or matching it correctly with similar terms as required.  

2.3 Schema.org Markup 

Schema.org provides syntax for annotating parts of documents with metadata based on 

definitions provided to objects in the Schema.org repository. The objects belong to different 

schemas, referred to as ‘Types’, with over 600 Types containing hundreds of properties and 

enumeration values at the time of writing (Schema.org, 2019). Some common ‘Types’ include 

places, people, things and organisations. This markup makes search results more meaningful 

to users based on the additional interpretation it provides to small chunks of data on web pages. 

These small chunks are referred to as Google Rich Snippets on the Google search engine (Guha 

et al, 2016). An example is a Google search for a product to buy online and the Google search 

engine returning relevant results that contain information about the price of the product, the 

number of reviews for the product, and so on. These snippets enable users make better, timely 

and informed decisions for results from a web search (Ambiah & Lukose, 2012). With 
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Schema.org, markup is added to existing HTML tags within web documents. Figure 2.7 

displays a property table from Schema.org. 

 
Figure 2. 7 – A Sample Property Table from Schema.org Vocabulary  (Schema.org, 2019) 

Schema.org uses standards such as Microdata, RDFa and JSON-LD for the markup in web 

documents (Navarrete & Lujan-Mora, 2018). It extends the expressive power of HTML, though 

the expressiveness is still limited. Figure 2.8 presents an example of Schema.org markup using 

RDFa. 

 

Figure 2. 8 – An Example of Schema.org Markup using RDFa  (Schema.org, 2019) 

 

While the Schema.org project has been a success so far for adding markup to existing HTML 

tags within documents thereby extending the expressiveness of HTML and postulating an 

evolutionary rather than a revolutionary web, it is not semantic annotation and requires 

technical expertise for the addition of structured metadata to web content. Its primary use is for 
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the convenience of a group of search engines; in order to better understand web content and 

return search results based on this understanding. 

2.4  Cloud Computing 

Cloud Computing refers to a model of enabling on-demand and convenient access to a shared 

pool of computing resources, such as networks, applications, servers, services and storage (Jula 

et al., 2014). This definition highlights the ability of computing resources to be provisioned 

and released with minimal interaction between the user and the cloud service provider. Senyo 

et al. (2018) reiterates this by drawing attention to the ability of the cloud to enable a simple 

way of provisioning information technology as a service to users, rather than as a product 

through the Internet. Some popular cloud service providers include Google, Amazon, 

Microsoft, and Yahoo. Cloud users are abstracted from computing resources and do not 

actually know where data or applications are stored in the cloud (Namasudra et al., 2017). 

Recently, many organisations have been migrating to the cloud to enjoy the benefits offered by 

the technology, such as: affordable access, high performance resources, low maintenance costs 

and enhanced security (Zhang et al., 2017).  

2.4.1 Cloud Computing Delivery Models 

There are three main delivery models in cloud computing – software-as-a-service, platform-as-

a-service and infrastructure-as-a-service. Other categories of delivery models may exist as a 

cross between any or all the three main delivery models. Software-as-a-service (SaaS) involves 

provisioning of applications on the cloud by a service provider, to be used by several customers 

in a multi-tenacity setup (Mell & Grance 2011). SaaS offers software to cloud consumers on-

demand. Common examples of SaaS solutions include web-based emails such as Gmail and 

Yahoo Mail, Google Apps, Dropbox, and Salesforce CRM (Namasudra et al., 2017). In most 

cases, SaaS services are accessed via simple client interface such as web browsers. The 

application provider is responsible for managing technology resources and the solution’s 

performance. SaaS services are billed based on a pattern which can be hourly, weekly, monthly 

or yearly.  

Platform as a Service (PaaS) is another cloud computing delivery model that allows clients to 

access various capabilities, such as programming languages, services, tools and libraries; 

provisioned and managed by providers (Mell & Grance 2011). As a result, the user transfers 

the responsibility of controlling cloud operational platforms and infrastructure, such as 
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network, operating systems, memory and servers to a cloud vendor. The PaaS delivery model 

reduces the cost and complexity of purchasing and supporting both software, hardware and 

hosting resources (Diaby & Rad, 2017). However, the role of deploying and supporting the 

application remains with the client. Some popular examples of PaaS include Azure and Aneka.  

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) involves utilisation of computing resources such as: 

processing, networks and memory from a vendor (Rittinghouse & Ransome, 2017). Users can 

deploy their platforms such as operating systems and different applications without worrying 

about the necessary cloud infrastructure. In effect, the control for processing, networking, and 

storage is transferred to the vendor. Some examples of IaaS solutions are GoGrid and Amazon 

EC2. 

2.4.2 Cloud Computing Deployment Models 

There are four main deployment models in cloud computing – private cloud, community cloud, 

public cloud, and hybrid cloud (Mell & Grance, 2011). The private cloud model involves 

provisioning cloud resources for use by a single entity with several units or consumers (Mell 

& Grance, 2011). A private cloud can be owned and controlled by the enterprise or outsourced 

to a third-party service provider. It can either be on premise or externally hosted (Diaby & Rad, 

2017). Some of the benefits of this cloud deployment model include enhanced security, 

dedicated resources and improved customisation (Diaby & Rad 2017). For community clouds, 

they are provisioned for utilisation by a group of consumers referred to as a community (Liu et 

al. 2011). In most cases, enterprises forming a community have a shared factor, such as security 

requirements and compliance considerations (Mell & Grance, 2011). A community cloud can 

be managed by either one of the organisations in the group or outsourced to a service provider.  

On the other hand, public clouds are provisioned for public use (Liu et al. 2011). An example 

is a cloud service provided by academic institutions or government organisations. Liu et al. 

(2011) noted that a public cloud is also owned by a vendor selling cloud services to several 

diverse users. Benefits of this deployment model include flexible environment, freedom of self-

service, pay-per-use, increased availability and reliability (Diaby & Rad, 2017). For hybrid 

clouds, two or more cloud deployment models can be combined using standardised or 

proprietary strategies to create it (Liu et al., 2011). The advantages of a hybrid cloud include 

optimal use, data centre consolidation, enhanced availability, and risk transfer (Diaby & Rad 

2017). 
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2.4.3 Cloud Computing Essential Characteristics 

There are five main characteristics that help in the understanding of what cloud computing is, 

what it does and how best to maximise potential benefits of the cloud as defined by NIST 

(National Institute of Standards and Technology) (Mell & Grance, 2011). Firstly, with On-

Demand Service, cloud services such as storage, hardware and operating systems can be 

provisioned automatically by cloud consumers when needed, providing opportunity for the 

reservation and release of IT resources in an independent manner to meet their needs. This 

involves what is referred to as ‘provisioning’ and ‘decommissioning’ (Liu et al., 2011). The 

provisioning for these functionalities can be through graphical user interfaces (GUIs) or 

command line interfaces (CLIs). They can also be through application programming interfaces 

(APIs) meant for use in automation. This feature allows a resource changing procedure that 

involves updating configuration parameters as well as adding new nodes to the cloud 

environment.  

Broad Network Access is another of the five essential characteristics. With cloud computing, 

services are provisioned by vendors located in diverse geographic locations and accessed 

through global reach capability (Diaby & Rad, 2017). The broad network access feature ensures 

that cloud computing services are available via the Internet and accessible through diverse 

devices such as tablets, workstation computers, laptops, and smartphones. The next one is 

Resource Pooling in which the cloud service users are abstracted from mechanisms that 

facilitate resources provisioning, creating the impression that resources are from a single 

blended resource. This capability enables providers offer a set of real and virtual resources 

dynamically (Diaby & Rad, 2017). A cloud service provider can pool computing resources to 

serve several users on a multi-tenant model, with diverse computing resources, both physical 

and virtual that are dynamically assigned on-demand. 

Furthermore, there is Rapid Elasticity which refers to the ability of cloud computing technology 

to scale resources up or down based on demand from users (Rittinghouse & Ransome, 2017). 

It is a crucial characteristic of cloud computing since it implies that organisations can rapidly 

provision or de-provision resources without user interaction. As cloud users have different 

workload requirements, there is a “levelling” so that unused resources by some users are readily 

deployed to users with higher demands at that moment. In addition to being able to distribute 

workload among independent resources, the elasticity has the capability to free up resources 

flexibly when they become under-utilised (Liu et al., 2018). Lastly, there is Measured Service, 
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which refers to the ability to automatically monitor, optimise and provide reports for the 

utilisation or consumption of different cloud resources over a period. It allows for cloud 

computing service usage metering, to enable cloud consumers pay only for what they use 

(Saxena & Pushkar, 2016). This charge per use strategy helps optimise resources utilisation. 

Saxena & Pushkar (2016) further stated some cloud computing features such as Mobile 

Accessibility and Shared Infrastructure as essential for information systems today. Mobile 

Accessibility referring to the ability of users to access cloud resources while mobile and 

without any degradation in the service or its accessibility. Shared Infrastructure on the other 

hand, referring to the ability of cloud providers to deploy a virtualised software model to enable 

sharing of physical computing resources, and dynamic provisioning that involves automatic 

allocation of resources based on demand. 

2.4.4 Cloud Computing Benefits 

Cloud Computing offers a wide range of benefits, which includes the ability to rapidly 

provision computing resources; both hardware and software as well as the potential to 

dynamically scale resources based on user demands; a feature which goes a long way in 

optimising cloud computing resources, delivers proven results and saves cost (Namasudra et 

al., 2017). Cloud providers are responsible for supporting and maintaining IT resources, 

effectively relieving users of the burden of purchasing expensive computing components such 

as servers, operating systems, networking tools and so on (Mell & Grance, 2011). Another 

benefit of cloud computing is elasticity (Jula et al., 2014). Users can request for computing 

resources depending on their requirements, anytime, anywhere, if there is network 

connectivity.   

Business continuity is also achieved using cloud technology (Namasudra et al., 2017). An 

enterprise can deploy cloud backup solutions for storing systems and crucial information. In 

case of natural disasters, the information will not be affected. Moreover, cloud providers invest 

in security controls which ensures that the business is not adversely affected by cybercriminal 

activities. Cloud computing offers flexible work practices and speed (Rittinghouse & Ransome, 

2017). Users can access systems and data from any location via a network connection. This 

feature enhances productivity and mobility, since employees can work at home or while 

travelling.  
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2.4.5 Cloud Computing Issues 

Security and privacy are some of the crucial challenges faced while using cloud computing 

services (Veloudis & Paraskakis, 2016). Since systems and data are hosted in remote servers, 

there is the risk of exposure to hackers and other unauthorised users attempting to gain access 

to the cloud resources for various reasons such as financial gain and other malicious purposes. 

Another issue for cloud computing service users is downtime (Namasudra et al., 2017). In case 

the service is down, or the network has issues, users cannot access applications or data from 

cloud locations. Moreover, cloud clients have limited control over their information and 

systems since they are stored or running on remote servers owned by vendors. Finally, data and 

application interoperability remain a crucial issue in the cloud (Saxena & Pushkar, 2016). It is 

vital that cloud data and systems use standard interfaces to allow interoperability regardless of 

the delivery or deployment model adopted.  

2.5 Semantic Web and Cloud Computing 

This section focuses on the review of literature for research efforts which involves an 

integration of two or more standards across both semantic web and cloud computing 

technologies. With the possibility of leveraging each other, section 2.5.1 reviews literature on 

cloud computing leveraging semantic web technologies while section 2.5.2 reverses the order, 

by reviewing semantic web technologies leveraging cloud computing. For both instances, it 

can be observed that there is a high level of interaction between them as the following sections 

analyse. 

2.5.1 Leveraging Semantic Technologies for Cloud Computing 

Several semantic technologies and solutions have been implemented for cloud platforms, 

making them semantic in nature. A semantic cloud fosters the efficiency of a cloud platform 

with respect to services across the different delivery models (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS). This is 

usually implemented using semantic technologies such as RDF to model data for cloud services 

and OWL or RDFS to develop ontologies for cloud models. Currently, ontologies exist for 

providing metadata for cloud entities’ description. However, most of these still require further 

enhancement and enrichment (Rodriguez-García et al., 2014). From the review of existing 

literature on semantic cloud, a classification for the utilisation of semantic technologies for 

cloud platforms is presented and evaluated as follows: 
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2.5.1.1 Cloud Interoperability and Portability 

While interoperability between applications at the software-as-a-service level in cloud 

computing presents challenges, semantic technologies have increasingly been used to address 

them and overcome some of the barriers. The work by Rezaei et al. (2014) asserted that 

semantic technologies are the fundamental prerequisites towards achieving interoperability in 

the cloud. The implementation of semantic interoperability frameworks is critical for software-

as-service systems within the cloud. In addition, semantic technologies are used to provide 

comprehensive service specification across various abstraction levels and service categories. 

For instance, Fang et al. (2016) proposed a fuzziness-embedded and agility-oriented semantic 

model that captures cloud interactions and details across different abstraction levels including 

SaaS, PaaS and IaaS. The model can be used to reveal multiple agile interactions among the 

resources and services within a cloud computing environment. Figure 2.9 presents the agility-

oriented ontology design of the work by Fang et al. (2016). 

 

Figure 2. 9 - Agility-Oriented Semantic Model for Cloud Services  (Fang et al., 2016) 

In addition to enhancing the interoperability of cloud-based applications and inter-cloud 

policies, semantic technologies are also critical in resource scheduling and provisioning in an 

inter-cloud environment. Particularly, ontology-based resource description helps in solving 

inter-cloud interoperability problems making it possible for proper resource provisioning from 

different cloud service providers. The work by Di Martino & Esposito (2016) proposed an 

Inter-Cloud Resource Provisioning System (IRPS) that allows for semantic description of tasks 
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and resources. The system also facilitates the storage of such tasks and resources using resource 

ontology which in turn facilitates proper resource allocation based on a semantic scheduler and 

inference rules. Similarly, Somasundaram et al. (2012) developed a broker-based architectural 

model aimed at the problem of interoperability between OpenNebula and Eucalyptus. This 

framework integrates semantic-based resource discovery, capacity-based resource 

provisioning and selection mechanism. Overall, semantic technologies have been observed to 

be critical in solving inter-cloud interoperability issues, enhancing scheduling and provisioning 

success rate, increasing the cloud resources’ efficiency and enhancing the throughput of cloud-

based applications.  

2.5.1.2 Discovery, Selection and Utilisation of Cloud Services 

Another important application of semantic technologies in the cloud is in their use for the 

discovery, selection and utilisation of cloud services (Rekik et al., 2015). One of such uses is 

for the enhancement of topic coherence. Without the use of semantic technologies such as 

RDFS, OWL and SPARQL, it is difficult to discern whether a set of annotation data is related 

to a certain topic. Considering this, a cloud transformation model was developed by Zhang et 

al. (2015) which not only determines the relationship between annotation data and a topic but 

also integrates the annotation data into the necessary topic model. This model enhances 

performance and reduces noise while integrating semantic knowledge into Tag-LDA model. 

Furthermore, semantic technologies have proven to be vital for testing reproducibility of 

scientific experiments. The reproducibility of results obtained from scientific experiments is 

regarded as the cornerstone of any scientific method (Zhang et al., 2015). Unlike the 

conventional techniques of addressing reproducibility, semantic tools provide scientists with a 

platform for sharing and capturing valuable knowledge regarding computational experiments’ 

equipment, enabling them to capture the execution environment under which the scientific 

experiments are performed and share them through the cloud. Specifically, Santana-Perez et 

al. (2017) proposed a novel approach that describes scientific workflows’ execution in the 

cloud using semantic vocabularies.  

The work by Alti et al. (2015) proposed a multi-level ontology-based architecture referred to 

as OntoSmart which can be used in enhancing “the high level of context concepts abstraction 

for heterogeneous service sources and profiles using a top-level ontology”. This architecture 

can be beneficial in overcoming the barrier resulting from the heterogeneity and diversity of 

cloud-based service sources and profiles. In addition, semantic technologies are critical in 
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making the cloud more scalable so that it can interconnect a vast number of servers while 

supporting a variety of online services within the cloud environment. This can be observed 

from the work of Hua et al. (2014) which presented a scalable and distributed data-centric 

system referred to as “Antelope” for cloud computing data centres. The system can be used to 

overcome the possibility of mismatching between the data placement and the network 

architecture, taking into consideration the data placement’s optimisation as well as the network 

architecture’s property. Its underlying concept is leveraging the precomputation-based data 

cube to enhance online services hosted on cloud platforms. 

In addition, semantic technologies enhance the capabilities of cloud-based platforms in terms 

of management and knowledge representation, bridging semantic resources together in 

distributed cloud-based platforms and allowing for the interconnection of cloud-based 

heterogeneous services with respect to flexibility and interoperability in a virtual organisational 

schema (Pileggi et al., 2013). Semantic technologies are also critical in enhancing service 

access and discovery within cloud environments. The work by Cortazar et al. (2012) proposed 

a cloud computing ontology that allows for semantic access, identification and discovery of 

cloud-based services. Additionally, semantic technologies help in the integration of cloud 

services among different cloud-based platforms. In addition, Trajanov et al. (2012) proposed a 

framework referred to as “Semantic Sky” as a platform that allows the integration of many 

cloud-based services via semantic technologies. This system is capable of automatically 

discovering the user’s cloud context and offering the necessary actions which can be executed 

with the data within the context. It also automates the process of executing users’ tasks and 

thus resulting in improvements to the users’ efficiency, information exchange and productivity. 

Similarly, Dautov et al. (2013) proposed an approach that allows for self-managing capabilities 

of cloud application platforms. The approach perceives cloud computing platforms as 

“networks of distributed data centres”.  

2.5.1.3 Cloud Security 

Semantic-based approaches have also been deployed to enhance security mechanisms within a 

cloud environment. Privacy and security concerns have made organisations reluctant to shift 

their respective business operations to the cloud (Veloudis & Paraskakis, 2016). Hendre & 

Joshi (2015) also stated that cloud providers are required to adhere to necessary privacy and 

security policies towards ensuring users’ data are kept secure and confidential. Their research 

led to the development of a semantics-enabled application that allows cloud users to identify 
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the necessary cloud compliance and policy statements required for their organisations. The 

application also facilitates the identification of privacy and security threats within a cloud 

computing environment and the compliance and security models against such threats. 

Semantic technologies are also used for retrieving encrypted data from cloud environments. 

Yang (2015) emphasised the vital role encryption plays in protecting the privacy and security 

of data before and after transfer to a cloud platform. As such, semantic technologies are used 

to overcome the limitations of traditional data retrieval methods such as keyword search. The 

work by Xia et al. (2014) further stated that there are various searchable encryption techniques 

for performing searches on secure outsourced data. Boneh et al. (2004) also proposed a “Public 

Key Encryption Scheme with keyword search (PEKS)” as a solution to the problem of 

searching on encrypted data. Similarly, Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) schemes enhance 

the flexibility of accessing confidential data as well as the ease of sharing such data, as 

illustrated by Figure 2.10 which presents a search model of encrypted data in cloud.  

 

Figure 2. 10 – A Search Model over Encrypted Data in Cloud.  (Zhang et al., 2015) 

 

2.5.1.4 Description of Cloud Resources and Services 

Contextual description of resources and services in the cloud greatly enhances their effective 

use. One of the uses of semantic technologies for cloud is the monitoring of systems. Ward & 

Barker (2012) proposed “a scalable distributed data collection system” as a tool for monitoring 

cloud systems. This monitoring includes server resources utilisation levels such as processing 

power consumption, disc storage usage, etc. Data collected from the monitoring is used to 

provide appropriate, real-time statistical status for cloud resources. The system is based on 

RDF rather than flat files or relational databases. Chernyshov et al. (2016) defined RDF as a 
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straightforward way of describing instance data in the subject-object relation using resource 

identifiers. The RDF’s vocabulary is extensible through other schemas that facilitate the 

generation of comprehensive ontologies to represent any problem domain. Unlike other non-

semantic enabled cloud monitoring tools that utilises flat files or relational databases, Ward & 

Barker’s (2012) proposed system employs RDF which provides storage for all machine-

readable information, providing a means for computers to be able to understand and process 

the data accordingly. 

2.5.2 Leveraging Cloud Computing for the Semantic Web 

The semantic web is based on the utilisation of technologies from the semantic web stack to 

provide context-awareness for web documents. This section provides an investigation and 

assessment of a semantic web that is driven by cloud computing. The focus is on leveraging 

cloud computing for the semantic web by maximising the full benefits of cloud computing 

based on its nature and characteristics. These includes the use of cloud computing mechanisms 

to analyse, query and reason with the massive amounts of metadata for the semantic web. 

Metadata management for the semantic web requires a very high level of automatic scalability 

which cloud computing can provide. The implementation of a solution such as Hadoop 

MapReduce in a cloud environment for semantic metadata operations also provides a basis for 

leveraging cloud computing for the semantic web.  

One of the key issues with the semantic web is scalability. It arises when organising, storing 

and retrieving semantic metadata for the vast amount of web documents accessed concurrently 

at any given time (Manzoor et al., 2014). The semantic web forms a global graph where 

SPARQL is used to retrieve these links. These SPARQL queries may be required to navigate 

through several web and database servers joining the links within RDF databases. Retrieving a 

link and accessing a web document requires proof and trust processes as well. All these 

demands high computational resources due to the number of documents and servers involved. 

The access operation in normal circumstances means instantaneously handling millions of user 

requests which would result in extended processing times if handled in this manner. To 

eliminate this issue, cloud computing mechanisms can be implemented for the provision of 

high-performance computing which subsequently, reduces the processing time and high 

computational cost that would have ensued (Erl et al., 2015). While semantic web technologies 

provide standards for defining context for data and relationships between them, cloud services 
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have the capability to provide a platform where these data can be stored and processed 

accordingly.  

The research by Mika (2008) considered web semantics in the cloud, providing an overview of 

semantic web technologies and three various aspects that have to do with semantic web 

technologies in the cloud. Firstly, cloud computing for web data was discussed; these web data 

includes metadata obtained from applications that run on the web and computational data 

produced via search engines. Due to the large amount of data generated from the web, the use 

of cloud services was proposed as an effective way of handling these data. Technologies such 

as MapReduce and Hadoop were considered for processing these large datasets. Secondly, the 

use of Yahoo! Pig to process huge amounts of RDF data was discussed. An overview of Yahoo! 

Pig for querying large volumes of information in a batch processing mode utilising clusters of 

several machines, without evident challenges in scalability was analysed. Throughout the 

examination it was seen that Yahoo! Pig's information model and change language are like the 

relational representations of RDF and the SPARQL query language. The authors stretched out 

Pig for processing RDF queries. A limitation of using the model was highlighted as it provides 

solutions for only the offline batch processing task. The author recommends that more 

algorithms be included into the MapReduce framework to address the issue of scalability. The 

scope of the research is also supported by Kim et al. (2010) with a proposition for e-portfolio 

designs based on a Private-Public data index system that integrates cloud computing 

applications and storage with semantic web architecture. 

Similarly, Husain et al. (2011) addressed the issue of complex queries and scalability for large 

semantic web data. Leveraging cloud technologies, a scalable semantic framework was built 

to handle queries regarding RDF dataset which was becoming very large and complex. The 

reason for this work was because the authors stated that the existing solutions that has been 

provided, though they handle large RDF dataset, they are usually not scalable, or they do not 

scale adequately. The authors devised a novel algorithm to handle complex queries, that is 

queries with optional blocks which their previous work did not include and basic graph queries. 

Hadoop framework was also utilised to store the RDF data and MapReduce was used for the 

query answering system, although some algorithms were used for modification to achieve 

scalability. The system was tested using SP2B dataset and the desired result was achieved. The 

article did not dwell much on the performance of the queries when applied to larger datasets. 

However, the system was stated to possess capabilities for maintaining scalability and 

efficiency in such cases. 
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Likewise, Amato et al. (2012) proposed a system that leverages semantic web technologies for 

document composition such as editing or composing aiding services; exploiting hardware and 

software functionalities (service model) provided by the cloud service provider. The system 

can be applicable to various domains, but the testing of the system was streamlined to the health 

domain. The paper proposed CloSe, a cloud software as a service system for document 

semantic composition. CloSe depicts a development in the cloud computing domain for record 

handling and is dependent on semantic methodologies. The framework exploits data and 

information contained in suitable document bases, gathered from heterogeneous sources, for 

appropriate recommended fragments to be embedded in the document. The outcome 

demonstrated that the framework improves the archive structure; helping and providing 

preliminary results about the viability of the semantic recovery methods, in view of precision, 

recall and f-measure metrics. In any case, performance assessments of the framework were not 

revealed. 

Furthermore, Hsu & Cheng (2015) proposed a cloud service model called Semantic Agent as 

a Service (SAaaS) which involves the integration of a semantic web and software agents as a 

typical approach to access cloud resources consistently. SAaaS was developed using UML but 

it was enhanced to use SAUML; Semantic-based Agent UML. The proposed model was 

associated with an existing cloud service to encourage the improvement of resourceful cloud 

computing applications. In line with this, the work by Dessi et al. (2016) proposed the use of 

semantic web technologies in relation to bioinformatics. The authors discussed the concerns of 

technologies been suitable for promoting the prerequisites of a cooperative environment where 

a research community share and develop information regarding the biomedicine discipline. The 

authors proposed COWB (Collaborative Workspaces in Biomedicine), a system which 

underpins collective knowledge management with regards to biomedical communities to 

address this issue. The framework was a cloud service model based on PaaS (Platform as a 

Service), displaying an elective method to knowledge management and utilising cloud platform 

to share information aggregately. It also enabled storage of knowledge bases across several 

machines and accessible to a wide range of users. 

Corradi et al. (2016) also towed the Platform as a Service (PaaS) model, proposing a mobile 

cloud infrastructure for extracting semantic data from speech recognition within social care 

domains. The system proposed was MoSSCa, a mobile cloud empowered speech recognition 

system that can give semantic-enhanced text recognition, which is challenging on cell phones 

without a portable, supporting cloud architecture. The study did exhibit a system and an 
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architecture, with a survey across various accents, queries and high levels of concurrent user 

requests. The architecture aided the processing and management of vast amounts of 

information in a Big Data environment (Herrera et al., 2017).  

Across the different research efforts analysed, it can be observed that both cloud computing 

and semantic web technologies are required for efficiently handling large amount of 

heterogenous data that is currently available on the web. While developing a framework to 

ensure data is stored and retrieved with respect to the desired domain or challenge, scalability, 

efficiency and a high-performance rate are some of the vital requirements. The roles played by 

ontologies and natural language processing are also prominent, especially in querying data 

either via speech or text form. Table 2.4 presents a summary of the reviewed literature, their 

concerns, tools used to achieve those concerns with regards to cloud computing models and 

semantic web technologies as well as their scope during the analysis of the review. 

Table 2. 4 - Summary of research projects on leveraging cloud computing for semantic-based 
applications 

Authors Domain Cloud Model Semantic Tools Scope 

Mika (2008); 
Kim et al. (2010) Web PaaS (Hadoop, 

MapReduce) RDF, SPARQL Overview of 
technologies. 

Husain et al. 
(2011) 

Web PaaS (Hadoop, 
MapReduce) 

RDF, SPARQL 

Did not handle 
complex queries that 
involves optional 
blocks 

Husain et al. 
(2011) Web Hadoop, 

MapReduce RDF, SPARQL 

Performance was not 
evaluated with respect 
to complex queries 
that involved optional 
blocks 

Amato et al. 
(2012) 

E-Government 
and E-Health 

SaaS, IaaS, PaaS NLP, OWL, 
SPARQL 

Processing semantic 
documents in the 
cloud 

Hsu & Cheng 
(2015) Web SaaS, IaaS, PaaS RDF, OWL, 

SWRL 

SAUML profile only 
addressed SAaaS 
modelling. 

Dessi et al. 
(2016) 

Bioinformatics 
(Health) 

PaaS RDF, OWL 
Considers only 
domain knowledge 
from ontology. 

Corradi et al. 
(2016) 

M-Health, 
Social Care 

PaaS NLP, OWL Although performance 
and scalability were 
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considered in the 
research, the issue of 
data security was not 
covered. 

 

2.6 Chapter Summary 

This chapter provided a comprehensive review of literature for the technological paradigms 

central to this research; semantic web and cloud computing. With semantic annotation being 

very pivotal to the semantic web, it was critically reviewed alongside how ontologies impact 

on the varying types of challenges it faces today. Cloud computing delivery and deployment 

models; characteristics, benefits and issues were also reviewed. Furthermore, the role each of 

the two paradigms plays in facilitating the other were reviewed and analysed. For each of the 

sections, a gap analysis is conducted by elucidating the challenges therein. With focus on the 

automation challenge for semantic annotation, the next chapter starts with the proposal of 

requirements to address this holistically. 
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Chapter 3: Towards a Holistic Semantic Annotation Solution 

In this chapter, a holistic perspective to automated semantic annotation is proposed. This is 

based on the automation challenge of semantic annotation described in section 2.2 of Chapter 

2 which analysed the state-of-the-art approaches for automatic semantic annotation. From the 

analysis, a disparate approach to semantic annotation was pointed out which has hindered 

automatic processes for semantic annotation. To address this, transformation from a disparate 

approach to a holistic one is proposed. The holistic perspective is believed to be capable of 

addressing the automation challenge. The case for a holistic perspective is presented in section 

3.1 while section 3.2 identifies and analyses requirements for the holistic perspective. In section 

3.3, a feasibility of cloud computing facilitating the holistic view is assessed by evaluating 

cloud computing mechanisms and their potential impacts on the requirements. These results in 

a cloud computing capability model for holistic semantic annotation in section 3.4 with a 

chapter summary in section 3.5. 

3.1  The Holistic Perspective to Semantic Annotation 

From the semantic annotation challenges presented and analysed in section 2.2 of Chapter 2 

and the subsequent focus on the automatic semantic annotation challenge, several issues 

mitigating against it can be observed with existing semantic annotation tools from literature. 

Firstly, the scope and depth of ontologies that describe concepts and relations are vital factors 

which determine the level of precision obtainable with annotation data (Faria et al., 2014). 

While domain-specific ontologies can be very useful, they are still limited in most cases. The 

use of a single ontology for describing concepts and relations would result to a low level of 

accuracy and completeness for annotation data generated based on such ontologies. This can 

be observed with some existing semantic annotation tools such as SemTag (Dill et al., 2003) 

and KIM (Malik et al., 2010) that utilise a single ontology. With ontology engineering activities 

such as ontology mapping, merging and alignment, it is pertinent to aggregate resources from 

multiple ontologies for automatic semantic annotation processes in order to expand the scope 

and depth of concept/relations construction. 

In addition, the storage mechanism for annotation data can be observed to vary widely across 

existing semantic annotation solutions. While some embed these within web documents; such 

as CREAM, OpenCalais and MnM, some others such as Cerno and KIM store them remotely 

(Oliveira & Rocha, 2013). The format for storing annotation data across both methods can also 

be observed to vary, with portable and well-structured formats such as XML and JSON as well 
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as less structured formats such as HTML and XHTML among others. With focus on web 

documents which are mostly based on a client-server architecture over the Internet, annotation 

data stored remotely and served to corresponding web documents using portable formats would 

offer greater benefits. The remote storage mechanism also makes it easier to integrate the 

process with ontology engineering activities to facilitate a synchronisation between both. This 

is also in line with managing the evolvement of ontologies. Ontologies can evolve by adding 

new concepts and relations to them through ontology population (Petasis et al., 2011), or 

through an update to the structure of the ontology either by means of changes in the structure 

of the model or changes based on the development language; such as OWL evolving to OWL2 

(Bayoudhi et al., 2017). The impact of such evolution needs to be managed alongside automatic 

semantic annotation of web documents. 

Furthermore, when ontologies are mapped or aligned to expand their scope and depth, 

techniques adopted for obtaining optimal results from the process are vital, as well as having a 

continuous synchronisation between mappings generated and the ontologies that provided them 

(Mittra & Ali, 2017). These processes within ontologies; evolution, mapping, alignment, 

update among others directly impact on annotation data, hence, the need for a seamless 

communication between them. In addition, web documents are very dynamic and change often. 

With web documents hosted on web servers possibly remotely from their corresponding 

annotation data, a real time consistency between web documents and annotation data is 

required. Based on these; web, annotation as well as ontology servers need to establish a data 

communication stream continuously for up-to-date data sharing. Figure 3.1 illustrates the 

communication required between these. 
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Figure 3. 1 – Communication Stream between Web, Annotation and Ontology Servers 
 

Likewise, the optimisation of data at set intervals is a well-established concept in information 

systems (Wang et al., 2018). This applies to annotation data as well because schematic and 

structural changes to ontologies and annotation data formats over time has the potential to alter 

the structure of annotation data. An optimisation process that will trigger when necessary 

requires synchronisation with ontologies and other associated third-party computing resources. 

Currently, the optimisation of annotation data has not been observed to be a topic of discussion 

in literature. Another concept which has not been observed to receive attention from the state-

of-the-art and which the holistic perspective can foster for automated semantic annotation is 

the co-location of annotation data and web documents. Lastly, while some tools are presented 

as providing automatic semantic annotation, the level of automation can be realised to be low; 

requiring expertise level involvement in the semantic annotation process for end users. This 

eventually constitutes a challenge for utilising such solutions. In this context, automation is 

opined as not requiring any expertise from end users for the semantic annotation process. 

Figure 3.2 illustrates transformation from a disparate state of semantic annotation to a holistic 

one; which provides a synchronisation of several independent solutions as well as considers 

additional functionalities required for a fully automated semantic annotation process. 
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Figure 3. 2 – From Disparate to Holistic Perspective for Semantic Annotation 
 

These can be observed to be contributing factors to the challenge of automatic semantic 

annotation and to the best of our knowledge, no existing semantic annotation tool provides a 

solution that addresses all these holistically. While some of these can be observed to be 

addressed disparately, a holistic perspective to semantic annotation, which investigates all of 

these for facilitating a fully automated semantic annotation solution is proposed in this 

research. A solution based on this perspective is believed to possess the potential of 

transforming the current state of semantic annotation by means of a holistic approach that 

investigates the various automation challenges and offers an integrated solution; capable of 

delivering the service as a single unit while also providing a continuous lifecycle of annotation 

data generation, delivery, management and evolution for web documents with the capability to 

scale and be deployed in multiple clusters across the web. The next section reviews and 

analyses identified requirements for a holistic semantic annotation process. 

3.2 Requirements for the Holistic Perspective 

From the holistic perspective to semantic annotation described in section 3.1, several 

requirements can be identified, which are also well supported in literature for semantic 

annotation generally. While the technique and extent of implementation for these vary across 
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some existing tools, the understanding of what they are as requirements are quite generic. 

Furthermore, two additional requirements are added to the ones adapted from literature. These 

are Annotation Data Optimisation and Annotation Data Colocation. 

Table 3. 1 – Holistic Semantic Annotation Requirements 
Requirement Summary Description Support for Requirement 
Concept Extraction Extraction, disambiguation and 

interlinking of instances of 
concepts and relations from text 
corpus and their storage in RDF 
graph databases 

Dou et al., (2015), Grobe-
Bolting et al., (2015), 
Martinez-Rodriguez et al., 
(2018) 

Ontology Population Addition of concepts and 
relation models into the 
structures of existing ontologies 

Petasis et al. (2011), Faria et al. 
(2014), Tomaz et al. (2012), 
Cheatham et al. (2019), Makki 
(2017) 

Ontology Selection Evaluation and selection of 
appropriate ontologies for a 
semantic annotation process 

Park et al. (2011), Hooi et al. 
(2015), Sabou et al. (2006), 
Dhingra & Bhatia (2012) 

Ontology Mapping Mapping same or similar 
concepts across multiple 
ontologies together 

Luczak-Rosch et al. (2014), 
Johnson et al. (2012), Xiangmei 
& Chunli (2013), Kumar & 
Harding (2013), Mittra & Ali 
(2017), Wang et al. (2015), 
Jean-Mary et al. (2009) 

Annotation Data Storage Generation and storage of 
annotation data based on a 
decoupled approach 

Uren et al. (2006), Zou & Ozsu 
(2017), Jie et al. (2018), De 
Virgilio (2017) 

Annotation On-the-fly Online, real time and automated 
generation, storage and 
annotation of web documents 
with contextual data 

Based on traditional client-
server architecture in 
computing (Mainetti et al., 
2015) 

Annotation Data Reuse Use of annotation data instance 
multiple times for a web 
document 

Uren et al. (2006), Zou & Ozsu 
(2017), Jie et al. (2018) 

Annotation Data Sharing Use of annotation data instance 
by multiple web documents 

Uren et al. (2006), Oliveira & 
Rocha (2013) 

Annotation Data Auto-Update Automatically updating 
annotation data to maintain 
consistency with corresponding 
web documents 

Uren et al. (2006), Oliveira & 
Rocha (2013) 

Ontology Auto-Update Automatically updating 
ontologies to ensure accuracy 
of annotation data 

Sassi et al. (2016), Imam 
(2016), Losch et al. (2009), 
Sangers et al. (2012), Flahive et 
al. (2015) 
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Annotation Data Optimisation Periodic optimisation of 
annotation data based on 
schematic changes to 
ontologies. 

Novel; based on the computing 
concept of data optimisation 
(Wang et al., 2018) 

Annotation Data Colocation Locating web documents and 
annotation data close to each 
other to minimise data transfer 
issues such as network latency 

Novel; based on the computing 
concept of co-location of 
resources (Wilder, 2012) 

 

Figure 3.3 also presents the holistic semantic annotation requirements based on a classification 

of three phases for the semantic annotation process; preparatory, annotation and maintenance 

phases. 

 

Figure 3. 3 – Holistic Semantic Annotation Requirements and Phases 
 

3.2.1  Preparatory Phase Requirements 

This phase comprises of requirements that defines series of processes needed prior to a 

semantic annotation instance. These are: Concept Extraction, Ontology Population, Ontology 

Selection, Ontology Mapping and Annotation Data Storage. 
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3.2.1.1 Concept Extraction 

Concept Extraction refers to the process of extracting instances of concepts and relations from 

different sources to develop annotation data for web documents (Dou et al., 2015). While this 

process can be implemented in diverse ways and using different techniques, a generalised 

procedure, which defines the major steps can be utilised. Figure 3.4 presents the general 

approach to concept extraction for semantic annotation. 

 

Figure 3. 4 – Generic Approach to Concept Extraction for Semantic Annotation 
 

From Figure 3.4, it can be observed that the first step is Text Identification. This requires 

identifying documents containing instances of concepts and relations for extraction. The source 

of the document needs to be identified and both its availability and accessibility confirmed. 

Once the document has been identified and accessed, the extraction of text follows using 

scientific techniques such as web scrapping, TextRunner and KnowitAll (Niklaus et al., 2018). 

This is known as Information Extraction and Retrieval (IER) (Vlahovic, 2011). Several 

methods of IER exist today but they can be broadly categorised into pattern-based and machine 

learning-based methods. The pattern-based methods are dependent on specific patterns from 

data or rules defined and include Hearst Pattern, JAPE (Java Annotation Pattern Engine), 

Pattern Discovery, etc. The machine learning-based are either dependent on probabilistic or 

induction theories. Examples are Hidden Markov’s Model, LP2 (Lifted Probabilistic Logic 

Programming) and N-Gram Analysis (Reeve & Han, 2005).  

The next phase; Text Analysis involves the use of specific algorithms for splitting sentences 

and the identification of different concepts such as people, things, places, organisations and 

events. This relies on the use of Natural Language Processing (NLP). NLP describes the 

process of utilising computerised techniques to read, decipher and analyse natural languages, 

such as English and French to come up with meaningful information (Young et al., 2018). This 

analysis involves the identification of concepts and relationships from natural text. Some NLP 

techniques include Automatic Summarisation, Co-Reference Resolution, Discourse Analysis, 

Machine Translation, Morphological Segmentation, Named Entity Recognition, Optical 

Character Recognition and Part-of-Speech Tagging (Khurana et al. 2017). The role of 

Automatic Summarisation is the production of a comprehensive shorter form of a larger piece 
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of text such that the overall context of the initial text is still intact. Co-reference Resolution has 

to do with the identification of different objects within a piece of text that refers to a specific 

named entity within the text. Such references include the use of pronouns such as ‘he’, ‘she’, 

‘it’, ‘I’ and ‘me’ in reference to the named entity. The function of Discourse Analysis is the 

identification of the communication structure for a set of inter-related text. Machine Translation 

automatically translates text from one natural language to another one. Morphological 

Segmentation deals with the separation of words into separate contextual morphemes and 

identification of the types of morphemes. As for Optical Character Recognition (OCR), it offers 

an image that represents printed text, thereby helping to determine associated text for the 

corresponding images. Part-of-speech Tagging offers sentence description and the 

determination of the part of speech for every word (Khurana et al. 2017). 

A typical NLP system helps with the manipulation of an input text in a progressively complex 

manner. NLP deals with words and considers words as carriers of textual meanings. Hence, it 

requires a pre-processing step before additional analysis for delimiting individual word tokens 

making up a text, which is known as Tokenisation. Tokens (words) are deciphered according 

to the context of their use in a pre-trained classification model that studies parts of speech 

(Singh, 2019). A simple approach is the splitting of the text based on whitespaces or 

punctuations. Similarly, Sentence Splitting in most cases has to do with utilising basic 

heuristics such as searching for the typical end of sentence punctuation (period or question 

mark) followed by a capital letter (Verspoor & Cohen 2013).  

It is sometimes essential to establish the relevant relations among words in a text. Part-of-

Speech Tagging is the most fundamental in determining the part of speech of a word. Shallow 

parsing analyses sentences by identifying and recognising words, or a sequence of words as 

belonging to a part of speech. However, deep parsing is required to identify specific 

grammatical relationships among them and their roles within the sentences, as shallow parsing 

does not do this. (Verspoor & Cohen 2013). Named Entity Recognition (NER) is used in NLP 

for locating and classifying named entities in word tokens into categories predefined in NLP 

models (Marrero & Urbano, 2018). These categories include names of people, places, 

organisations, monetary values and time expressions; utilised in solving real-world problems 

such as specific products mentioned in a certain review or names and location of people 

mentioned in documents.  
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From the classification, the next step involves the disambiguation of recognised concepts (that 

is, definition as people, organisations, places, events and so on) based on one or more domain-

specific ontologies. For example, ‘Leopard’ is classified as an animal and further 

disambiguated as ‘Leopard: Cat’ not ‘Leopard: Pisces’. This step is very crucial as it gives text 

the ability to be processed and become understandable pieces of data through linkage to a 

broader set of already existing data. Next, the Relationship Extraction step, which identifies 

relationships between extracted concepts and links them with related external or internal 

domain knowledge (Martinez-Rodriguez et al., 2018). The fifth step; Indexing and Storage 

deals with indexing and storing the instances in a semantic graph database, usually in RDF 

format. At this stage, the data within the graph database can be queried using SPARQL to 

generate contextual data for a web document based on the web document content. 

3.2.1.2 Ontology Population 

Ontology Population refers to the population of domain-specific ontologies with new concepts 

and relations as additions to the existing knowledge modelled within such ontologies. It is also 

sometimes referred to as Ontology Enrichment (Petasis et al., 2011). In comparison with 

Concept Extraction which involves the extraction of instances of concepts and relations, 

Ontology Population provides a representation for concepts and relations and not their actual 

realisations as utilised in text corpus. Invariably, Concept Extraction utilises the structure 

defined for concepts and relations within an ontology to define context and relationships for 

instances of such concepts. The addition of more concepts and relations to ontologies implies 

increasing the scope of contextual data described by the ontology which subsequently results 

into the generation of more meaningful annotation data for web documents (Tomaz et al., 

2012).  

Furthermore, with the dynamic and transformational nature of information resulting to new 

data being added to the body of knowledge daily, the need for ontology population is very vital 

to cater for newly constructed or re-defined concepts and relations in order to avoid mis-

representation of information within annotation data and facilitate their accuracy at all times. 

Ontology Population processes result into structural changes for the ontology as it can require 

modifications to the hierarchy of concepts or to taxonomic relations (Cheatham et al., 2019). 

A typical ontology population process usually requires a mechanism, often regarded as an 

extraction engine to identify concepts and relations from several document types (Faria et al., 

2014). An initial ontology is then input into the system alongside the newly extracted concepts 
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and relations to construct a taxonomy from the existing concepts within the initial ontology as 

well as the newly extracted ones. Thereafter, semantic relations are extracted and defined for 

the new taxonomy. These results into an enriched ontology which undergoes an evaluation to 

resolve any inconsistencies. Tomaz et al. (2012) proposed an iterative, unsupervised approach 

for this process. Upon inconsistencies resolution, a populated ontology emerges. The overall 

process can be repeated for several text corpus and either based on specified intervals with new 

document sources or based on the availability of a required level of new concept/relation pairs 

within the domain of an ontology. Figure 3.5 presents an ontology population process as 

defined by Petasis et al. (2011). 

 
Figure 3. 5 – Ontology Population Process  (Petasis et al., 2011) 

 

3.2.1.3 Ontology Selection 

Ontology Selection defines the process of identifying ontologies that meet a set of criteria for 

a specific purpose (Park et al, 2011). The selection of an appropriate ontology or multiple 

ontologies for semantic annotation is very vital in determining the quality of annotation data 

produced. This is because selecting appropriate, multiple ontologies to generate RDF 

annotation data for a web document provides a better means of covering the required scope and 

depth of contextual data required by the web document. Often, selection criteria for ontologies 

are dependent on the web documents that the ontologies are to be used for. The domain, scope, 
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size, depth and standardisation for ontologies are all key factors in a selection process (Hooi et 

al., 2015).  

The selection process also constitutes an evaluation for the ontologies by means of considering 

if they meet the required criteria for selection. Once the evaluation metrics are met by one or 

more ontologies, they can then be selected for use. Sabou et al. (2006) defined an approach to 

ontology selection which involves three criteria; popularity, richness of content and scope. The 

popularity of ontologies defines how high they rank; using ontology ranking algorithms, in 

comparison with other similar ones. AktiveRank (Dhingra & Bhatia, 2012) is one of such 

algorithms popularly used for the ranking process. It defines a five-stage algorithmic approach 

to calculate a popularity index for ontologies by analysing the structure of concepts defined 

within them. The stages are class match measure, centrality measure, density measure, 

semantic similarity measure and total score. The Ontology Scope criteria defines knowledge 

domains that the ontology will be representing. The granularity of the ontology is also required 

to be identified, as this impacts on its intended use. A list of competency questions can be 

developed to provide a well-defined scope for the ontology. Other measures such as number of 

concepts and relations contained within the ontology are also means of evaluating and selecting 

appropriate ontologies which can be utilised in other ontology engineering processes such as 

ontology mapping and ontology alignment among others (Petasis et al., 2011).  

3.2.1.4 Ontology Mapping 

Ontology Mapping refers to the matching and alignment process for concepts and relations 

across multiple ontologies with same or similar contextual information (Luczak-Rosch et al, 

2014). For the holistic semantic annotation process being proposed, ontology mapping is 

required sequel to ontology selection. The goal of the mapping process is to address issues such 

as semantic ambiguities and redundancies (Johnson et al., 2012) which, if well addressed would 

lead to the generation of better and rich-content annotation data for web documents by fostering 

a means of aggregating resources from multiple ontologies at the same time without conflicts 

in their schema for concepts and relations. Mapping ontologies together makes it possible to 

update the different ontologies independent of each other and add more ontologies as the need 

arises without having to undergo any major overhaul (Xiangmei & Chunli, 2013). Several 

factors can be identified which leads to a single data or concept being represented in different 

ways within different ontologies. These include: 

• The use of a single term to describe different concepts – ambiguity. 
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• The use of different terms to describe a single concept – redundancy. 

• The use of different types of representation for describing concepts within ontologies. 

• Developing ontologies to different levels of depth in terms of scope. 

• Developing domain-specific ontologies from different perspectives. 

While several approaches exist to utilising multiple ontologies for a web document, ontology 

mapping is very crucial as it enables the individual ontologies to continue evolving 

independently irrespective of earlier defined mappings, with updates to the mappings when one 

or more ontologies evolve (He et al., 2010). Ontology Merging is one of such other approaches. 

However, ontology merging results into an integration between two or more ontologies to 

constitute a single unit. Table 3.2 details the differences between both. 

Table 3. 2 – Comparison of Ontology Mapping and Ontology Merging 
Criteria Ontology Merging Ontology Mapping 

Language The ontologies need to have been 

developed using same language 

Does not require ontologies to be of the 

same language before their concepts 

can be mapped 

Upgrade This is cumbersome, as each initial 

ontology still evolves independently 

Ontologies are upgraded separately, 

hence, less cumbersome 

Purpose Becomes restricted to uses permissible 

by the merging 

This is flexible as individual ontologies 

can still be utilised separately 

Maintenance It becomes more cumbersome, due to 

the volume as well as differences in 

maintenance techniques 

Relatively less cumbersome due to 

their independence 

 

The current approaches to ontology mapping deploy a wide range of methods which was 

classified by Kumar & Harding (2013) as follows: 

• Linguistic Methods: These exploit linguistic labels of concepts within ontologies to be 

mapped. Similarities between labels are identified using techniques such as Hamming 

Distance or some specialised domain knowledge. Once these similarities have been 

identified, the concepts represented by the labels can be mapped together as 

representing a single meaning. 

• Statistical Methods: These define mappings between ontological concepts based on the 

existence of statistical correlations between them. Such methods, however, are heavily 
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reliant on the availability of large numbers of instances within RDF graphs utilising 

such ontologies. 

• Structural Methods: These utilise the internal structures of ontologies to identify 

similarities between different ontologies. Structural methods however cannot be used 

alone and is usually alongside either a linguistic or statistical method. 

• Logical Methods: These utilise the logical formalisms within the ontology. However, 

ontologies with a low level of semantic structure would not provide a great deal of 

formalism. Hence, this can be utilised alongside either a linguistic or statistical method 

as well. 

Ontology mapping frameworks such as ASMOV (Automated Semantic Mapping of Ontologies 

with Validation), FOAM (Framework for Ontology Alignment and Mapping) and QOM 

(Quick Ontology Mapping) are commonly used. There is the need however, to ensure that 

updates are made to mappings after upgrading an ontology to a newer version (Adachi & 

Fukuta, 2017). Mappings can be between local, merged and remote ontologies (Wang et al., 

2015). The ASMOV ontology framework also provides a semantic verification step for 

mappings generated as a means of validation (Jean-Mary et al., 2009; Mittra & Ali, 2017). It 

uses lexical and structural characteristics of ontologies for an iterative calculation of a 

similarity measure index between them to generate an alignment. These alignments go through 

a verification process to ensure that there are no semantic inconsistencies. ASMOV exploits 

four major characteristics of an ontology to match pairs of entities. These are the lexical 

information, internal structure, external structure and individuals (Jean-Mary et al., 2009; 

Mittra & Ali, 2017). 

3.2.1.5 Annotation Data Storage 

Annotation data storage refers to the storage mechanism of contextual data for annotating a 

web document. These can be domiciled within the web document which is classified as a 

monolithic approach or they can be stored separately from the web document, known as a 

decoupled approach (Uren et al., 2006). For web-scale, holistic semantic annotation, the 

decoupled approach is believed to be more efficient and effective for their intended purposes. 

Table 3.3 presents a comparison of these two approaches. 
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Table 3. 3 - Comparison of Monolithic and Decoupled Annotation Data Storage Mechanisms 
Monolithic Annotation Data Storage Decoupled Annotation Data Storage 

Changes in a web document automatically makes 
the annotation data invalid. 

Changes in a web document automatically 
triggers a re-generation of annotation data for the 
document. 

Annotation data is not sharable among multiple 
web documents. 

Annotation data can be shared by multiple web 
documents 

Annotation data is usable only by the web 
document it is embedded in. 

Annotation data is re-usable by multiple web 
documents 

It does not foster collaboration It promotes collaboration 

Requires a 1:1 mapping for web documents and 
annotation data 

Fosters a 1: N mapping for web documents and 
annotation data 

Annotation data is always available with the web 
document 

Annotation data and web document exist 
separately 

Annotation data can be edited locally, which can 
lead to errors 

Annotation data is not locally available for 
editing; hence its integrity is preserved. 

 

With the dynamic nature of the web, web documents and ontologies are frequently evolving 

and requiring updates. The decoupled approach will facilitate automatic updating of annotation 

data; triggered when either corresponding web documents or ontologies change as a result of 

an update to content, context or structure. Considering the structure of annotation data which 

can be in portable formats such as XML, JSON or YAML, changes within a web document 

would require a re-generation of its annotation data which needs to be an automated process 

without a user’s direct access to the annotation data. However, with the monolithic approach, 

annotation data is exposed to users, hence the chances of changes to it by non-experts which 

will subsequently render the web document semantic annotation invalid. A scheduled server 

script (such as cron jobs on Linux kernels) can be set up to monitor web documents evolution 

and initiate annotation data re-generation when such documents evolve. 

3.2.2  Annotation Phase Requirements 

This phase involves the actual requirements and different scenarios that would result into the 

semantic annotation of a web document. It requires that annotation data has already been 

generated and stored for the corresponding document. The requirements involved in this phase 

are: Annotation On-The-Fly, Annotation Data Reuse and Annotation Data Sharing. 
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3.2.2.1 Annotation On-the-fly 

Annotation On-the-fly refers to the ability of a holistic semantic annotation process to provide 

online, real time and automated semantic annotation for web documents. Upon the receipt of a 

request by a web server for a web document, annotation data can be generated for the web 

document content by running SPARQL queries on a semantic graph database for contextual 

data regarding the web document. The generated data; which is annotation data is then stored 

as well as referenced by the web document instantaneously. This is based on a typical client-

server architecture for web applications on the Internet. A service-based model which web 

documents can subscribe to for such a level of automation is not known of to the best of the 

writer’s knowledge and is believed to constitute a major stride towards the successful 

evolvement of the semantic web. Such a service would require a high level of automation to 

enable non-experts utilise it; possibly by means of an API (Application Programming Interface) 

call within web documents. 

Furthermore, considering the wide-scale use of web content management systems and 

frameworks which can utilise a single header file for multiple web documents (hundreds or 

even thousands), the API call would only be needed once within a header file and that would 

facilitate semantic annotation for all the web documents. Furthermore, considering this 

requirement alongside Annotation Data Storage; web content editors, web administrators and 

several other categories of non-technical web content managers can have full and free access 

to web content without any chances of altering annotation data content or structure. 

3.2.2.2 Annotation Data Reuse 

The adoption of a decoupled approach to annotation data storage means it can be re-used by 

one or more web documents. Annotation data remains valid if the web document content 

remains the same. Hence, the same instance of annotation data can be served to a web document 

multiple times without requiring a re-generation of the data if the web document has not 

changed. This provides a means of optimising computing resources usage, especially 

considering that some web documents do not change frequently. A mechanism for facilitating 

the requirement would involve mapping web document URLs to annotation data IDs within a 

database such that once a web server receives request for a web document, a record in the 

database table assigning annotation data to the web document is checked for. The assigned 

annotation data would then be reused for the document if such a record exist. Otherwise, 

annotation data is generated for the document real time. 
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3.2.2.3 Annotation Data Sharing 

Annotation data generated for a web document and stored on an annotation server can be shared 

with other similar web documents of the same domain and containing similar content. This will 

foster optimisation for the usage of computing resources as it means the same annotation data 

is not replicated across a server multiple times for different web documents, thereby consuming 

more storage and requiring increased processing power to access them. Furthermore, an update 

to the annotation data is immediately implemented for all web documents referencing it, 

providing a cascading effect over multiple web documents all at once. Access to an instance of 

annotation data for sharing can be managed based on consumer or document attributes using 

an attribute store for entities. Entities in the context will be annotation data, web documents 

and users. With Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC), annotation data attributes are signed 

to security tokens which matches them with document or consumer attributes to either grant or 

deny access to an instance of annotation data (Talukdar et al., 2017). However, this is still 

based on the validity of a web document utilising an instance of annotation data previously 

generated for another document. 

3.2.3  Maintenance Phase Requirements 

The requirements in this phase are based on ensuring a consistent and continuous semantic 

annotation lifecycle for web documents. This includes by scheduling and running processes 

that foster a holistic process for synchronising different tasks together towards service delivery. 

The requirements in this phase are: Annotation Data Auto-Update, Ontology Auto-Update, 

Annotation Data Optimisation and Annotation Data Colocation. 

3.2.3.1 Annotation Data Auto-Update 

The dynamicity of annotation data is very crucial due to the ever-changing nature of web 

documents (Oliveira & Rocha, 2013). Annotation data once generated, would require a re-

generation whenever either the web document or domain-specific ontologies generating the 

annotation data is updated. This is to ensure that consistency is maintained within the three 

components; web documents, annotation data and domain-specific ontologies. Updates to the 

annotation data are implemented by queries sent to both the web server (containing web 

documents) and ontology server (containing the ontologies) from the annotation server. The 

response from either of the servers determine if an update is required for the annotation data. 

Annotation data can be stored using XML or JSON which are portable and interoperable 

formats usable on the web for storage and data transfer across different platforms (Petasis et 
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al., 2011). With the decoupled approach to annotation data storage, which stores annotation 

data separately from web documents, it is pertinent to ensure that an up-to-date annotation data 

is always served to web documents, hence this process focuses on automatically updating 

annotation data when required. Scheduled tasks can be set to iteratively select web document 

URLs from a database and read their contents. If there have been any chances to a web 

document content from the previous running instance of the scheduled job, then annotation 

data for the specific document would have to be regenerated. The regeneration would require 

invoking some other processes; Ontology Selection, Ontology Mapping and Annotation Data 

Storage.  

3.2.3.2 Ontology Auto-Update 

Ontologies usually require updates or upgrades based on changes within concepts and relations 

modelled within them (Sassi et al., 2016). These can be at a low level, such as adding domain-

specific sub-concepts or at a high level, such as adding middle or upper level concepts to cover 

new areas within the domain (Imam, 2016). Updating ontologies based on such changes 

maintains consistency between them, data from ontology mapping processes and annotation 

data. Maintaining this consistency also implies that annotation data for web documents remain 

accurate. An automated means of updating or upgrading ontologies stored in ontology servers 

is crucial for holistic semantic annotation. Update to an ontology initiates a re-mapping of two 

or more ontologies and subsequently, the re-generation of annotation data for one or more web 

documents. 

Some research literatures propose techniques for automatically updating ontologies (Flahive et 

al., 2015; Sassi et al., 2016; Losch et al., 2009). The work by Losch et al. (2009) which 

proposed an event-triggered Ontology Update Language (OUL) to eliminate manual ontology 

updating through the provision of a means of defining sets of SPARQL update rules. OUL is 

based on SQL-triggers in database management systems. It carries out the process of updating 

a list of ontologies with the aid of an Event-Condition-Action model as triggered by event 

occurrences through what is known as change handlers. Furthermore, Sangers et al. (2012) 

adapted the mechanism to propose OULx which provides prefixes and negation language 

features as well as various update execution processes with a prototype implementation. 

3.2.3.3 Annotation Data Optimisation 

As the structure of ontologies evolve over time, structural changes might be required for 

corresponding annotation data. With annotation data stored in formats such as XML, JSON or 
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YAML which are highly structured document types, optimising the structure of annotation data 

in order to keep the integrity of the contextual information it stores is perceived as a needed 

requirement. While Annotation Data Auto-Update is about updating annotation data itself, 

Annotation Data Optimisation is about optimising the structure of annotation data documents, 

which invariably may result in minor changes to the actual contextual data stored in it. This 

will also constitute a form of maintaining consistency between ontologies and annotation data 

by eliminating any disparities between them, which is very vital for the accuracy of contextual 

information within annotation data files. The optimisation process would need to be automated 

and scheduled to be run for annotation data when its supporting ontology or one of its multiple 

supporting ontologies has gone through a structural change due to an upgrade or evolvement. 

3.2.3.4 Annotation Data Colocation 

With the decoupled approach to annotation data storage described in section 3.1.1.5 which is 

based on storing annotation data separately from web documents, the co-location of both 

becomes a factor of interest. Annotation Data Colocation defines a mechanism in which 

annotation data is stored as closely as possible to the corresponding web document. This is 

based on the technological concept of colocation which in simple terms means placing 

resources together, or close to each other for one or more reasons (Wilder, 2012). These reasons 

include to foster faster communication and reduce network latencies as communication 

between system nodes is faster when the nodes are closer to each other than when the nodes 

are away from each other (Saeed et al., 2015).  

While the location of web documents is dependent on the document owners or authors, with a 

global presence for most application hosting providers, annotation data can be stored in the 

same geographical zone as its corresponding web document and close to it as much as possible. 

Alongside the benefit for web users and web document owners, it will also constitute a huge 

benefit for hosting solution providers by greatly minimising computing overhead for 

semantically annotating web documents globally. Furthermore, in cases whereby web 

document location can be influenced by hosting solution providers, demand and usage statistics 

for such documents becomes more important as these can be utilised to select the most 

appropriate location for web documents and their associated annotation data based on 

proximity to the target audience. 
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3.2.4  Holistic Requirements Summary 

The holistic perspective described earlier implies the need for a distributed system that can 

facilitate it. With the different requirements needed to be implemented and demanding a high 

level of coherence between them to provide a continuous semantic annotation service, there is 

the need for a computing platform or paradigm which will be well suited for this purpose. From 

the requirements analysed earlier, it can be observed that automation is key to establishing and 

maintaining a coherent workflow between them. With automation being very central to cloud 

computing, this research reviews and analyses the feasibility of leveraging cloud computing to 

deliver holistic semantic annotation. This is illustrated with a high-level conceptual diagram in 

Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3. 6 – Leveraging Cloud Computing for Holistic Semantic Annotation (High Level) 
 

Furthermore, web documents and data are generally being migrated to cloud platforms due to 

the benefits inherent in adopting cloud computing such as: better insights and visibility, 

collaboration, supporting diverse business needs, allowing for rapid development and 

provisioning of new products and services through automated systems (Namasudra et al., 

2017). The need for very high level of computer processing power for data storage, processing 

and management is also a factor that supports cloud computing adoption for holistic semantic 

annotation. With the vast amount of data on the web and its ever-increasing nature, coupled 

with the generation of equally large amounts of annotation data, high performance computing 

would be required to effectively store, process and manage the entire data and their lifecycle. 
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Cloud Computing offers this level of high performance and can be leveraged for the same 

purpose (Husain et al., 2011).  

Likewise, the need for delivering semantic annotation holistically: as a service (SaaS), via a 

platform (PaaS), on an infrastructure (IaaS) for web documents is crucial. These are models 

which cloud computing offers (Mell & Grance, 2011). In addition, the need to automate the 

processes of: deploying (rapid provisioning), scaling (dynamic scalability) and monitoring 

(usage monitoring) the overall process to meet, maintain and manage the web-scale need and 

demand for semantic annotation positions cloud computing in good stead for adoption 

(Rodriguez & Buyya, 2019). Lastly, the need for standardisation which: provides a common 

language and foundation, fosters collaboration and best-of-breed solutions, facilitates a simpler 

development and deployment experience which is required for the semantic web, can be 

facilitated by cloud computing (Erl et al., 2015). Sections 3.3 and 3.4 focus on an assessment 

of cloud computing paradigm and its potential adoption for facilitating a holistic semantic 

annotation process. 

3.3 Cloud Computing Mechanisms for Holistic Semantic 
Annotation 

Since its inception, cloud computing has grown tremendously, and indications suggest that its 

growth trajectory will continue increasing (Namasudra et al., 2017). The growth has been 

motivated by factors such as adopting new business models and realising economies of scale 

due to the several cloud computing benefits. The fundamental building blocks of a cloud 

environment are based on its nature as a paradigm; characterised by computing technology 

concepts which make up cloud computing essential characteristics and more broadly, cloud 

computing mechanisms (Chiregi & Navimipour, 2017). Cloud computing mechanisms form 

primary artefacts that, in turn, constitute the fundamental cloud technology architecture (Erl et 

al., 2013). These mechanisms facilitate the design of various cloud applications that are 

reliable, scalable and secure in nature, ensuring that cloud consumers can trust the services 

offered by cloud providers. In general, cloud computing uses different approaches to achieve 

the same cloud services. The implementation of cloud computing mechanisms does not only 

standardise proven practices and solutions, it creates a common foundation on which higher-

level systems can be built and enhances the development of standard software libraries and 

frameworks (Arcitura Education, 2018). Erl et al. (2013), proposed a classification for cloud 

computing mechanisms based on their characteristics and the technical solutions they offer. 
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This research has adopted the classification for providing an analysis of the roles and 

responsibilities for cloud computing mechanisms mapped with the holistic semantic annotation 

requirements for the semantic web. The classification helps define a scope and context for each 

of the cloud computing mechanisms with respect to facilitating holistic semantic annotation. 

The classifications; cloud infrastructure, cloud management, cloud security and specialised 

cloud mechanisms are analysed in this section. 

3.3.1  Cloud Infrastructure Mechanisms 

The first classification is for cloud infrastructure mechanisms which, considering a cloud 

environment as an infrastructure, constitutes IT solutions on which the infrastructure is built. 

These include mechanisms for resource clustering, resource replication, failover systems and 

geotagging which are analysed and evaluated in terms of their potential impact on holistic 

semantic annotation. 

3.3.1.1 Resource Clustering 

Resource clustering refers to grouping multiple instances of cloud computing resources 

together for operation as a single entity (Erl et al., 2013). This is often required based on the 

geographical diversity of resources within a cloud infrastructure. The diversity requires a 

logical combination of resources into groups for the improvement of their allocation and usage 

which leads to an increased total computational capacity and availability of the clustered 

resources (Cui et al., 2016). The architecture on which this mechanism works requires real-

time communication between nodes for an effective synchronisation of computing systems. 

This is usually orchestrated by a cluster management service which monitors and manages 

resources across geographical zones and aggregates them into a logical unit when required (Erl 

et al., 2013).  

As such, Cao et al. (2016) proposed an innovative service model called Cluster as a Service 

(ClaaS). The model is said to suit the needs of medium-sized data centres with the aim of 

virtualising cluster environments for distributed application frameworks. A prototype of ClaaS 

called Docklet was implemented using lightweight containers to ascertain its feasibility. For a 

web scale holistic semantic annotation service, the need for clustering cloud resources; 

infrastructure, platform and service across geographical zones to meet on-demand requests 

which can greatly fluctuate is perceived as vital to delivering such a service. This can include 

for aggregating RDF graph storage across multiple geographical zones to facilitate annotation 

data generation. 
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3.3.1.2 Resource Replication 

Resource replication refers to creating multiple instances of a computing resource, in this 

context, within a cloud environment. Software agents responsible for this depend on 

virtualisation technologies such as hypervisor-level and operating system-level virtualisation 

for its implementation and usually results in automatically scaling the computing resources 

being replicated (Shahapure & Jayarekha, 2015). It is also important to note that these can be 

hardware or software resources. Replicating resources not only enhances their availability, it 

improves their reliability and consistency as multiple instances are created within same or 

different environments. Furthermore, it can foster shared bandwidth for software resources, 

thereby lowering associated access costs and decreasing delay time (Makhsous et al., 2016). 

Furthermore, it ensures that users have seamless and transparent access to computing resources 

even in the event of issues such as cyber-attacks or system failure. 

For hypervisor-level virtualisation, a hypervisor can access the virtual image of a server and 

use this to create multiple instances. This includes replicating and deploying ready cloud 

environments based on technologies such as “infrastructure-as-code” to run one or more 

applications, allowing cloud users to access different instances of same physical resource in 

real-time (Shahapure & Jayarekha, 2015). Unlike on-site infrastructure where an organisation 

only has access to the available resources, resource replication works with resource clustering 

to provide cloud users with the ability to abstract data and IT resources with various types of 

hardware across multiple sites, thereby increasing productivity rates.  

3.3.1.3 Failover System 

Failover Systems help to ensure that cloud resources are reliable and available with the aid of 

established clustering technologies for providing redundant instances of infrastructures 

(Mohammed et al., 2017). A failover system is programmed to automatically switch over to a 

redundant or standby cloud resource instance when there is a system failure and the currently 

active resource is no longer available (Erl et al., 2013). A typical failover system is generally 

utilised for mission-critical applications or ones requiring very high levels of availability. They 

also work across different geographical regions in such a way that every location hosts one or 

more redundant instances of the same resource (Mohammed et al., 2017). Furthermore, it is 

dependent on resource replication for provisioning redundant resource instances with active 

monitoring to detect errors and downtimes which will initiate switching over to a redundant 

instance. Failover Systems ensure a continuous service delivery and a requirement for high-
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end applications in the cloud such as a semantic annotation solution for web documents which 

can be required to serve up to millions of client semantic annotation requests daily. Figure 3.7 

illustrates a failover system in the cloud. 

 

Figure 3. 7 – A Failover System for Cloud Computing Services  (HowToExpert, 2019)  

3.3.1.4 Geotagging 

Geotagging refers to adding metadata about geographical location or zone to data. It can be 

implemented as a “data receptacle in a trusted platform module (TPM)” containing geolocation 

properties with the capability to tag data during the provisioning of a cloud resource (Erl et al., 

2013). This gives users the opportunity to have a specified location for the placement of a 

workload and verification of the geographical location in which virtual hosts and workloads 

run. A geotag can make provisions for extensions to trusted cloud resource pools, which allows 

hardware pooling when it is being provided in the same geolocation (Samet et al. 2014). The 

mechanism aids cloud resource provisioning as it defines and presents statistical data about 

demand for resources across geographical zones.  

With high-level annotation data processing, storage and management for holistic semantic 

annotation, Geotagging will provide a basis for defining geographic restrictions for some 

instances of annotation data in line with data confidentiality and privacy concerns. It is 

commonly used in different application areas such as in web search engines to define 

geographical tags for data such as images and videos. In addition, studies on other ways of 

using its features have included the location of tweets for localisation on the web (Jonathan & 

Mokbel, 2017).  
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3.3.2  Specialised Cloud Mechanisms 

There are specialised cloud mechanisms which, unlike several other cloud computing 

mechanisms inherited from traditional computing models or other computing paradigms such 

as grid computing and utility computing, are native to cloud computing paradigm and were 

standardised as technical solutions to specific IT challenges in cloud environments. These 

include mechanisms for automated scaling, cloud usage monitoring, load balancing and cloud 

workload scheduling which are analysed in this section. 

3.3.2.1 Automated Scaling 

Automated Scaling refers to a mechanism for automating the number of instances of a cloud 

resource running at every point in time, providing a means for cloud resources to dynamically 

scale in proportion to real time volume of demands (Novak et al., 2019). It can be implemented 

via a listener which acts as a service agent responsible for monitoring and tracking 

communication between users and cloud services being accessed in order to achieve dynamic 

scalability. The determination of workloads is possible by the volume of server processing 

demands initiated by user requests (Erl et al., 2013). Therefore, the major aim of using an 

automated scaling mechanism is to enhance the automatic adjustment of cloud resources which 

effectively minimises costs while still meeting service level agreements (Jiang et al. 2013). 

Figure 3.8 illustrates an auto-scaling mechanism for a cloud resource defining a minimum size, 

desired capacity and maximum size for scaling out as needed. 

 
Figure 3. 8 – Automated Scaling Mechanism  (Amazon AWS, 2018) 
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Furthermore, the mechanism eases burden on cloud administrators by means of the automation; 

requiring no human intervention once implemented. With such mechanisms, software agents 

can run automatically based on pre-defined metrics and thresholds. Thresholds can be set such 

that when the observed performance metric exceeds or falls below a specified value, there is 

an addition or subtraction of predefined number of resource instances accordingly. This type 

of automation helps to enhance the merits of cloud dynamic scalability, providing the 

opportunity to have additional resources for handling increased workloads and shutting down 

redundant resource instances (Novak et al., 2019). Some of the performance metrics used when 

cloud auto-scaling mechanisms are deployed include CPU and memory utilisation, disk 

operation, bandwidth usage and so on. These metrics are based on the performance of resources 

and they help to indicate system utilisation information (Papadopoulos et al., 2016). Figure 3.9 

shows automated scaling parameters for containerised applications running on Kubernetes 

orchestration platform. The containers in this case have been configured to a minimum size of 

1, desired capacity of 1 and dynamic scalability of up to 4 instances each. The threshold for 

initiating a new instance has been set to CPU utilisation of 80% of the allocated CPU usage for 

each container. 

 
Figure 3. 9 – Horizontal Pod Autoscaling in a Kubernetes Cluster 

 

With such features, auto-scaling for individual holistic semantic annotation capabilities based 

on the requirements defined in section 3.1 would be vital to processing fluctuating client 

requests while also optimising computing resources usage and computational overhead. 

3.3.2.2 Cloud Usage Monitoring 

With the wide range of resources available in cloud computing across the different delivery 

models, it is vital to implement adequate monitoring mechanisms for diverse purposes such as 

computing resources utilisation, issue tracking, audit trail and analytics among others (Leach 

et al, 2017). Some commonly monitored metrics in cloud computing include CPU, memory, 

bandwidth, storage and database utilisation levels. Monitoring mechanisms ingest data from 
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several sources and process them accordingly. According to Arcitura Education (2018), three 

types of agents function together in cloud computing for monitoring cloud resources usage; 

monitoring, resource and polling agents. A monitoring agent is based on events and an 

intermediary service agent, existing along the paths of communication in order to provide 

transparent monitoring and analysis of the flow of data. The resource agent helps in the 

collection of usage data through event-driven communications with certain specialised 

resource software while a polling agent is a processing module known for the collection of 

cloud service usage data by polling IT resources. Figure 3.10 presents an example of cloud 

usage monitoring within a Kubernetes container orchestration cluster for CPU utilisation by 

resources within a namespace using open source tools Prometheus and Grafana. 

 
Figure 3. 10 – Cloud Usage Monitoring in Kubernetes using Prometheus & Grafana 

 

The several benefits of cloud usage monitoring mechanisms apply to both cloud providers and 

consumers. As described in the study of Shao et al. (2010), one of the important features of 

cloud computing services is the ability of cloud providers to have monitoring mechanisms for 

allocated resources. This helps in providing efficient services to cloud consumers by handling 

future requests based on statistical monitoring data. In addition, cloud consumers benefit from 

the analysis of resources requirements as well as being able to obtain value for the cost incurred 

in cloud resources usage (Dhingra et al., 2012).  

3.3.2.3 Load Balancing 

Load Balancing is executed by agents known as load balancers which work on runtime and are 

programmed with basic logic aimed at employing horizontal scaling. This is to ensure uniform 

distribution of workload across multiple instances of a cloud resource, fostering increased 
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performance and capacity not obtainable with a single instance for same workload (Milani & 

Navimipour, 2016). This is achieved by algorithms that divide roles with a variety of 

techniques for their implementation across different cloud platforms. Some of the popularly 

utilised algorithms include Round Robin, Weighted Round Robin, Carton, HoneyBee and 

Throttled Load Balancing among others (Aslam & Shah, 2015). Furthermore, balancing 

requests for resources allow load balancers prevent an instance from being a single point of 

failure, subsequently, improving availability of applications and fostering an increased level of 

responsiveness (Ghomi et al., 2017). Some other capabilities of load balancers include ability 

to direct traffic which is based on transport layer protocols or based on data obtained from the 

network; content switching which is the ability to reroute decisions depending on data from the 

application layer and attributes like SSL, session ID and HTTP; and load balancing in global 

servers which is the applicability of the aforementioned capabilities in achieving load balancing 

within server farms across multiple geographic distributions (Erl et al., 2013). Figure 3.11 

illustrates a load balancing scenario within a cloud environment. 

 
Figure 3. 11 – Load Balancing in Cloud Computing 

 

3.3.2.4 Cloud Workload Scheduling 

Workload in the cloud refers to the amount of processing assigned to a cloud computing 

resource over a given period (Agarwal & Jain, 2014). Workload scheduling is implemented by 

software agents known as schedulers and refers to the process of automating and controlling 

several processes or workflows within a cloud infrastructure with their allocation to available 

resources as each process requires (Erl et al., 2013). With this capability, cloud platforms can 

maximise available computing resources and ensure they are allocated for optimal 

consumption. A typical task for workload schedulers is to provision new services such that they 
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are placed in hosts with relatively few active services running (Santhosh & Ravichandran, 

2013). They also define policies which are set as default for assigning resources and runtime 

to different processes.  

The policies determine strategies to follow when scheduling services especially if an 

administrative runtime input is not available. Runtime decisions made by the scheduler is based 

on key resources such as throughput which can be measured based on the total number of 

processes that complete their execution per unit time (Agarwal & Jain, 2014). Likewise, latency 

is another of such resources which can be measured as the total turnaround time between 

submission of a process and its completion. Furthermore, response time is essential for 

measuring user experience; and can be measured as the amount of time between the submission 

of a request and receipt of a response on the user’s device (Kakadia et al., 2013). Workload 

Scheduling is a very crucial capability for holistic semantic annotation. With a distributed 

system requiring a high level of automation, workload scheduling to manage resources for 

application functionality is inevitable. The automation and controlling of processes would be a 

much-needed functionality for web-scale holistic semantic annotation. For instance, the 

consistency between web documents and annotation data would require a scheduling task 

which monitors web documents against their corresponding annotation data at specified 

intervals. 

3.3.3  Cloud Management Mechanisms 

Cloud management mechanisms can be described as focusing on management tasks required 

within a cloud environment. Such tasks include the set-up, configuration, maintenance and 

monitoring of IT systems. These include mechanisms for Billing Management Systems, 

Resource Management Systems and SLA Management Systems. 

3.3.3.1 Billing Management System 

Billing Management Systems in cloud computing are designed to collect and process data 

relating to cloud resources utilisation by cloud consumers for accounting and billing purposes. 

They utilise monitoring mechanisms for gathering required usage runtime data (Erl et al., 

2013). The billing management system makes it possible to define various pricing policies, 

including price models suited for different categories of users as well as facilities for limited 

or unlimited usage. Most providers implement a system that bills cloud users on a pay-per-use 

basis which monitors and acquires usage data at runtime and stores them in repositories (Sui et 
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al., 2018). The system uses these to generate billing and invoice reports, thereby pricing users 

based on their usage and fostering an effective billing model.  

The dynamism of such billing models is well suited for cloud computing in which billing is a 

function of instantaneous cloud loads combined with pricing information acquired depending 

on the service provider’s billing specifications. It also entails identifying cloud loads 

throughout usage history, determining the load-based entities that correspond to the service 

provider’s pricing details (Iwashita & Tanimoto, 2013). A modern billing model, for instance, 

bills for resources such as memory and CPU utilisation, storage and network traffic, among 

others. Some billing systems can dynamically adjust their billing rates in a given period 

depending on infrastructure and load conditions. This enables providers to apply computing 

resources and services more efficiently (Li et al., 2019). 

3.3.3.2 SLA Management System 

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) determine the type of services and resources a cloud 

consumer can expect from a cloud service provider. These in turn determines costs for using 

such services over a specified period between the consumer and the service provider. They 

assist cloud service consumers determine service instances they want to be provided with, the 

level of the service instances and the involved cost usually for a defined period (Singh et al., 

2017). SLA Management Systems are responsible for maintaining contractual agreements 

between both parties with respect to service delivery (Zhao et al., 2013).  

An SLA monitoring mechanism aids specific observation of runtime performance for cloud 

services to ensure the fulfilment of what is required based on contractual QoS (Quality of 

Service) as stated in SLAs. This is achieved through the collection of data by an SLA 

monitoring agent and its subsequent processing by an SLA management system for aggregation 

into reporting tools (Zhao et al., 2013). Based on reports analysis, cloud services performance 

can be enhanced to meet up with the required levels (Erl et al., 2013). Some factors which 

could lead to an SLA violation includes system or application malfunctioning and variations in 

workload conditions (Mehmood & Umar, 2017). The work by Singh et al. (2017) which 

focused on provisioning dedicated cloud services that can avoid SLA violations was based on 

the opinion that cloud systems need self-management services; requiring mechanisms that can 

manage resources automatically based on QoS requirements, thereby avoiding SLA violations 

quite well. 
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3.3.3.3 Resource Management System 

Resources management in the cloud provides a means of coordinating cloud resources based 

on actions and events from both cloud consumers and providers. Some of the tasks that the 

resource management system mechanism is able to automate and implement are management 

of cloud resource templates used for creating pre-built instances; allocation and release of cloud 

resources into available physical infrastructure; and coordination of resources based on 

interactions with other mechanisms (Erl et al., 2013). Others include enforcing usage and 

security policies for cloud service instances; and monitoring the operational status of resources. 

With factors such as complexity, geographical span as well as unending and unpredictable 

levels of demand for resources, cloud resource management requires complex decisions and 

policies to achieve objectives towards resources optimisation (Liaqat et al., 2017). 

3.3.4  Cloud Security Mechanisms 

With security being a prominent component of any computing infrastructure, this section 

analyses some cloud security mechanisms as they relate to the assessment of cloud computing 

capabilities for holistic semantic annotation. These are attribute-based access control, digital 

certification, digital signatures and identity & access management. 

3.3.4.1 Attribute-Based Access Control 

Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) in computing systems were designed to enhance 

confidentiality of data by means of authentication and authorisation based on a set of pre-

defined attributes and policies (Joshi et al., 2017). These include consumer, resource and 

environmental attributes as well as a set of policies specified in terms of the attributes. 

Consumer in this context is a person or non-person entity, such as a service or device with the 

ability to request resources or perform operations on resources. The entity being managed by 

ABAC is known as a ‘resource’ while policies spell out rules and relationships for determining 

the eligibility of a consumer to access a resource based on resource and environmental 

attributes (Erl et al., 2013). Environmental attributes provide operational or situational context 

for requests. Anytime a consumer requests for an operation or access, ABAC can investigate 

the required specifications in the access control rules and match them with the current value of 

consumer, resource and environmental attributes to determine eligibility (Dan et al., 2012). The 

ability of ABAC to define different matches of attributes and policies within a distributed 

system provides a fine-grained level of authorisation. This is perceived as a vital technology 
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for defining different levels of authorisation based on a wide range of consumer types with 

varying attributes for holistic semantic annotation on the web.  

3.3.4.2 Digital Certification 

With cloud technologies introducing additional IT security challenges, the main goal of digital 

certification is to build acceptance, trust and transparency for cloud users regarding data and 

application security within a cloud computing environment (Manjusha & Ramachandran, 

2015). A typical cloud digital certification process should include extensive auditing for 

infrastructure and evaluation for services and contracts (Lins et al., 2016). These require 

satisfying specifications such as legal, security, contractual and functional requirements to 

ensure that consumers completely trust the reliability of a service before they adopt it.  

Building such trust requires cloud providers to obtain digital certifications relating to security, 

which among others includes public key and validation certificates. Besides, most users adopt 

cloud technologies to access computing resources for processing and storing data. However, 

geographical locations of consumers and the physical infrastructure hosting their data are vital 

regarding legal and privacy compliance. Cloud users would experience lesser challenges 

adopting cloud services provided CSPs (Cloud Service Providers) include certifications for 

observing local and international compliance regulations and standards (Lins et al., 2016). Such 

include GDPR, European Union Data Protection Directive, US Patriot Act. Certifications for 

preserving digital information such that it can be accessed and processed without interruptions 

go a long way in reassuring cloud users. 

3.3.4.3 Digital Signature 

Digital Signature is a mechanism which works with digital certification for protecting the 

integrity of data through authentication and non-repudiation mechanisms (Sonali et al., 2015). 

A digital signature makes provision for confirming the message authenticity by comparing it 

with that created by its original sender. It achieves this by assigning a digital signature before 

messages are transmitted, rendering the message invalid if it finds out that there has been any 

unauthorised modification to the data. The mechanism makes use of hashing and asymmetrical 

encryption to create a digital signature which is in the form of a message digest from the 

encryption of a private key and appended to the original message. The message receiver verifies 

that the signature is valid by using the corresponding public key for decrypting the digital 

signature's encrypted hash, which produces the message digest. The function of the hashing 
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mechanism is to produce the message digest. The integrity of the message is intact when results 

from the two different processes are identical (Erl et al., 2013).  

3.3.4.4 Identity and Access Management 

Identity and Access Management (IAM) mechanisms provide features and policies required 

for controlling and tracking identities of users and access privileges for cloud resources, 

environments and systems (Werner et al., 2017). Four basic features of IAM mechanisms 

include authentication, authorisation, user management and credential management (Indu et 

al., 2018). The general forms of authenticating user credentials include username and password 

profile with support for other security features such as attribute services which helps with the 

definition of attributes for controlling access. Authorisation on the other hand, defines 

resources that specific users can access after being authenticated for a resource. The user 

management feature manages user administration while credential management establishes and 

manages identities using credential issuance. The main reason for utilising IAM mechanisms 

is to administer authorisation, denial of service and overlapping trust boundary threats (Erl et 

al., 2013). 

Access to holistic semantic annotation requirements such as annotation data storage, sharing 

and reuse can require identity and access management mechanisms depending on permission 

rights on the data. While some annotation data might be available from public RDF graph 

repositories such as the Linked Open Data Cloud, others might require authorisation and other 

security mechanisms to access them. Such scenarios might be obtainable with confidential data 

in sectors such as health, finance and military among others. 

3.4 Cloud Computing Capability Model for Holistic Semantic 
Annotation 

Having identified the requirements for holistic semantic annotation (in section 3.2) and cloud 

computing mechanisms required for their implementation earlier in this section, a mapping 

between both is presented. These mappings are based on the technical processes for 

implementing the holistic requirements and the technical functionalities of each of the cloud 

computing mechanisms mapped against them. In each case, the technical specification for the 

requirement is reviewed and examined against each of the cloud computing mechanisms in 

relation to their technical functionalities. Hence, a mapping is established if the cloud 
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computing mechanism’s technical functionalities proffer a solution for the implementation of 

a requirement’s technical specification. The mapping table is presented in Table 3.4.   

Table 3. 4 - Mapping Cloud Computing Mechanisms with Holistic Semantic Annotation 
Requirements 
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Digital Certification             
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Identity and Access 
Management 

            

 

From Table 3.4, it can be observed that the requirements for holistic semantic annotation on 

the web can be facilitated using a cloud architecture which has been designed for this purpose 

and that considers the specific needs for each of the requirements. These mechanisms are 

required to be implemented as a core suite for this objective alongside other necessary cloud 

computing mechanisms for deploying applications in the cloud. Different cloud architectural 

models emphasise cloud characteristics to varying degrees and deploy cloud design patterns 

and mechanisms accordingly to meet the requirements of the cloud characteristics (Erl et al., 

2015). This implies that patterns and mechanisms can be implemented for specific solutions in 
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order to facilitate or enhance application functionality. Hence, from Table 3.4, a cloud 

computing capability model for holistic semantic annotation is proposed, as presented in Figure 

3.12.   

 

Figure 3. 12 – Cloud Capability Model for Holistic Semantic Annotation 
 

From Figure 3.12, it can be observed that cloud computing has a significant role to play in the 

realisation of a truly semantic web through the facilitation of a holistic semantic annotation 

solution; one in which documents and resources on the web can be provided with the required 

rich-content semantic annotation for data dynamically and continuously, based on a cloud 

hosted solution. The semantic annotation of web documents thereby, results in a context-aware 

web, in which web documents and resources are processed as “things” rather than as “strings”. 

While several applications run from a cloud environment, different application deployment 

patterns in the cloud exist. Furthermore, differences between the patterns offer and leverage 
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cloud computing benefits to varying degrees. Furthermore, the scope and utilisation scale for 

applications play a role in determining and selecting an application deployment pattern in the 

cloud. With the web-scale nature for semantic annotation, it becomes more pertinent to 

investigate different application deployment patterns in the cloud and adopt or adapt a suitable 

option. The investigation might also suggest the design of a novel application deployment 

pattern for holistic semantic annotation solution in the cloud. The model presented in Figure 

3.12 aims to implement an application deployment pattern in the cloud that best meets the 

requirements for holistic semantic annotation and that fully maximises cloud computing 

characteristics and benefits.  

3.5 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, a holistic perspective to the process of semantically annotating documents on 

the web based on the varying challenges and disparity observed within existing semantic 

annotation solutions was proposed. The holistic perspective is with the aim to address 

challenges relating to automatic semantic annotation and it is based on the refinement and 

formulation of a set of requirements from research and the addition of some novel ones too. 

These requirements were further classified into three categories; pre-annotation, annotation and 

maintenance phases. Furthermore, the nature of a holistic process requires a technological 

paradigm to drive it and a case for the use of the cloud computing paradigm was presented. 

The nature of cloud computing, which also defines its benefits to software applications was 

fundamental to the choice. In the next chapter, different application deployment patterns in the 

cloud would be investigated and analysed based on a set of determinant metrics. This results 

into the development of a Cloud Computing Maturity Model for Holistic Semantic Annotation. 
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Chapter 4:  Cloud Computing Maturity Model for Holistic 
Semantic Annotation 

Having identified and proposed a set of requirements for holistic semantic annotation and 

assessed how to leverage cloud computing capabilities for a holistic process, this chapter 

provides an investigation into different application deployment patterns in the cloud for holistic 

semantic annotation. There are varying degrees to maximising cloud computing benefits and 

these are dependent on a set of factors some of which are software architectural pattern (for 

cloud software layer), the implementation and configuration of technological artefacts for 

delivering cloud computing capabilities (for cloud platform layer), the physical cloud 

infrastructure (for cloud infrastructure layer) as well a few others. These are critically evaluated 

in terms of the various techniques for leveraging them and obtaining maximum benefits for the 

deployed application.  

Based on the critical analysis and evaluation, a cloud computing maturity model for holistic 

semantic annotation is proposed. The model defines maturity levels for holistic semantic 

annotation in the cloud from which a novel approach is developed for delivering web-scale 

automated semantic annotation as a cloud service. To achieve this, the chapter investigates 

software architectural patterns in section 4.1, virtualisation patterns in section 4.2, 

containerisation and microservices in section 4.3, container orchestration technologies in 

section 4.4 and application automation lifecycle in section 4.5 prior to developing the cloud 

computing maturity model in sections 4.6 and 4.7. 

4.1 Software Architectural Patterns 

A Software Architecture Pattern can be defined as a system’s basic organisation found within 

its components and their inter-relationship (Franchitti, 2019). A system’s architecture offers 

description of key components within it, the way such components relate (structures), and their 

interactions (Richards, 2015). Solms (2012) describes a component as an encapsulated feature 

of a software system characterised by an interface, serving as a building block for the system’s 

structure and its representation at the programming language level can be as a module, class, 

object or as a collection of related functions. The software architectural level provides a 

medium for analysing quality features such as reliability or usability, which would not be 

possible to do at the code level (Franchitti, 2019). Software architecture helps stakeholders to 

communicate; stakeholders are those involved in the making and use of a software system. It 

also stands for design decisions made at the early stages of the development of a software (Hao 
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et al., 2017). Due to the architecture being the system’s highest level of decomposition, it is 

utilised as a work-breakdown structure; thereby dictating units to plan, schedule and budget. It 

can also be used to check whether the system will exhibit its required features even before its 

development and deployment. Software architecture is an abstraction that can be transferred, 

thereby promoting large scale reuse (Franchitti, 2019).  

There are some commonly used architectural patterns and styles in software design. Some of 

them include client-server, component-based, data-centric, event-driven, layered, 

microservices, service-oriented, space-based and more (Richards, 2015). The Event-Driven 

Architecture promotes, produces, detects and reacts to events. The Space-Based Architecture 

is mostly used to achieve linear scalability of stateful, high-performance applications with the 

tuple space paradigm. Its principles are quite similar with those of Representational State 

Transfer (REST) and Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) (Jacob & Mani, 2018). The 

Component-Based Architecture works based on reuse to define, implement and compose 

loosely coupled independent components into systems. With SOA, it works by providing 

services to other components within an application, through a communication protocol over a 

network; its basic principles do not depend on vendors, products and technologies. A service 

is a distinct unit with individual functions accessible remotely, acted upon and updated 

independently (Richards, 2015). The Client-Server Architecture uses a structure for the 

partitioning of tasks or workloads between providers of a resource or service, called servers, 

and service requesters, called clients (Mainetti et al., 2015). 

The Microservices Software Architecture is seen in most quarters as a fork of SOA (Richards, 

2015). However, with Microservices Architecture, sub-systems (hereafter referred to as 

microservices) are focused on implementing a specific task and the protocols are lightweight 

(Newman, 2015). This architecture makes it possible to decompose an application into distinct 

smaller units thereby improving modularity and offering several benefits such as easy 

comprehension of an application, easy development and testing, including resilience to 

architectural erosion (Newman, 2015; Richardson, 2015). With Microservices Architecture, 

there is parallelisation of development by allowing independent development, deployment and 

scaling of services by small autonomous teams. In addition, Microservices Architecture enables 

continuous delivery and deployment (Carneiro & Schmelmer, 2016). The following sections 

would present a critical evaluation of the Microservices Architecture as well as comparison 

with some other popular software architectural patterns. 
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4.1.1 Microservices Software Architecture 

Due to advancements in technological innovations, various factors have arisen that required 

the evolvement of software architectures in order to cope with solution requirements across 

several industry sectors. Dynamic and interactive applications demand availability and 

scalability from a software architecture point of view (Aderaldo et al., 2017). The 

Microservices Software Architecture is an evolving one which provides such capabilities. The 

concept of Microservices requires splitting applications into smaller services such that each 

service can be tested, scaled, implemented, monitored and deployed independently. Such a 

deconstruction allows all functionality components to be deployed or updated without affecting 

other components of the application (Florio & Di Nitto, 2016; Newman, 2015). It presents an 

approach for software service design, delivery and development that focuses software 

application’s development processes on well-established modularisation concepts and 

emphasises on technical boundaries (Thones, 2015). Each microservice is developed and 

deployed independently, utilising a well-established network interface to provide access to its 

interior data and logic. As a result, since every microservice is an independent unit of design, 

deployment, development, scaling and versioning, software agility improves and increases 

significantly (Daya et al., 2016). Figure 4.1 presents a simplistic illustration of a microservices 

architecture. 

 
Figure 4. 1 – A Simplistic Example of Microservices Software Architecture 
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Microservices Architecture was introduced to eliminate the demerits of the Monolithic/N-Tier 

Architecture that is characterised by application logic within one deployable unit (Richardson, 

2015). Monolithic/N-Tier systems are more suitable for small systems and likewise, possible 

to achieve availability and scalability to reasonably high degrees through auto-scaling and load 

balancing mechanisms. However, with an increasing growth of such systems, challenges such 

as code complexities, increase in deployment time, scalability for loads that are data intensive 

as well as the gradual appearance of a long-term commitment to a technology stack are bound 

to occur (Balalaie et al., 2016). Hence, Microservices aid the provision of small services 

characterised by easy comprehension, capable of independent deployment and scalability and 

can run on different technology stacks (Bakshi, 2017). The focus of each microservice is the 

completion of just one task thoroughly; and in most cases, the single task stands for a small 

business capability. Furthermore, it is possible to implement the development of microservices 

with a technology stack different from that of other microservices within an application 

(Newman, 2015). This is known as polyglot programming which advocates for using the most 

appropriate programming language for each microservice while polyglot persistence involves 

the use of multiple dedicated and different storage systems for each microservice, as 

appropriate (Wilder, 2012). Each microservice makes use of the most appropriate language 

and/or storage mechanism based on its requirements (Gilbert, 2018). The communication 

between microservices which is commonly referred to as inter-process communication is 

through a neutral API language like REST. For very large, data-intensive applications, 

messaging platforms such as Apache Kafka, RabbitMQ, ZeroMQ, etc are usually utilised based 

on their capacity to process massive amounts of messages at once. Another feature of 

Microservices Architecture is the Bounded Context which implies that microservices within an 

application need not have any knowledge about the basic implementation or architecture of 

other microservices (Zimmermann, 2017).  

Furthermore, each microservice should constitute an independent software, with its own 

separate code base; having personal delivery pipelines for builds and deployments. The 

independence between microservices makes them loosely coupled which ensures frequent and 

rapid deployments and it gives consumers the opportunity to obtain features and capabilities 

they really require (Richardson, 2015; Zimmermann, 2017). While several research efforts 

identify and discuss a range of key principles for Microservices Architecture with slightly 

varying opinions, most of the principles are observed to be uniform across multiple sources. 
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Table 4.1 presents an investigation of Microservices Architecture key principles as identified 

from different literature sources. 

Table 4. 1 – Microservices Key Principles Across Literature 
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1 Model Around Business Concepts           
2 Adopt a Culture of Automation            
3 Hide Internal Implementation 

Details  
          

4 Decentralise All the Things 
(including Polyglot Programming) 

          

5 Independently Deployable           
6 Failure Isolation           
7 High Observability           
8 Loose Coupling and High Cohesion           
9 Service Discoverability           
10 Well-Defined and Published API 

Interface 
          

11 Offloading Cross-Cutting Concerns 
to Gateway 

          

 

From Table 4.1, it can be observed that while some of the key principles’ cuts across the 

different literature sources, a few are not so commonly defined. However, with detailed 

analysis of the more common ones, the others can be observed to be inclusive within them. 

This suggests a high level of uniformity in terms of the required key principles for 

Microservices Architecture. Furthermore, successful microservices architectural designs and 

deployments can be traced to current software engineering models and present-day progress in 

web application development approaches that promote the adoption of standards and best 

practices, also known as DevOps (Garg & Garg, 2019).  

4.1.2 Benefits of Microservices 

From the overview of Microservices Software Architecture in section 4.1, it can be observed 

that the architectural pattern provides several benefits, such as the following:  
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• First and foremost, it provides faster ‘time to market’ for applications and software 

products by speeding up processing time as separate development teams can work on 

different microservices of the same application in parallel (Taibi et al., 2017). In 

addition, Dragoni et al. (2017) opines that most organisations today use microservices 

to become more agile in responding to market changes. With the ability to leverage 

both hypervisor-level and operating system-level virtualisation for applications and 

deploy them on a cloud platform, supported by a software integration that is fully 

automated, the speed of implementing new software features is greatly increased.  

• Microservices Architecture is also beneficial since each microservice is its own unit of 

scaling. This implies that at runtime, the different requirements for each microservice 

dictates the level of scaling needed (Dragoni et al., 2017). An independent scaling 

mechanism not only reduces the time required to scale in or out depending on the 

application’s demand for resources, but it also ensures that each component only scales 

for the needed resources, thereby optimising computing resources utilisation.  

• Furthermore, each microservice is an independent unit of development, thus allowing 

development teams to introduce new features without affecting the functionality of 

other sub-systems. Moreover, the independence of microservices enable ease of 

frequent deployments as compared to other traditional development practices 

(Newman, 2015). A specific part of an application can be developed, modified or 

deployed as many times as possible without affecting the normal functionality of the 

overall system. 

• Microservices require different development teams to design, develop and test their 

own respective codes which are independent from others. This facilitates improved 

composability, maintainability and reusability of code, thereby fostering the 

development of quality software and application products.  

• Within a Microservices Architecture, failure isolation can be easily implemented. The 

architecture promotes techniques such as caching, health-checking and circuit breakers 

(Richardson, 2015). These are important since they minimise the impact of a failing 

sub-system which in turn leads to the overall improved availability of a given software 

system.  

• Lastly, Microservices Architecture facilitates the design and development of 

applications according to business domains. Rather than writing a bulky code to satisfy 

a certain technological need, they enable a business to create applications that are 
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focused on improving business functionalities within specified domains. The processes 

of a microservice can thereby be adapted for use in multiple instances. A functionality 

can be reused in multiple business processes or in differing business channels, 

depending on needs and requirements (Tanasseri & Rai, 2017).  

4.1.3 Drawbacks of Microservices 

While the Microservices Software Architecture provides solutions to some of the challenges 

faced with other software architectural patterns such as Monolithic/N-Tier Architectures, it 

poses a few drawbacks of its own. It is common practice for trade-offs to exist with different 

software architectures and these applies for Microservices Architectures as well. The major 

drawbacks obtainable with the architectural pattern are as follows:  

• With a lot of moving parts; in terms of the existence of multiple microservices, it leads 

to an increase in operational complexity. Fowler (2015) supports this point, suggesting 

that it is necessary to have a sound operations team for the management of the numerous 

microservices characterised by regular deployment. 

• It also leads to an increase in operating overhead, in most cases. With a Microservice 

Architecture, there may be need for more resources for deployment just as there exists 

numerous deployments (Wu, 2017). With Microservices, there is a frequent 

introduction of multiple databases, message brokers, data caches, and closely related 

services requiring maintenance, clustering and preservation (Daya et al., 2016). 

Therefore, this often leads to the need for additional time and effort for the creation of 

the infrastructure.  

• While Microservices aid the provision of small autonomous services characterised by 

easy comprehension, capable of independent deployment and scalability, they still form 

part of a distributed system. According to Fowler (2015), the demerits of distributed 

systems are that they are quite difficult to program, as it takes time to achieve remote 

calls and the vulnerability to failure is constant.  

Despite the drawbacks identified for Microservices Software Architecture, the benefits far 

outweigh them, hence the reason why its adoption rate is very high currently across different 

sectors in the society (Di Francesco et al., 2017). The drawbacks identified for Microservices 

can be mitigated by adopting the concept of DevOps (Zhu et al., 2016; Balalaie et al., 2016). 

DevOps is a term which stands for “Development and Operations” and it is based on the 

combination of practices, tools and cultural changes to provide automation of systems and 
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increase the ability of an organisation to deliver services and applications at a higher velocity 

(Zhu et al., 2016; Garg & Garg, 2019). It works through the evolution of a product and provides 

improvements much quicker than traditional methods of software development.  

4.1.4 Monolithic / N-Tier vs. Microservices 

This section presents a comparison between Microservices Software Architecture and 

Monolithic / N-Tier Architectures. The comparison is based on the innovativeness of 

Microservices Architecture and the popularity of Monolithic / N-Tier Architectures. 

Monolithic / N-Tier architectures are a sharp contrast to Microservices in that all the code’s 

components in the former are designed to work in unison, where the failure of one component 

impacts the entire application. The application’s components work together as a single cohesive 

unit and they share the same memory space. A software product developed using such 

architectures is self-contained and all its components are interdependent and interconnected to 

each other (Villamizar et al., 2015). In addition, if the development team desires to implement 

new changes or create new updates, they may need to rebuild and redeploy the entire 

application from ground up (Escobar et al., 2016). The same case applies for scalability in that 

a single component scaling out will result in the entire application scaling as well. It is also 

difficult to add new technologies and using a new framework or platform may necessitate the 

application’s code to be re-written. Figure 4.2 illustrates differences between monolithic and 

microservices architectures. 

 
Figure 4. 2 – Monolithic / N-Tier Architecture vs. Microservices Architecture 
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These two can be compared based on several factors. These include Code, Understandability, 

Reusability, Deployment, Reliability, Adaptability, Scaling, Programming Language and 

Testing. Table 4.2 presents a comparison between them based on these factors. 

Table 4. 2 – Comparison of Monolithic / N-Tier and Microservices Software Architectures 
Factor Monolithic / N-Tier Architecture Microservices Architecture 

Code Since the application is developed as 

a unit it comprises of a single code 

base. 

Since there are multiple small 

services that make up a large 

application, there are multiple code 

bases with each microservice having 

its own. 

Understandability  As the code base grows over time, it 

becomes more difficult to understand 

the entire process and make updates. 

Maintenance also becomes difficult, 

due to its size and complexity. 

This is more understandable as it is 

micro in nature. It becomes easy to 

investigate each microservice to 

obtain any information especially 

while troubleshooting. Maintenance 

is relatively easier as well. 

Reusability  Due to its size and complexity, it is 

not easy to reuse.  

Any part of the entire application can 

be reused since they are independent 

in nature.  

Deployment  Any update means redeployment of 

the entire application. Continuous 

deployment becomes difficult. It is 

complex to deploy within restricted 

maintenance windows and scheduled 

downtimes. 

It is easier to re-deploy each 

microservice independently, with 

minimal or zero downtime. This 

promotes the possibility of 

continuous deployment for complex 

applications.  

Reliability  When there is an issue with a 

module, it has the potential to bring 

down the entire application. 

Furthermore, troubleshooting the 

entire application could be very 

cumbersome and time-consuming. 

The level of reliability is higher since 

each unit is on its own. It is easier to 

troubleshoot a microservice 

independently without any impact on 

the others within the application. 

Adaptability The adoption of emerging 

technologies is usually very difficult 

Emerging technologies are easier to 

adopt for specific microservices and 
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as transforming from a technology 

stack to another would probably 

imply re-developing the entire 

application from scratch. This will be 

quite expensive in both time and 

cost. 

with polyglot programming, 

microservices can run based on 

different technology stacks, giving 

developers the opportunity to adopt 

innovations quicker. 

Testing  Testing is easier here and can be 

through end-to-end testing by 

launching the application.  

There is a level of complexity in the 

process of testing this architecture 

due to the multiple microservices 

available. 

Technology  The entire development is typically 

based on a specific technology stack. 

Each microservice can be based on a 

separate technology stack from the 

others. 

Scaling The entire application needs to be 

scaled since it’s a single unit. While 

horizontal scaling is simple when 

multiple instances run behind a load 

balancer, this implies a very high 

computational overhead and cost.  

The entire application does not need 

to be scaled. Scaling can be 

automated for each microservice 

based on pre-defined thresholds, 

hence optimising computational 

overhead and cost.  

 

4.1.5 SOA vs. Microservices 

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is an architectural pattern where components of systems 

receive services from other systems through a communication network. Communication is 

usually for data transfer and co-ordination of connected services. It usually comprises of 

service consumers and a service provider with the user’s interface to the SOA being the 

consumer layer and the services provided by the SOA as the provider layer (Richards, 2015). 

While Microservices and Software-Oriented Architectures are similar in their reliance on 

independent services that have clear and well-defined boundaries, they also possess some 

notable differences (Cerny et al., 2017). It is possible to deploy and operate services 

independently in Microservices as opposed to SOA. In addition, SOA strongly relies on 

products like enterprise service buses and other similar heavyweight middleware whereas 

Microservices can utilise much lightweight technologies. As a result, application development 

with Microservices Architecture is much simpler and devoid of complex architectural 
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requirements as is the case with SOA (Bogner et al., 2018). In SOA, a single point of failure 

can negatively affect the entire system since the communication is made through an Enterprise 

Service Bus (ESB), such that when one service is down, it leads to an overall communication 

breakdown within the application (Xiao et al., 2016). This is opposed to microservices which 

are built to be more fault tolerant.  For instance, if there is a memory failure in one of the 

services in a microservices architecture, only that service is affected, while other services 

continue to run (Richards, 2015). Figure 4.3 illustrates the difference between the two software 

architectures. 

 
Figure 4. 3 - Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) vs. Microservices Architecture 
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Furthermore, from Figure 4.3 it can be observed that services in SOA share a single database. 

However, each service should have an independent storage with microservices. Sharing storage 

has risks of loss and hinders the independence required for individual services. In terms of 

scope and size, microservices are smaller compared to SOA (Xiao et al., 2016). According to 

Newman (2015), Microservices stand for how to do SOA right as the approach to its 

development has come from real world usage, requiring the use of better comprehension of 

systems and architecture in doing SOA well.  

There are wide-ranging and extensive challenges attempted to be solved by SOA. This further 

provides an opportunity to observe differences between both. The attempt by SOA is to make 

services available to those who are interested in their use. However, the focus of microservices 

is established and the goals are limited, which is acting as a part of a single distributed system 

(Daya et al., 2016). Microservices are not about serving multiple systems at the same time. The 

existence of microservices is frequently implicit unlike with SOA. Furthermore, the discovery 

of microservices does not happen at runtime and there is no need for mediation as is the case 

with SOA (Cerny et al., 2017). Table 4.3 details the comparison between SOA and 

Microservices. 

Table 4. 3 - Comparison of SOA and Microservices Software Architectures 
Factor Service-Oriented Architecture Microservices Architecture 

Component Sharing The development is based on the 

concept of a “share-as-much-as-

possible” architectural style. This 

helps to eliminate the issue of 

business functionality duplication. 

This has the tendency to tightly 

couple components and increase the 

overall risk associated with change. 

It utilises the concept of Bounded 

Context to hide implementation 

details from other microservices by 

coupling services and their 

associated data together as a single 

closed unit having minimal 

dependencies.  

Service 

Orchestration 

Service Orchestration is about 

coordinating multiple services 

through a centralised mediator. This 

is managed via the messaging 

middleware component of SOA by 

calling multiple services based on a 

request, giving SOA the tendency to 

Microservices architecture utilises 

Service Choreography because of 

the absence of a centralised 

middleware component in the 

architecture topology. This makes 

its development, testing, 
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be slower than Microservices. It 

requires more time and effort for its 

development, testing, deployment 

and maintenance.  

deployment and maintenance to be 

faster.  

Access to Remote 

Services 

There are no limitations to the 

protocol for accessing remote 

services. The availability of 

different types of remote-access 

protocols is one of the major 

distinctive features of SOA. 

There is tendency to depend on 

REST as the main remote-access 

protocol. However, other messaging 

systems are available for simple 

messaging such as Redis and more 

robust, data-intensive messaging 

using message solutions such as 

Apache Kafka, ZeroMQ, 

RabbitMQ, etc. 

Application scope  It is suitable for enterprise-wide 

systems requiring integration with 

several other software and web 

services. It suits applications having 

numerous shared components. 

It is suitable for large-scale, web-

based systems which are open for 

public consumption. 

Heterogeneous 

Interoperability 

It has the capability for the 

integration of multiple 

heterogeneous systems and services. 

It attempts to achieve the 

simplification of the architectural 

pattern and corresponding 

implementation through the 

reduction of the number of choices 

to integrate services.  

 

4.2 Virtualisation Patterns 

Virtualisation was first used in mainframe computers in the 1960s, as a method that logically 

divides resources of systems within a variety of application software (Naeem et al., 2016). The 

concept is based on the abstraction of computing resources and involves creating multiple 

instances of a resource from a physical one (Naeem et al., 2016; Carroll et al., 2012). Resources 

that can be involved include an operating system, a storage device, a server, computer network 

or an application. Several organisations utilise virtualisation to solidify their workloads as a 

means of dividing and sharing computing resources into multiple environments for execution 
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by applying technologies such as time-sharing, quality of service and partitioning of computing 

resources (Ranganathan, 2018). In software development and the deployment of virtual 

infrastructure, the use of virtualisation is prevalent and non-disruptive. For software 

development, virtualisation facilitates the delivery of application software to many clients on 

demand. For virtual infrastructure, it provides the advantage of managing pooled resources 

across an enterprise, allowing a higher level of responsiveness to dynamic organisational needs 

and better leverage investment in infrastructure (Ranganathan, 2018; Jain & Choudhary, 2016). 

Furthermore, virtualisation provides several advantages for the deployment of application 

software in a cloud environment. Firstly, it provides dynamic scalability; the scaling up and 

down of resources on-demand, which helps to minimise the infrastructure cost for an 

organisation by optimising computing resources usage (Morabito, 2017). In addition, it ensures 

faster provisioning and deployment of servers. With the agility and effectiveness for backing 

up data, it improves disaster recovery that could occur within a system, ensuring a high level 

of productivity for computing systems and resources. Several virtualisation types exist, these 

include server virtualisation, client and desktop virtualisation, services and applications 

virtualisation, network virtualisation and storage virtualisation (Naeem et al., 2016). For 

application deployment in the cloud, hypervisor-level and operating-system-level virtualisation 

are very relevant (Jain & Choudhary, 2016). These are analysed in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 

respectively. 

4.2.1 Hypervisor-Level Virtualisation 

Hypervisor-based Virtualisation is the most prominent virtualisation method in computing. It 

is based on the use of a hypervisor which is a computer software that allows abstraction from 

the hardware layer by intercepting the operating system call to the hardware (Eder, 2016). A 

hypervisor performs the function of a middleware between the physical host and operating 

system. Furthermore, it is commonly referred to as a Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) because 

it creates and runs virtual machines and can either be a software, hardware or firmware 

(Gkortzis et al., 2016). A virtual platform is created on the computer (host machine), on top 

which various guest operating systems are run and monitored. A computer which runs multiple 

virtual machines on a hypervisor is referred to as a host machine and each virtual machine is 

called a guest machine, i.e. the hardware that runs the hypervisor is referred to as the host, and 

its operating system as the host operating system while all virtual machines running on it are 

referred to as guests and their operating systems as guest operating systems (Eder, 2016; 
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Morabito, 2017). There are three essential characteristics of a hypervisor; the provision of an 

environment identical to that of a real machine for programs; provision of appropriate 

performance for programs running in virtualised environments and the control of all system 

resources in the host machine or system (Ranganathan, 2018). 

Furthermore, hypervisor-level virtualisation can be categorised into; Type 1 or Type 2 hosted 

hypervisor. The Type 1, native or bare metal hypervisor architecture runs on the host machine 

or hardware directly, controlling the hardware and managing the guest operating system 

(virtual machine). In this case, the hypervisor interfaces directly with the memory, devices and 

CPU on the host hardware, positioned between the hardware and the guest operating system. 

The type 1 hypervisor is more efficient and recommended than the type 2 hypervisor (Gkortzis 

et al., 2016). Some examples of the type 1 hypervisor architecture include; Xen and Oracle 

VM. The Type 2 or hosted hypervisor architecture runs as a program on the host system and is 

utilised for software virtualisation. It does not have same level of priority as the type 1 

hypervisor and does not access the hardware directly since it runs as a program. A major 

advantage is that it can be installed on various host systems without modifying the system 

(Morabito, 2017). VMware workstation, VirtualBox and Parallels Desktop for Mac are some 

examples of this type of architecture. Figure 4.4 illustrates the two different types of 

hypervisor-based virtualisation. 

 

Figure 4. 4 – Hypervisor-Level Virtualisation  (Infoworld, 2019) 
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4.2.2 Operating System-Level Virtualisation 

Virtualisation at the operating system level, also known as containerisation or container-based 

virtualisation is a lightweight alternative to hypervisor-based virtualisation. In this case, there 

are no hypervisors involved and host operating system level virtualisation is performed (Eder, 

2016). The host OS (Operating System) kernel is shared by all virtualised instances since there 

are no hypervisors involved. This largely reduces the runtime overhead and sharing the same 

operating system also reduces the storage overhead (Taherizadeh & Stankovski, 2018). The 

virtualisation layer is positioned between the operating system and application programs 

running on it. Sets of applications or software written for an OS being virtualised is run by the 

virtual machine (Jain & Choudhary, 2016). Each application runs in what is known as 

‘Containers’. Containers provide a level of abstraction on top of host operating system kernel, 

allowing each instance of a container to behave as an independent system with isolation. While 

the OS provides a platform for the containers to be deployed, the containers are packaged with 

an application as well as all binaries and libraries it requires to run and perform efficiently on 

the OS. Application Software running in containers need to be compatible with the host 

system’s kernel and CPU architecture (Eder, 2016). Some examples of operating-system level 

virtualisation tools are Open VPN, Solaris and Docker. Figure 4.5 presents the architecture for 

operating-system level virtualisation using containers. 

 

Figure 4. 5 – Operating-System Level Virtualisation Architecture  (Infoworld, 2019) 

Hypervisor-based and Container-based Virtualisation have their various trade-offs; hence they 

are used to achieve different goals. Based on these trade-offs, they both have individual 

strengths and weaknesses. However, they also have some similarities; both are virtualisation 

technologies and they involve some levels of abstraction from the hardware. In addition, both 

types of virtualisation can be easily migrated to and they enable better use of resources, which 
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results in reduced computational overhead; saving costs and energy (Eder, 2016). Table 4.4 

presents a detailed comparison of both types of virtualisation technologies. 

Table 4. 4 – Comparison of Hypervisor-Level and OS-Level Virtualisation 
Hypervisor-Level Virtualisation Operating-System Level Virtualisation 

Emulates the underlying physical hardware and 
creates new virtual hardware for each guest OS. 
This implies that resources (RAM, CPU, Storage 
space) of the physical hardware are shared with 
the virtual hardware. 

No emulation of physical hardware, it uses kernel 
features which creates an environment that is 
isolated for the processes. Hence, they utilise the 
resources of the host system.    

Duplication of functionalities exist due to the 
sharing of physical hardware of the host system, 
this reduces the performance of the system. 

Duplication of functionalities do not exist, so it 
provides improved performance rate. 

It provides a high level of isolation (complete 
isolation) of applications running on different 
guest operating systems. 

It provides a weak level of isolation because the 
base operating system is shared among several 
applications. Hence, it provides an awareness of 
all processes (applications) running on the base 
machine. 

Increased runtime and storage overhead. Reduced runtime overhead due to the absence of 
hypervisors. Storage overhead is also reduced 
since applications share same operating system. 

Various operating systems may share hardware 
virtualised resources, and they can run on same 
physical device 

All instances (containers) share a single 
operating system. 

Even though deployments, provisioning, 
backups etc. are facilitated, this type of 
virtualisation consumes more resources when 
compared to operating system level virtualisation 

This is a lightweight alternative to the 
hypervisor-based virtualisation. Deployments, 
provisioning, backups etc. are relatively quicker.  

It provides a higher level of flexible as different 
operating systems can be deployed on a single 
host. 

Less flexibility as all containerised applications 
run on the same operating system.  

Some examples are Xen, Oracle VM, VMware 
workstation, VirtualBox. 

Some examples are Open VPN, Solaris, Docker, 
OpenVZ. 

 

Bearing in mind the nature of the web with respect to its scale and the comparison between 

hypervisor-level and operating-system level virtualisation, leveraging both techniques provides 

better results. Benefits of operating-system level virtualisation such as reduced runtime 

overhead, reduced storage overhead, reduced computational costs and increased application 

agility are all vital for holistic semantic annotation as well as the ability to run multiple virtual 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtuozzo
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images from the same physical server. These technologies become more important based on 

the scale required for a holistic semantic annotation solution. A public-facing web application 

on the Internet with the potential to attract hundreds of millions of traffic daily will require the 

utmost benefits of overhead reduction in every area applicable. The next section, 4.3 focuses 

on ‘Containerisation’ and how it greatly facilitates ‘Microservices’. 

4.3 Containerisation and Microservices 

As described in section 4.2, Containerisation refers to the encapsulation of a software 

application in a container with all the binaries and libraries that it requires to run on any host 

machine’s operating system, hence possessing the ability to be deployed on another operating 

system running on a different host without the need for code changes or re-configuration (Kang 

et al., 2016). Containerisation and Microservices have a seamless interaction. Containerisation 

greatly enables running and deploying distributed microservices-based web applications 

without launching the full virtual environment in which the application is deployed. The 

containerisation of a microservices-based web application allows all the microservices to run 

on the same host and to access the same operating system (Fazio et al., 2016; Kang et al., 2016). 

In addition, it allows such web applications to be managed using their unique namespaces and 

requiring relatively minimal computing resources in comparison with utilising only hypervisor-

level virtualisation. With the nature of microservices-based applications implying that each 

microservice can be updated, developed, modified and equipped with new features without 

affecting the other ones; the ability to deploy each within a container greatly facilitates their 

independence while maintaining the communication between them, thereby enhancing the 

“loosely-coupled and highly cohesive” key principle for microservices-based applications 

(Newman 2015; Richards, 2015). Besides, containerisation does not present the overhead 

problems that are common with other virtualisation management options (Guo et al., 2016). As 

a result, it supports more applications all within the same infrastructure. Figure 4.6 

demonstrates the use of containerisation technology to deploy different microservices of the 

same application in a polyglot environment whereby the microservices run on varying 

technology stacks. 
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Figure 4. 6 – Polyglot Programming for Microservices 

 

Furthermore, it supports portability across different platforms and operating systems, as 

containerised microservices can run on different platforms and even across multiple cloud 

environments, maintaining an inter-process communication medium via a messaging channel 

such as is available with Apache Kafka, ZeroMQ and RabbitMQ (Eder, 2016). In addition, the 

containerisation of microservices-based applications also greatly increases application agility. 

With the use of methodologies such as the twelve-factor app to build software as a service, 

organisations can quickly respond to customer feedback and carry out rapid iterations for 

deploying software updates and increasing their time-to-market (Pahl et al., 2017). 

Containerisation has helped to enable agility within software development lifecycles. Often, 

microservices-based web applications contain clusters of containerised service instances with 

some of their key characteristics being the ability to withstand fault, availability, automatic 

scalability based on user demand and ability to disperse geographically (Khan, 2017). This 

advantage is evident in the rapid rise of the adoption of containerisation and microservices for 

developing and deploying business-critical applications. The isolation of an application and the 

components that it depends on to run effectively in a self-contained unit operating in the cloud 

is a very significant benefit of containerisation and microservices which will greatly foster 
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holistic semantic annotation. The individual requirements of the holistic semantic annotation 

can be developed into capabilities based on microservices architecture and deployed to run 

from a cloud platform with the ability to meet user demands either independently or as a 

collection of two or more; delivering application functionality in a holistic manner.  

4.4 Container Orchestration Technology 

With the emergence of containerisation technologies came the need to develop orchestration 

platforms for managing the deployment of container clusters, hence the term “Container 

Orchestration” (Paladi et al., 2018). Container Orchestration builds on the concept of 

“Orchestration” in computing which defines the process of automation for configuring, co-

ordinating and managing a collection of computing systems and software harmoniously (Khan, 

2017). Based on these, Container Orchestration refers to the process of automating the 

deployment, scaling, monitoring and management of containerised applications within a cloud 

computing environment, integrating and managing containers at enterprise level (Rodriguez & 

Buyya, 2019). With Container Orchestration, several containers can be managed as an entity; 

aiding their availability, networking and scaling while simplifying their overall management. 

Some key functions of a container orchestration platform include cluster state management and 

scheduling, high availability and fault tolerance, security, service discovery and monitoring 

among others (Khan, 2017). Orchestration tools utilise containerised application’s 

configuration file, usually in JSON or YAML format to execute processes for the application. 

The configuration file is machine-readable and defines rules for the orchestration platform with 

respect to the successful running of each containerised application. These includes rules for 

establishing communication between containers, mounting storage volumes, locating container 

images, storing container logs and lots more (Rodriguez & Buyya, 2019). Based on these rules, 

containers are deployed onto host machines typically in groups that are replicated. On further 

request to deploy a new container into the cluster, the container orchestration platform 

schedules the deployment by an assessment of the most suitable host based on computing 

resources needs of the container in relation to the available resources across the host machines 

within the cluster (Hoque et al., 2017). Upon successful deployment, containers lifecycles are 

managed based on the configuration data. This management usually includes a self-healing 

mechanism for the containers if found to be corrupt or destroyed. The self-healing mechanism 

could require an automatic re-start or re-scheduling (Paladi et al., 2018). Figure 4.7 presents a 

simplified illustration of a container orchestration platform. 
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Figure 4. 7 – Simplistic View of Container Orchestration Cloud Environment  (Avi Networks, 2019) 

Furthermore, the design of container orchestration systems includes for scheduling workloads 

of containerised applications varying from one to many types. There are varying features and 

requirements for different applications. While some require a very high level of availability 

and long-running jobs, others could require mission-critical batched jobs or latency-sensitive 

jobs for instance (Rodriguez & Buyya, 2019). In addition, an application could require a 

combination of two or more of these. According to Khan (2017), container orchestration 

platforms make provision for an enterprise-level framework to integrate and manage containers 

at scale. With the capability to leverage hypervisor-level virtualisation from the virtual host 

layer and operating system-level virtualisation from the container layer, container orchestration 

provides a high level of agility and flexibility for applications (Hoque et al., 2017). Some of 

the commonly used container orchestration platforms include Kubernetes originally developed 

by Google and now open source, Elastic Container Service by Amazon, Mesosphere by 

Apache, Docker Swarm, Azure from Microsoft supporting Kubernetes, Rancher and Nomad 

(Khan, 2017).   

4.5 Continuous Integration Mechanism 

A continuous integration mechanism refers to the ability of delivering an automated and 

continuous stream of updates to a software based on a workflow. Such updates can be as often 

as possible; including several times daily. Container Orchestration Engines can facilitate this 

by an integration with third-party solutions for the purpose (Mun, 2017). This is believed to be 

a required facility for holistic semantic annotation of web documents based on the dynamic 
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and ever-changing nature of web documents and the web environment itself. Updates for 

software to ensure and maintain the required level of accuracy and consistency between 

components of a holistic semantic annotation solution (such as ontologies, RDF graph 

databases, web documents and annotation data) requires an automated means that will facilitate 

the persistent nature of such updates.  

The continuous integration workflow merges several sets of local changes to a shared code 

repository, allowing multiple developers define their respective services that will be used 

during application development. The workflow permits different developers to develop and 

update their services concurrently. These are then merged to the source code repository. The 

source code repository is a storage location for hosting the code developed when updating the 

microservices. Predefined configuration files in the source code repository are used to create 

new microservice images after updates have been pushed to the repository. For example, with 

docker containers, the YAML “docker-compose.yml” configuration file instructs the tools 

present within the orchestration environment to create a new image of the containerised 

microservice, establish networks for communication and a storage location for storing log files 

generated during orchestration (Stahl & Bosch, 2016). The new microservice image is then 

tested to identify any errors.  

Once the microservice images pass the test, the source codes are combined with their respective 

dependencies to create a new instance. The new instance is a runnable file of the containerised 

application being updated for re-deployment. Like the microservice image, the health of the 

new instance must be tested. Testing identifies problems or errors with the application 

functionality or with the integration process. These tests need to be automated, based on a test 

plan developed by the development teams, and their main purpose is to validate the software’s 

behaviour and functionality (Rathod & Surve, 2015). The time used for testing the health of an 

instance depends on the its size, complexity and scope of the testing process. A healthy instance 

is one whose code is bug-free, and the developed functions work as intended. In some cases, 

the test results may show an unhealthy instance in which case, the new instance would be 

discarded, and the previous instance is left to continue running while identified bugs and errors 

in the new instance are fixed. Once they are fixed, the new instance is restarted, and it is 

subjected to the same testing process. The need for testing a new instance until it is 100% 

healthy is to ensure that reproducible errors do not reach the targeted end users. Most large-

scale projects run tests using several stages. These can start with a smoke test, which is designed 

to perform sanity tests for end to end integration of the entire project and from a user’s 
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perspective (Sachdeva, 2016). Testing the health of new instances expose issues that 

developers were not aware of when writing codes for building the software. It is necessary for 

the workflow to provide quick feedbacks for developers to maintain the stream. Figure 4.8 

depicts the persistent deployment mechanism for a continuous stream of updates for 

containerised microservices applications. 

 

Figure 4. 8 – Continuous Integration Mechanism for Holistic Semantic Annotation 
 

4.6 Cloud Computing Maturity Levels for Holistic Semantic 
Annotation 

Having reviewed and analysed different factors that impact on application deployment in the 

cloud with an evaluation of each, Table 4.5 presents a summary of the factors and their potential 

impacts with respect to application deployment in the cloud. 

Table 4. 5 – Determinant Factors for Holistic Semantic Annotation Deployment in the Cloud 
Factor Impact 

Software Architectural Pattern A higher level of decomposability of software architectural 

components fosters software agility by being lightweight 

and requiring lesser computing resources to meet user 

demands. It also greatly enhances automatic scaling. 

Virtualisation Pattern A software’s ability to leverage both hypervisor-level and 

operating system-level virtualisation increases its 

performance and efficiency 
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Containerisation and Microservices Containerisation greatly enables microservices by 

encapsulating them with the required files and binaries 

needed for them to be independently deployable 

Container Orchestration It provides a platform deploying containerised application; 

automating their deployment, scaling, monitoring and 

management which subsequently enhances software agility. 

Persistent Deployment Mechanism It provides an automated mechanism for deploying updates 

and new features for software, reducing “time-to-market” 

for software products. Its integration with microservices 

architecture produces optimal results. 

 

The different factors summarised in Table 4.5 form the basis for defining different patterns for 

holistic semantic annotation deployment in the cloud. These are described in the following 

sections. 

4.6.1 Cloud-Based Monolithic Maturity Level 

The Cloud-Based Monolithic Maturity Level depicts a scenario whereby an application is 

hosted in a cloud computing environment either by migrating an existing application from a 

non-cloud environment or by hosting a newly developed application directly in a cloud 

environment. In either case, no changes to the application’s code or architecture is required and 

such applications do not fully leverage any of the features illustrated in Table 4.5. Such 

applications are developed using a monolithic or n-tier software architectural pattern which 

hinders its ability to scale maximally as well as limits its capability based on the several 

drawbacks identified for such architectural patterns in section 4.1.  

Furthermore, while the application can be configured to leverage hypervisor-level 

virtualisation such as by deploying it on a virtual host with automatic scaling capabilities, it 

does not leverage operating system-level virtualisation which provides a higher level of 

software agility and increases efficiency and productivity when combined with hypervisor-

level virtualisation. In addition, such applications are not containerised, hence does not require 

a container orchestration platform. Furthermore, based on the nature of the monolithic or n-tier 

software architectural pattern, automating the application lifecycle for continuous integration 

and delivery is quite cumbersome as the entire application might need to be re-deployed after 

minimal updates. Hence, the ability to implement code changes and deploy new software 

updates would be greatly hampered. With this pattern, applications are mainly leveraging cloud 
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computing infrastructure layer with little or no leverage from both platform and software 

layers. This is depicted with Figure 4.9. 

 

Figure 4. 9 – Cloud-Based Monolithic Maturity Level for Holistic Semantic Annotation 
 

4.6.2 Cloud-Based Microservices Maturity Level 

This is like the Cloud-Based Monolithic Maturity Level. However, it is based on a 

microservices software architecture which is the difference between both. While the software 

architectural pattern has the potential to boost its performance, it still cannot fully leverage the 

other factors described in Table 4.6. Microservices provide the greater level of software agility 

based on the architectural pattern’s potential to leverage several other technologies that 

monolithic architectures might not be able to leverage or might not leverage as much as 

microservices facilitates. Hence, deploying a microservices-based application on a virtual host 

directly without containerisation and orchestration capabilities does not take advantage of the 

microservices architectural pattern. This is depicted with Figure 4.10. 

 

Figure 4. 10 – Cloud-Based Microservices Maturity Level for Holistic Semantic Annotation 
 

4.6.3 Cloud-Optimised Maturity Level 

The Cloud-Optimised Maturity Level has similarities with the Cloud-Based Monolithic in that 

they are both based on a monolithic or n-tier software architectural pattern. However, unlike 
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the Cloud-Based, the Cloud-Optimised is modified (or optimised as the name implies) to ensure 

a higher level of leverage from the cloud computing environment. While the architectural 

pattern remains unchanged, the application is ‘optimised’ by leveraging containerisation which 

enables it to utilise both hypervisor-level and operating system-level virtualisation techniques. 

This implies a minimal code change for such applications to implement the encapsulation of 

the application in software containers; otherwise referred to as containerisation. Additionally, 

due to the application containerisation, the containers that ensue can benefit from deployment 

in an orchestration platform. As described in section 4.4, container orchestration fosters 

automation for deploying, scaling, monitoring and managing applications. The orchestration 

platform has the capability to provide several managed services for such applications like auto-

scaling, job scheduling, configuration management and lots more. This presents a significant 

leap from the Cloud-Based Monolithic.  

However, due to the limitations with the software architectural pattern, the operating system-

level virtualisation in this case requires the entire application to be automatically scaled when 

demanded rather than scaling just a component of the entire application that requires it, thereby 

leading to an increase in computational overhead by consuming more computing resources as 

well as requiring more processing time, hence reducing software agility. Furthermore, the 

software architectural pattern still impacts on the application automation lifecycle as is the case 

with the Cloud-Based Monolithic by requiring a re-deployment or re-compiling of the entire 

application even for minimal changes which impacts on the frequency at which software 

updates can be implemented and can lead to extended downtimes when an update fails or 

produces unexpected results. So, while both infrastructure and platform layers of cloud 

computing are leveraged with this maturity level, the software architectural pattern would still 

inhibit maximum application performance. Figure 4.11 depicts the factors leveraged by this 

pattern. 
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Figure 4. 11 – Cloud-Optimised Maturity Level for Holistic Semantic Annotation 
 

4.6.4 Cloud-Native Maturity Level 

The Cloud-Native Maturity Level, as the name suggests, is based on developing applications 

that are well-suited for maximising cloud computing benefits by deploying a development 

process which natively ensures cloud computing characteristics and benefits are fully 

maximised. According to Wilder (2012), the key to maximising cloud computing benefits for 

software applications does not lie with the cloud infrastructure alone, but also with the 

architecture of a software deployed in the cloud. This opinion is elaborated on by Leymann et 

al. (2016) and Gilbert (2018). The basis of the opinion focuses on the development of 

applications utilising a software architectural pattern that enables the decomposition of an 

application into loosely-coupled but highly-cohesive modules such that each module is 

independently deployable, scalable, updateable and lots more; which are features central to the 

fundamental principles of microservices software architecture (as described in sections 4.1 and 

4.2). With the microservices architecture, it implies that automatic scaling is at the level of each 

microservice rather than scaling an entire application due to the auto-scaling needs of a single 

module, thereby making judicious use of computing resources and limiting the computational 

overhead involved. Leymann et al. (2016) provides a detailed definition of cloud native where 

the term implies using containerised open-source software stacks such that the development 

process assigns every part of an application its own container to ensure each part is dynamically 

orchestrated. Figure 4.12 illustrates this maturity level. 

So, with containerised microservices, leveraging both hypervisor-level and operating system-

level virtualisations with an orchestration platform to deploy them, the Cloud-Native provides 
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a significant leap from the Cloud-Optimised. However, while it fosters such potential benefits 

for holistic semantic annotation solution in the cloud, the automation of application lifecycle 

by means of a continuous integration and delivery is very vital for a solution requiring the level 

of dynamism, agility and efficiency as semantic annotation for web documents. While the 

Cloud-Native has the potential to deliver very significantly, it will still present bottlenecks 

without a continuous integration mechanism. Based on this, an enhanced version, referred to 

as Cloud-Driven is proposed in the next section.  

 

Figure 4. 12 – Cloud-Native Maturity Level for Holistic Semantic Annotation 
 

4.6.5 Enhanced Cloud-Native: Cloud-Driven Maturity Level 

The proposed “Enhanced Cloud-Native Maturity Level”, defined as “Cloud-Driven” provides 

all the “Cloud-Native” features as well as a “Continuous Integration Mechanism” as described 

in section 4.5. It is believed that a holistic semantic annotation solution developed and deployed 

based on this model would be equipped with the necessary capabilities to deliver automated 

semantic annotation to web documents online, real time, continuously and holistically by 

ensuring that updates across different microservices are agile in nature, seamlessly integrated 

and dynamically synthesised with the entire system. 

Generically, some of the automated processes would include the initiation of code builds, 

testing procedures, and deployment. Specifically, required software updates due to evolving 

ontologies (by means of ontology updates, upgrades, population, etc.), optimisation of 

annotation data, web documents evolution and several other mechanisms within the holistic 
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sphere of a semantic annotation solution can be quickly implemented without impacting on the 

overall functionality of the solution, hence, providing a complete lifecycle of semantic 

annotation process workflow and management for web documents at large. The integration of 

a continuous integration mechanism to foster a transformation from “Cloud-Native” to “Cloud-

Driven” is believed to have the potential for delivering application solution that is entirely 

driven by cloud computing with a full automation lifecycle; one that is envisioned as the 

required development methodology for web-scale semantic annotation effectively and 

efficiently. This implies that with “Cloud-Driven”, the following features are implemented: 

• Development of modularised functionalities for the holistic semantic annotation 

requirements using microservices architecture. 

• Encapsulation of the modularised “holistic semantic annotation” functionalities in 

software containers (otherwise referred to as Containerisation) for operating system-

level virtualisation using container software such as Dockers. 

• Configuration of the containerised functionalities for both hypervisor-level and 

operating system-level virtualisation. 

• Orchestration for automating deployment, scaling, monitoring and management of the 

containerised functionalities using container orchestration software such as Kubernetes, 

Docker Swarm or Amazon Elastic Container Service, among others. 

• Application Automation Lifecycle for continuous integration and delivery using a 

continuous integration mechanism. 

As described in section 4.5, the automation is not only applicable to software but to hardware 

as well. This is through automation for rapidly provisioning cloud infrastructure using 

document templates containing machine-readable configuration data rather than physically 

configuring hardware or using graphical configuration tools which require human intervention 

and subsequently, a level of potential errors. The template files can be developed using data 

portable formats such as YAML or JSON. Figure 4.13 illustrates the enhanced cloud-native; 

the cloud-driven maturity level for holistic semantic annotation. 
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Figure 4. 13 – Cloud-Driven Maturity Level for Holistic Semantic Annotation 
 

4.7 The Proposed Maturity Model 

The different deployment patterns for holistic semantic annotation presented in section 4.6 

define various deployment approaches in which a set or requirements can be evaluated against 

each pattern to select an appropriate approach; which forms the basis for developing and 

selecting “cloud-driven” as the appropriate choice for holistic semantic annotation. Due to a 

perceived nature that will need evaluating requirements against the different patterns to guide 

a selection, they are integrated into a single unit for this purpose. This is in line with the concept 

of models in Design Science Research, in which they are described as a set of propositions in 

a problem/solution scenario; defining how things are or should be (March & Smith, 1995). The 

different patterns provide solutions for application deployment in the cloud based on varying 

requirements. Hence, Figure 4.14 presents a Cloud Computing Maturity Model for Holistic 

Semantic Annotation. 
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Figure 4. 14 – Cloud Computing Maturity Model for Holistic Semantic Annotation 
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From the model presented in Figure 4.14, this research defines the name; “CloudSea” which 

stands for Cloud-Driven Semantic Annotation based on the “cloud-driven” pattern of the 

model. The technique for application deployment described and analysed by the pattern will 

be utilised for the design and development of the holistic, automated semantic annotation 

solution: CloudSea. 

4.8 Software Architectural Layers for CloudSea 

From the review and analysis of Microservices Software Architecture in section 4.1 of this 

chapter and its comparison with SOA and monolithic architectures in section 4.2, it is adopted 

for use in this research. From the comparisons in section 4.2, it can be observed that it provides 

better software agility and performance as compared to the others. It also has enormous 

economic and technical benefits due to reduced time to market and the ease of making and 

deploying software updates. Furthermore, and very importantly; the key to maximising cloud 

computing benefits does not lie with the cloud infrastructure alone, but also with the 

architecture of a software deployed in the cloud (Gilbert 2018; Wilder 2012). The 

Microservices Software Architecture is natively for the cloud as its fundamental principles help 

maximise cloud computing resources and hence, benefits. Figure 4.15 presents the CloudSea 

Microservices Software Architectural Layers with a description of the SaaS layer. The PaaS 

layer has been covered in sections 4.3 to 4.5 of this chapter while the IaaS layer is based on 

public cloud infrastructures. 
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Figure 4. 15 – Software Architectural Layers for CloudSea 

 

4.8.1 The User Interface Layer 

The User Interface Layer is a critical element of any software architecture as it allows for 

effective communication between the physical components and the users of the system. It 

provides interfaces via personal computers, laptops, mobile devices, kiosks and lots more; 

condensing and formatting data for the application users and helping with the acquisition and 

validation of data from them (Richards, 2015).  It provides access to the various functionalities 

implemented within an application. For web-based applications, this layer usually comprises 

of a web client software known as web browsers to access applications running on the web. 

The web browsers capture data from the users and transfer same to the application as a request. 

The response to the request is also presented to the user via the same medium. Some popularly 
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used technologies for developing the user interface layer includes HTML (HyperText Markup 

Language), CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) and JavaScript. With Microservices, this layer is 

ideally the only public-facing component of the entire application; presented as an interface for 

interacting with the several microservices within the application. With CloudSea, this layer 

would be web-based, hence, accessible via web browsers for access to different application 

functionalities such as annotation on-the-fly, annotation data generation for web documents 

semantic annotation and lots more. 

4.8.2 The API Gateway Layer 

This layer helps with the implementation of one entry point for all users via the User Interface 

Layer. Different types of requests received via the User Interface Layer are channelled through 

the API Gateway Layer to the different microservices that will process each of the requests. A 

common technique for the channelisation is known as ‘Service Discovery’. This involves the 

use of a Service Registry to keep the identities of the different microservices and their locations 

within the system, in terms of their IP addresses in a networked environment. So, once a request 

or series of requests are received, the address of the microservice to process each one is looked 

up and the requests are channelled accordingly (Zhao et al., 2018). Furthermore, the API 

Gateway is usually utilised for the implementation of security mechanisms such as 

authentication and authorisation for users (Joshi et al., 2017). It helps with the insulation of 

clients from the details on the decomposition of the application into microservices and brings 

about a reduction in the number of requests or the number of cycles to search through for a 

request (Newman, 2015). That is, users can obtain data from several microservices in one cycle, 

thereby enhancing less overhead and the improvement of user experience. The hosting of all 

the API services characterised by clear business functionality is through the API Gateway 

(Zhao et al., 2018). Figure 4.16 further illustrates the role of an API Gateway Layer in a 

microservices architecture. 

 
Figure 4. 16 – API Gateway Implementation for Microservices 
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4.8.3 The Application Logic Layer 

This layer is also referred to as the Business Logic Layer and is made up of the components 

representing the core of the application and helps with the implementation of business rules. It 

is the major aspect of an enterprise application, presenting various rules and activities of a 

given business domain that defines the relationship and properties of various business data. It 

forms the basis of tackling various problems that the entire application aims to solve, consisting 

of microservices that have limited scopes, concentrate on specific tasks and are independent. 

Some other types of components on this layer can be classes, functions, modules and so on 

(Autili et al., 2019). For CloudSea, this layer comprises of the microservices that make up the 

entire application. Requests received via the API Gateway Layer are directed to the 

microservices based on the user request type. In this regard, the microservices receive pieces 

of information from the API Gateway and manipulate the information as required. After 

manipulation, the results are relayed back to the User Interface Layer via the API Gateway for 

end users. While some web application frameworks merge this layer with the User Interface 

Layer, enterprise and web-scale solutions often implement them separately (Hnatkowska & 

Kasprzyk, 2009). So, API Gateways act as an intermediary between the Application Logic 

Layer and the User Interface Layer. Several technologies exist for implementing this layer; 

from open source standards to proprietary solutions. The PHP (Hypertext PreProcessor) 

programming language is intended for use primarily for this layer in CloudSea, alongside any 

other languages or standards which might be more appropriate for a specific microservice. PHP 

is a very common scripting language for web applications. In addition, it forms the bedrock of 

several web application frameworks popularly used in IT today for web development. 

Examples of such frameworks include CodeIgniter, Zend, Yii and Laravel. 

4.8.4 The Data Access Layer 

The Data Access Layer is critical for any application since data processing and retrieval are 

common tasks within an application. Within a Microservices Architecture, the layer consists 

of microservices data abstraction for performing various functions to ensure persistence of 

data; focusing on system information structures such as databases, connections, SQL queries, 

triggers and result sets (Ahmed & Kurnaz, 2019). It offers simplified access to stored data in 

various forms of persistent storage. The Data Access Layer allows for the creation of user 

modules with a high level of abstraction such that connectivity to multiple databases either at 

once or at different stages is possible without any need for application code change in the 
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Application Logic layer. Functions such as creating, recording, updating and deleting (CRUD) 

data in the database are typical events within the layer (Taibi et al., 2018). This approach 

facilitates making queries into the database by abstracting various database calls. This layer 

also offers a central point for various queries directed to multiple databases making porting 

various applications to different database systems practical. In other words, the Data Access 

Layer allows an application to interact with various databases within the system. Therefore, 

the best designs for the Data Access Layer should consist of appropriate data access 

technologies that match the type of data to be handled. Similarly, appropriate Data Access 

Layers allow for easier configuration and maintenance of applications by centralising data 

access functionalities (Taibi et al., 2018). PDO (PHP Data Objects) is a common PHP library 

that provides an abstraction layer for PHP, enabling connectivity to different types of databases 

using the scripting language. Figure 4.17 provides an illustration of the Data Access Layer with 

PHP programming language and access to multiple database types via a data access layer. 

 
Figure 4. 17 – Data Access Layer with Connectivity to Multiple Databases 

 

4.8.5 The Persistence Layer 

This is the database layer responsible for the storage of all application data. It is very pivotal 

to the operations of an application as applications are driven by data. The abstraction defined 

in the Data Access Layer provides access to data for the Application Logic Layer which in turn 

manipulates data for several types of transactions (Ahmed & Kurnaz, 2019). Examples of 

databases commonly used for application development today include MySQL, SQL Server, 
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Oracle, PostgreSQL and lots more. With a microservices architecture, an application can 

consists of several types of databases, with individual microservices implementing the most 

appropriate database server for its internal operations. In addition, access to a database is only 

by the microservice owning it, with others being able to utilise such data via a common 

messaging channel for the entire application (Richardson, 2015). With CloudSea, the polyglot 

persistence is inevitable as several types of databases would be required across multiple 

microservices. Some of these include MySQL and RDF Graph databases. Table 4.6 presents a 

breakdown of the components for each of the CloudSea software architectural layers discussed 

above. 

Table 4. 6 – Components for CloudSea Software Architectural Layers 
Architectural Layer Components 

User Interface End Users, Web Client and Front-End Interface 

API Gateway Service Registry and Messaging Stream 

Application Logic CloudSea Microservices and their components 

Data Access PHP Programming 

Persistent (Data Storage) MySQL and JSON 

 

4.9  Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, a comprehensive analysis towards the development of the “Cloud-Driven” 

concept for holistic semantic annotation was presented with an in-depth analytical approach 

that reviewed and critically evaluated all the determinant factors towards developing the 

concept. While the “Cloud-Driven” concept for semantic annotation is novel, the overall 

approach towards defining different deployment patterns for holistic semantic annotation in the 

cloud led to the development of a Cloud Computing Maturity Model which is beneficial 

specifically in this context as well as other related domains in information systems. 

Furthermore, the holistic perspective to semantic annotation from Chapter 3 and the ‘cloud-

driven’ maturity level from this chapter will constitute the basis for developing CloudSea; a 

microservices-based architecture for automated semantic annotation as a cloud service. The 

design rationale for the architecture will be based on the theory of “Design Patterns” from 

software engineering. These will be covered in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 5: CloudSea – Holistic, Cloud-driven and 
Microservices-based Semantic Annotation Architecture 

In this chapter, a holistic, cloud-driven and microservices-based architecture for automated 

semantic annotation of web documents is proposed. The concept of the architecture draws from 

the research efforts described in Chapter 3 (Requirements and Cloud Computing Capability 

Model for Holistic Semantic Annotation) and Chapter 4 (Cloud-Driven Pattern of Cloud 

Computing Maturity Model). Furthermore, its conceptual design and presentation of technical 

solutions adopts the theory of architectural designs based on “Design Patterns and Pattern 

Language” from Software Engineering. Section 5.1 describes the design rationale for 

CloudSea. Section 5.2 focuses on the engineering methodology for CloudSea Design Patterns. 

Section 5.3 describes the CloudSea Pattern Language. In section 5.4, the CloudSea Design 

Patterns are described in detail while Section 5.5 presents the proposed architecture. The 

chapter concludes with a summary in Section 5.6. 

5.1 Design Rationale for CloudSea 

The design of CloudSea architecture is based on the concept of “Design Patterns”. Design 

Patterns are well-documented and structured data for providing solutions to recurring problems 

within a specific domain (Erl et al., 2015). According to Edwin (2014), Design Patterns stand 

for solutions to problems arising from the development of software within a context; 

encapsulating the static and dynamic structure including the collective efforts in software 

designs thereby ensuring the facilitation of the reuse of successful software architectures and 

designs. The concept of design patterns was initially created for city planning as well as 

construction design. Christopher Alexander, an architect, was dissatisfied with contemporary 

architectural projects and believed that a rigid architectural practice had resulted in the 

predominance of impracticable resolutions (Alexander, 1977). His motivation was drawn from 

primeval cultures that had developed towns and building designs for many years and realised 

that there existed recurrent structures or "patterns." Accordingly, with his associates, he printed 

253 patterns for building architecture and urban planning for reuse in new projects (Goodyear 

& Retalis, 2010). Over the years, the concept has become multi-disciplinary and adopted by 

other sectors including computing, for software design purposes. Thus, in computing, Design 

Patterns are commonly arising patterns in design which are recurrent and generalist enough to 

be written down and called software design constructs which all may usually identify and 

apply.  
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A pattern entails defined fields, which include Forces, Context, Problem and Solution. Patterns 

are utilised in an architectural ‘Context’ and take into consideration a repetitive design 

‘Problem’ in such contexts. The pattern takes focus on the ‘Forces’ which the designer 

encounters prior to explaining a ‘Solution’ – a recommended method to the ‘Context’ that 

solves the pressures amongst ‘Forces’. According to his book, “A Place to Wait Pattern" the 

‘Context’ defines a situation in which people wait for something like a medic's surgical 

procedure (Alexander, 1977). The concept of ‘Design Patterns’ for physical architectural 

design has become multi-disciplinary and utilised in ‘Design Patterns’ for software 

architectural design (Harrer et al., 2017). In Cloud Computing, Design Patterns have been 

greatly adopted to define an approach for providing solutions or addressing issues relating to 

the development and deployment of applications in the cloud. They cover potential problems 

that can be encountered when designing, building and managing cloud applications (Fehling et 

al., 2014). This is evident from the catalogues of cloud computing design patterns from several 

leading cloud service providers such as Amazon AWS, Google, Microsoft and IBM which are 

well proven to be very beneficial for their intended uses. Figure 5.1 presents Amazon AWS 

cloud computing design patterns which are utilised for designing and deploying varying 

solutions on the Amazon AWS cloud computing platform. 
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Figure 5. 1 - Amazon AWS Cloud Design Patterns 

 

Furthermore, the use of design patterns provides a means of ensuring best practices in the 

design of application systems. Some examples are design patterns for typical application 

architecture, information systems (Hukerikar & Engelmann, 2017), security systems (Delessy 

et al., 2007), software development (Pautasso et al., 2016) and Internet of Things (Chandra, 

2016). One of the features of design patterns is abstractness and independency of the 

programming language involved or runtime infrastructure to come up with the ageless 

knowledge that is applicable in various IT environments (Fehling et al. 2014). Table 5.1 
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presents a survey of several other research efforts in IT that is based on the utilisation of 

‘Design Patterns’ within several other domains. 

Table 5. 1 - Survey of the use of Design Patterns across different IT domains 
Publication(s) Domain 

Braga et al. (1999), Meszaros & Brown (1997), Manolescu (1997), 
Hamza & Fayad (2002), Mulyar & van der Aalst (2005), Schneider & 
Matthes (2015), Harrer et al. (2017), Haimes et al. (2016), Hukerikar 
& Engelmann (2017) 

Information Systems 

Lehtonen & Parssinen (2001), Fernandez & Pan (2001), Kodituwakku 
et al. (2001), Fernandez & Sorgente (2005), Delessy et al. (2007) 

Security Systems 

Richardson (2001), Rossi et al. (1996), Re et al. (2001), Avgeriou et 
al. (2004), Paris et al. (2003) 

Web Applications 

Mahemoff & Johnston (1999), Beedle et al. (1999), Kendall et al. 
(1997), Silva et al. (1996), E Silva et al. (2005), Zhao et al. (2008), 
Schummer (2003), Evitts & Hinchcliffe (2000), Eloranta et al. (2010), 
Hentrich & Zdun (2009), Weiss (2003), Molin & Ohlsson (1996), 
Pyarali et al. (2000), Pautasso et al. (2016) 

Software Development 

Ben-Yehuda (1997), Guerra et al. (2009) Framework Development 

Tidwell (1997), Mahemoff & Johnston (1998) Human Computer 
Interface Design 

Stepney (2012) Computer Simulations 

Fehling et al. (2012) Cloud Applications 

Keller & Coldewey (1996) Database Management 

Byun et al (2002), Amoretti & Zanichelli (2018), Lascano (2017) Systems Networking 

Chandra (2016) Internet of Things 

 

The use of design patterns makes it possible to leverage characteristics of flexible design and 

design reuse embedded in models that are established based on collaboration for providing 

adaptability and reuse in the implementation (VanHilst & Notkin 1996). They also provide a 

common vocabulary for professionals across multiple sub-domains in information technology 

to enhance the documentation of software designs (Erl et al., 2015). Furthermore, they bring 

together static and dynamic structures and over time, are made up of collaborations of 

successful solutions to problems coming from when building applications in a domain 

(Brezillon, 2003). Section 5.2 presents the engineering process for holistic semantic annotation 

design patterns in this research, based on the work of Fehling (2015).  
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5.2 Design Patterns Engineering for CloudSea 

Design Patterns Engineering defines the process of identifying, authoring and applying design 

patterns within a specified domain. Design Patterns identified within a domain evolve over 

time. Hence, the overall engineering process repeats indefinitely to identify new patterns and 

refine existing ones constantly. Each of the phases; Pattern Identification, Pattern Authoring 

and Pattern Application are also iterative. This is because decisions and assumptions made in 

the first iteration of a stage should be accordingly reviewed and adjusted. All phases of the 

pattern engineering process are addressed by a user who conducts the steps each phase 

prescribes. Every user role may be met by a person or a group of individuals (Fehling et al., 

2015). Figure 5.2 defines the different user roles for each of the engineering phases. 

 
Figure 5. 2 - User Roles for Design Patterns Engineering  (Fehling et al., 2015) 

 

5.2.1 Pattern Identification Phase 

Fehling et al. (2015) described the pattern identification phase as a phase for the structuring 

and collection of information applicable to a domain where the patterns will be identified. 

Specifically, in this phase, the aim is to come up with a well-structured domain that will identify 

the patterns. The definition of the terminology and graphical elements utilised in describing 

patterns are also established for use in every pattern and with the documentation of the solution 

in a uniform manner. The steps become necessities in the event of the coordination of large 

teams of pattern researchers. The process of identifying patterns in the identification phase is 

handled by a domain expert. The responsibility of the domain expert here is to define the 

domain and basic characteristic features. There are also negotiations on the collection of 

information on solutions at hand; provider documentation, detailed structure, and collection 
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format. Specifically, this is important in situations where several persons are responsible for 

the collection of information in this phase to achieve homogeneous outputs. With this research, 

a list of requirements for holistic semantic annotation were identified in Chapter 3. The need 

to fulfil the requirements necessitated defining the role of each one of them within the holistic 

semantic annotation perspective. The role definition also implied specifying capabilities for 

each one of them, as can be seen in Chapter 3. Hence, the pattern identification phase in this 

context was fulfilled in Chapter 3 by the identification of necessary requirements for holistic 

semantic annotation. A summary of the identified design patterns is presented in Table 5.2. 

Table 5. 2 - Identified Design Patterns for Holistic Semantic Annotation 
Design Pattern Summary Description 

Concept Extraction Provides a mechanism for extracting instances of concepts such as 
people, places, organisations, etc. from textual documents to populate a 
RDF graph database within the repository. 

Ontology Population Adding newer concepts and relations to ontologies from textual 
documents, defining a larger scope or completeness for the ontology. 

Ontology Selection Provides a procedure for selecting the appropriate ontologies from the 
repository for an annotation data generation process requiring mapping 
of two or more ontologies 

Ontology Mapping Executes a mapping process (using ASMOV algorithm) for selected 
ontologies towards annotation data generation 

Annotation Data Storage Provides a decoupled storage mechanism for generated annotation 
data, storing the annotation data separately from the web document 

Annotation On-the-fly Provides online, real time annotation for web documents by querying 
and fetching corresponding annotation data from the RDF graph 
database. 

Annotation Data Re-Use Provides a direct mapping between web document and annotation data 
such that they can always be paired upon request anytime 

Annotation Data Sharing Provides authorised access to annotation data for multiple web 
documents with same content and within the same domain 

Annotation Data Auto-
Update 

Updating annotation data based on ontology or ontology language 
evolution to ensure consistency between web documents and their 
annotation data. 

Ontology Auto-Update Providing updates to ontologies based on updates to ontology schema 

Annotation Data 
Optimisation 

Optimises stored annotation data based on processes such as schematic 
evolution of ontology or ontology language to ensure accuracy of 
annotation data 
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Annotation Data Co-
Location 

Storing or migrating annotation data to locations with close proximity 
to the corresponding web documents to optimise computing resources. 

 

5.2.2 Pattern Authoring Phase 

During this phase, patterns are established according to the information obtained based on the 

identification of similar existing solutions (Fehling et al. 2015). A pattern author is required in 

this phase for the analysis of the information collected to identify recurring patterns. The 

pattern author then drafts and revises these in several iterations. Pattern documents are 

produced by following a specific structure as well as referencing other pattern documents with 

the aid of sound interrelations. The study of Meszaros & Brown (1997) gives a description for 

the best way to achieve pattern authoring, specifically on how to write pattern documents. The 

best practices described in their study are captured as patterns, being in the form of a pattern 

language. Their study also discussed the subject pattern document structure which possesses 

the capability to influence pattern language metamodel. In addition, their focus was on how to 

name patterns as well as how to name the references that come with each pattern in such a way 

that the terms used are understandable.  

The terms used are also such that they structure the pattern language sufficiently as regards the 

design process utilised within the domain. Just as the names given to design patterns should 

portray the reason for their existence and should be easy to use within sentences for 

contributions to the normal language of architects, naming conventions have been influencing 

all cloud computing patterns in a significant manner. Particularly, the use of nouns for naming 

patterns is more promoted than the use of verbs for easy reference to patterns as entities in 

sentences (Fehling 2015). Furthermore, the structure of design patterns is of huge importance 

during the authoring phase. Design Patterns across different areas and domains can have 

slightly varying structures which are defined based on the context in which they are being 

authored. The structure across multiple domains in IT is quite uniform, although with some 

variations. Table 5.3 presents a survey of design pattern structures across varying literature 

sources in computing. 
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Table 5. 3 - Design Patterns Structure across Literature in Computing 
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Braga et al. (1999), 
Manolescu (1997) 

          

Lehtonen & Parssinen 
(2001), Guerra et al. 
(2009) 

          

Fernandez & Pan (2001), 
Fehling et al. (2012), 
Eloranta et al. (2010), 
Schneider & Matthes 
(2015) 

          

Richardson (2001), 
Amoretti & Zanichelli 
(2018) 

          

Mahemoff & Johnston 
(1999), Ben-Yehuda 
(1997), Tidwell (1997), 
Silva et al. (1996), 
Meszaros & Brown 
(1997) 

         Related Issues - Ben-
Yehuda (1997), Notes - 
Tidwell (1997), 

Beedle et al. (1999)           
Kendall et al. (1997)           
Rossi et al. (1996)          Participants, 

Collaboration, 
Implementation – Rossi et 
al. (1996) 

Stepney (2012)           
Kodituwakku et al. (2001)           
Fernandez & Sorgente 
(2005), Lascano (2017) 

          

Re et al. (2001)           
E Silva et al. (2005)          Implementation – E Silva 

(2005) 
Massingill et al. (2001)          Applicability, 

Implementation – 
Massingill et al. (2001) 

Delessy et al. (2007)          Implementation – Delessy 
et al. (2007) 
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Avgeriou et al. (2004), 
Schummer (2003) 

         Participants, Rationale, 
Danger Spot – Schummer 
(2003) 

Zhao et al. (2008)          Limitations, What’s Next 
– Zhao et al. (2008) 

Evitts & Hinchcliffe 
(2000), Weiss (2003), 
Molin & Ohlsson (1996), 
Pyarali et al. (2000), 
Hukerikar & Engelmann 
(2017) 

         Discussion – Evitts & 
Hinchcliffe (2000) 

Paris et al. (2003)          User Category – Paris et 
al. (2003) 

Hentrich & Zdun (2009)           
Byun et al. (2002)           
Mahemoff & Johnston 
(1998), Hamza & Fayad 
(2002) 

          

Mulyar & van der Aalst 
(2005), Pautasso et al. 
(2016) 

          

Keller & Coldewey 
(1996) 

          

Harrer et al. (2017)          Liabilities, Shared 
Challenge, Unresolved 
Forces, Benefits For – 
Harrer et al. (2017) 

Haimes et al. (2016)           
 

From Table 5.3, it can be observed that while some differences exist in the structure of different 

collections of design patterns, these differences are only minimal, with most of them having 

very similar structures. From the table, they all define a ‘Context’ for the design patterns as 

well as a specific ‘Problem’ it is designed to solve. While the ‘Forces’ section is missing in 

some of the research efforts, this is because the impacting factors that constitute scenarios 

leading to the problems is single and already described alongside the ‘Problem’ statement. In 

similar vein, some of the research efforts define ‘Solutions’ to the stated problems under the 

‘Resulting Context’ section. This explains the reason why the ‘Solution’ field is missing in 

some of them.  

Furthermore, some of the design patterns missing the ‘Examples’ section makes up for this in 

several other ways. These include the use of diagrams or other representations such as UML 

(Unified Modelling Language) with class, sequence or use case diagrams. The inclusion of the 
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‘Known Uses’ section is dependent on if there are any known uses or not, hence the reason 

why it is missing in some design patterns. In some other cases, rather than this field, the 

‘Variations’ field is more relevant. Lastly, some design patterns have also defined additional 

sections such as ‘Participants’, ‘Collaboration’, ‘Liabilities’, etc. to provide completeness 

based on the domain involved. Conclusively, the table reveals the widely accepted sections 

required within design patterns and the level of flexibility with them which could imply 

omitting one or more sections. Based on these, the sections relevant to this research have been 

carefully selected and are described as follows: 

Pattern Name - A unique name identifies a design pattern. The name specifies the design 

pattern’s purpose. The patterns name further identifies the entity present in the application’s 

architecture. The design pattern normally describes the entity. 

Context - For every created design pattern, it is necessary to specify the conditions which 

describe the problem that it should solve. A Pattern Author may specify the context such that 

it refers the design pattern to other patterns if necessary. The context is a very crucial 

component especially in describing cloud offering and cloud types. Describing the context in 

a design pattern format significantly simplifies the environment where the design pattern’s 

application architecture can apply. The context eases the description of the design pattern 

requirements in relation to the cloud environment.   

Problem - As mentioned earlier, design patterns are used to find solutions for recurring 

problems in various IT fields. Detailed design patterns used in cloud computing have a small 

descriptive question at the beginning which describes the problem that the pattern will solve. 

The driving question is important since developers creating cloud applications use a design 

pattern’s catalogue to look for solutions for the patterns’ driving questions. Thus, the driving 

question eases the process for identifying the required patterns.     

Solution - The solution makes up a complete format of a design pattern. In this section, the 

author specifies instructions which the design pattern can use to address all the identified 

challenges. The design pattern gives the solution in the form of small steps. The system follows 

the steps to address the challenges. The solution is usually supported by at least a graphical 

representation. It depicts the functionality of the resulting architecture after the application of 

the pattern.  
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Structure - This section provides an illustration of the technical solution described in the 

“Solution” field. This could be in the form of a diagram, flowchart or any other suitable means 

of representing the technical solution. 

Resulting Context - This section describes the effects achieved by following the steps 

described in the solution. It also provides details about the implementation of the design 

pattern. The identified design patterns for holistic semantic annotation presented in Table 5.2 

and formulated from the holistic semantic annotation requirements defined in Chapter 3 of this 

thesis have been authored based on these ‘Pattern Authoring’ process as described in the 

section.  

5.2.3 Pattern Application Phase 

After the pattern identification and authoring phases, the next phase is its application. That is, 

the newly discovered solutions in form of design patterns are used by any IT professional (such 

as a software architect or software developer) who finds them useful. In this phase, there are 

various ways of making the design patterns and pattern language available through the 

provision of guidance to users of the design patterns while considering the utilisation of the 

patterns in solving their problems. Fehling (2015) suggested that the pattern application process 

consists of the search for applicable design as well as its application, defining a “pattern search 

and recommendation” process which involves recommending patterns to users according to the 

structure of the pattern language. Navigation from one pattern to another is carried out with the 

aid of references existing between them. The references depict the interrelationships that exist 

between the design patterns, as they form building blocks for solutions within a domain and 

constitute a ‘Pattern Language’ together. Following navigation is finding and selecting an 

initial set of patterns based on their categorisations. The decision to use a specific pattern should 

be based on its description and relevance to a challenge according to a need. The design patterns 

identified and authored in this research are utilised in section 5.5 for the proposed architecture. 

5.3 Design Pattern Language for CloudSea 

An individual design pattern may lead to augmented reuse, although the greatest benefits 

emerge once patterns are coarsely grained together to form a pattern language. A pattern 

language of a specific domain is the collection of available design patterns within the domain, 

their interrelations, and rules for combining them (Erl et al., 2015). Thus, the pattern language 

deals with the common problems in the domain for the purposes of guiding a design process. 
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After the application of the resolution of a certain design pattern, a fresh context emerges 

whereby further complex problems call for a solution. More design patterns may be developed 

for capturing the problem-solving process integral in the new context (Goodyear & Retalis 

2010). Consequently, the organisation of a group of design patterns into a set-up of co-

dependent patterns creates a pattern language, particularly in which design patterns of greater 

level produce situations that are solved by design patterns which are more comprehensive. This 

enables a software architect or developer to use the pattern language in a generic manner, 

starting with a situation, and following all the applicable design patterns to implement a 

solution. The Pattern Language is composed of references among design patterns of distinct 

types for enabling navigation. Fehling et al. (2011) affirm that the patterns' order to be 

considered is subsequently described in an implicit manner in the pattern language.  

This is also applicable for design patterns in the cloud computing domain such that cloud design 

patterns possess an implicit ordering for their consideration. To introduce further help to pattern 

users, the common tasks of creating a new cloud application may be made more explicit. The 

design patterns' implicit ordering along with the refinement stages are defined as an explicit 

process that should be followed throughout IT architecture design. During every phase of the 

process, a collection of patterns is given which is normally used. Such patterns might be applied 

as points of entry to the pattern language with the aim of identifying the use case for specific 

pattern compositions by following the references amongst patterns (Fehling et al. 2014; Fehling 

2015). A pattern-based design technique for cloud applications is required to explain the 

general order in which the cloud computing pattern language ought to be considered in the 

process of designing a new application. From the design patterns developed for holistic 

semantic annotation, Figure 5.3 represents the proposed pattern language; defining the inter-

relations between the twelve design patterns for semantic annotation. 
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Figure 5. 3 - Holistic Semantic Annotation Pattern Language 

 

Furthermore, a pattern language provides several benefits for software development, right from 

the architectural design stage. Firstly, they provide a common foundation, on which to build 

higher-level systems. Transiting from a pattern language to an architectural pattern, usually 

offering a description of an overall pattern followed by an entire system is a very logical design 

flow (Edwin, 2014). In addition, according to Opdyke (1990), design patterns and pattern 

languages make provision for a means of facilitating the reorganisation or refactoring of class 

hierarchies. Pattern languages also provide a common workspace, which fosters best-of-breed 

solutions and ensures consistency in how software systems are designed and built. As described 

by Gamma et al. (2000), design patterns and pattern languages serve as building blocks for the 

construction of more complex designs, which makes them considerable as microarchitectures 

that impact on the overall system architecture. Based on continuous efforts to build more 

complex computer systems, the challenges encountered are from the construction phase rather 

than from analysis. Hence, the challenges coming from the development of systems are solved 

by coming up with programming solutions that are based on the context of the computer 

application being developed. Some of the challenges continue to come up several times across 
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a wide range of different computer applications. Evidently, design patterns and pattern 

languages can provide solutions to these challenges as they offer a generic solution to such 

repeating problems, and such solutions can be adapted to other specific needs for an application 

development process.  

Furthermore, they enhance the development of standard software libraries and frameworks. 

The development of design patterns and pattern languages to provide solutions for recurring 

challenges in software development fosters the compilation of software libraries and 

frameworks developed as a result of their utilisation. Such libraries and frameworks evolve 

over time and often constitute open source solutions to the IT community. In addition, they 

provide a simpler development and deployment experience, by making good practices easier 

to adopt. Generally, pattern documentation offers the description of a context in which it is 

possible to utilise it, the problem the pattern solves, and the solution it proffers (Amoretti & 

Zanichelli, 2018), with the opportunity to focus on an object-oriented design through the 

description of when it applies, whether it is applicable in view of other design constraints, and 

the consequences and trade-offs of its use. Lastly, they organise design intelligence into a 

standardised and easily referenced format, providing a description that discusses details of a 

design decision (Hukerikar & Engelmann, 2017). Design patterns consist of established 

standards that are accessible through software libraries and frameworks, organisable in such a 

way that software architects and developers reference them for finding solutions to design and 

deployment challenges. 

5.4 CloudSea Microservices-based Design Patterns 

The pattern language for holistic semantic annotation presented in Figure 5.3 represents a high-

level conceptualisation of the CloudSea Microservices Architecture. In the following section, 

each design pattern is decomposed into its various components and functionalities of each one 

of them is described. Furthermore, the components of each of the other layers of the 

architectural pattern that make up the architecture is defined. The microservices for the 

architecture have been classified into two categories; Service Microservices and Experience 

Microservices. While the Service Microservices constitute the core of the application, the 

Experience Microservices are auxiliary in nature, providing addon value for the application 

architecture. Table 5.4 presents a mapping of the CloudSea Design Patterns to their 

Microservices names as would be utilised later in the chapter for the CloudSea Architecture. 
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Table 5. 4 – Mapping of CloudSea Design Patterns to Microservices 
CloudSea Design Pattern Corresponding CloudSea Microservice 

Concept Extraction Concept Extractor 

Ontology Population Population Engine 

Ontology Selection Selection Engine 

Ontology Mapping Mapping Engine 

Annotation Data Storage Annotation Data Storage 

Annotation On-the-Fly Annotation On-the-Fly 

Annotation Data Reuse Annotation Data Reuse 

Annotation Data Sharing Annotation Data Sharer 

Annotation Data Auto-Update Annotation Data Auto-Updater 

Ontology Auto-Update Ontology Auto-Updater 

Annotation Data Optimisation Annotation Data Optimiser 

Service Co-Location Service Co-Locator 

 

5.4.1 The Service Microservices-Based Design Patterns for CloudSea 

The Service Microservices refers to the core sub-systems of the architecture which implement 

some fundamental processes for the overall application functionality. This is on contrast to 

microservices that offer auxiliary roles within the entire system architecture. Service 

Microservices within CloudSea comprises of the holistic semantic annotation requirements 

identified in Chapter 3 of this thesis and are discussed in this section. 

5.4.1.1 Concept Extraction Design Pattern 

Context 

The Concept Extraction Design Pattern is based on the “Concept Extractor” microservice of 

CloudSea, as stated in Table 5.4 and is responsible for the extraction of entities and their 

relationships from diverse textual sources and adding them to a semantic graph database. It 

publishes “semantic graph” datasets to the messaging stream which is utilised by the 

“Annotation Data Storage” microservice for generating annotation data instances for web 

documents. 
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Problem 

How can semantic graph databases be managed within a microservices architecture with 

activities such as extraction, interlinking and storage among others? 

Solution 

A “Concept Extractor” microservice is developed with the implementation and integration of 

the following components: 

• Text Identifier: Textual information exists in diverse types of repositories and 

documents. These need to be identified and extracted. This component is for identifying 

text from diverse sources, including from both structured and non-structured sources as 

well as extracting them for further processing. 

• Text Processor: For analysing the extracted text using NLP algorithms and identifying 

concepts such as places, organisations, people and dates. 

• Entity Extractor: For classifying extracted concepts into specific categories and 

addressing any ambiguities based on keyword matching across different domains. 

• Relationship Extractor: For identifying and building relationships between the 

different extracted entities. This is done by defining a “predicate” values for interlinking 

entities. Relationships are also established with existing entities within the graph 

database. 

• Entity Processor: For indexing the new dataset and storing them in a semantic graph 

database for subsequent querying towards web documents semantic annotation. 

Structure 

Figure 5.4 presents a flowchart to illustrate the process flow for the Concept Extraction Design 

Pattern. 
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Figure 5. 4 – Concept Extraction Design Pattern Flowchart 
 

Resulting Context 

Annotation data repository, in the form of a graph database is populated with additional entities 

and their relationships with each other. This is queried to obtain annotation data instances for 

web documents. 

5.4.1.2 Ontology Population Design Pattern 

Context 

The Ontology Population Design Pattern is based on the “Population Engine” microservice of 

CloudSea, as stated in Table 5.4. It is responsible for the addition of new concepts and relations 

extracted from various textual sources to ontologies. It comprises of a data store which holds 

records of ontologies and enough descriptive data about each to inform an effective selection 

process. Furthermore, it subscribes to “ontology updates” dataset from the “Ontology Auto-

Updater” microservice while it publishes “ontology profiles” dataset for the “Selection Engine” 

microservice. 
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Problem 

How can ontologies be populated with new concepts and relations from several streams of 

information and aggregated within a microservices architecture? 

Solution 

A “Population Engine” microservice is developed which provides a mechanism for the 

population process. This is based on the implementation and integration of the following 

components: 

• Concepts Extractor: For the extraction process of concepts from one or more textual 

sources based on a technique capable of extracting from different sources and formats. 

• Relations Extractor: For identifying and extracting relations between different 

concepts. These relations will be applied to the schema within an ontology to define 

relationships between different concepts; both existing and newly added ones. 

• OWL Generator: For generating an OWL document from the new data (concepts and 

relations) for subsequent addition to the appropriate ontology.  

• OWL Exporter: The generated OWL document, comprising of new concepts and 

relations is exported for importing into the corresponding ontology. 

• Ontology Populator: For adding new concepts and relations to the existing schema 

within the ontology; identifying the required level of hierarchy and relationships 

between new and old concepts. 

Structure 

Figure 5.5 presents a flowchart to illustrate the process flow for the Concept Extraction Design 

Pattern. 

 

Figure 5. 5 – Ontology Population Design Pattern Flowchart 
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Resulting Context 

New concepts and relations are added to ontologies within a microservices architecture, from 

multiple textual sources and for rich-content annotation data processing. 

5.4.1.3 Ontology Selection Design Pattern 

Context 

The Ontology Selection Design Pattern is based on the “Selection Engine” microservice of 

CloudSea, as stated in Table 5.4 and is responsible for the selection of appropriate ontologies 

from a repository for an ontology mapping process. The microservice holds records of ontology 

selections and their mappings to corresponding URIs. Furthermore, it subscribes to the 

“ontology profile” dataset from the “Population Engine” microservice; which provides the 

necessary data about ontologies towards an efficient selection process. 

Problem 

How can appropriate ontologies be selected for aggregation of resources towards ontology 

engineering tasks such as ontology mapping to facilitate rich-content semantic annotation 

within a microservices architecture? 

Solution 

A “Selection Engine” microservice is developed which defines parameters and mechanisms 

for an effective selection process. This is based on the implementation and integration of the 

following components: 

• URI Validator: For receiving URI of web document that requires semantic annotation. 

Upon its receipt, the URI is parsed to validate its syntax. 

• URI Scope Definer: For identifying and defining a scope for the URI. This provides 

information regarding the ontologies required to be selected from the repository for the 

URI. The scope definition would require defining the domain a URI belongs to, across 

multiple levels, such as top-level domain, middle-level domain and lower-level domain. 

• Ontology Browser: For facilitating access to the “ontology profile” dataset from the 

“Population Engine” microservice. The dataset is queried for ontologies with a profile 

that matches the scope defined for the URI. 

• Ontology Selector: For the selection of appropriate ontologies for a URI based on the 

result of the dataset query by the “Ontology Browser”. The selection is required for an 

ontology mapping process by the “Mapping Engine” microservices. 
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• URI Associator: For storing URIs and associated ontologies in its data store. 

Structure 

Figure 5.6 presents a flowchart to illustrate the process flow of the Ontology Population Design 

Pattern. 

 

Figure 5. 6 – Ontology Selection Design Pattern Flowchart 
 

Resulting Context 

A set of appropriate ontologies are selected for a URI for use in an ontology mapping process 

towards the generation of rich-content semantic annotation for the corresponding web 

document. 

5.4.1.4 Ontology Mapping Design Pattern 

Context 

The Ontology Mapping Design Pattern is based on the “Mapping Engine” microservice of 

CloudSea, as stated in Table 5.4 and is responsible for generating mappings between different 

concepts across multiple ontologies. The mapping provides an aggregation of resources across 

the ontologies; providing an extension to the scope and possible context derivable for entities. 

The ASMOV technique to ontology mapping is adopted as it applies semantic verification for 

the mappings generated, hence, providing a high level of accuracy for them (Mittra & Ali, 

2017). The microservice stores these mappings in its data store in JSON format, utilising its 

subscription to “selection records” dataset of the “Selection Engine” microservice and 

publishing “ontology mappings” dataset to the messaging stream. 
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Problem 

How can contextual data schemas across multiple ontologies be utilised together for an 

ontology mapping process in a microservices architecture towards the generation of annotation 

data for web documents? 

Solution 

A “Mapping Engine” microservice is developed which adapts the ASMOV algorithm, based 

on the implementation and integration of the following components: 

• Lexical Matcher: For performing matchings between concepts of two ontologies based 

on keyword patterns. While this is iterative, it takes two ontologies for each iteration. 

• Similarity Calculator: For calculating similarities between matched concepts. This is 

done by an assessment of degrees of equivalence between the pair and utilising a 

benchmark to assess the weight of the similarity index. The output is a similarity matrix. 

• Semantic Verifier: Based on the similarity matrix obtained, a pre-alignment of 

concepts is done using a greedy algorithm. The pre-alignment then undergoes a process 

of semantic verification based on the ontology schemas, in which unverifiable matches 

are removed. 

• Mapping Extractor: Upon successful verification and finalisation of the pre-

alignments, the mappings obtained are extracted from the various sources and stored in 

the data store. The process can be repeated between other pairs of ontologies. 

Structure 

Figure 5.7 presents a flowchart to illustrate the process flow of the Ontology Mapping Design 

Pattern. 

 

Figure 5. 7 – Ontology Mapping Design Pattern Flowchart 
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Resulting Context 

Concepts and relations across multiple ontologies are mapped, thereby providing a means of 

integration between the ontologies and their aggregated use to facilitate the generation of rich-

content annotation data for web documents. 

5.4.1.5 Annotation Data Storage Design Pattern 

Context 

The Annotation Data Storage Design Pattern is based on the “Annotation Data Storage” 

microservice of CloudSea, as stated in Table 5.4 and is responsible for the generation and 

storage of annotation data for URIs. It does both file-based and server-based storage for 

generated annotation data. The microservice is subscribed to two datasets; mapping data from 

the “Mapping Engine” microservice and entities from the “Concept Extraction” microservice. 

On the other hand, it publishes annotation data to the messaging stream for several 

microservices, such as “Service Colocator” and “Annotation On-the-Fly” among others 

subscribed to the dataset.  

Problem 

How can annotation data be stored separately to avoid the challenges of storing them with their 

corresponding web documents within a microservice architecture? 

Solution 

An “Annotation Data Storage” microservice is developed for the decoupled approach to 

annotation data storage and is facilitated based on the implementation and integration of the 

following components: 

• Mapping Fetcher: For fetching mapping data generated by the “Ontology Mapping” 

microservice and the associative URIs to the data. The URIs define web documents that 

the mapping data have been generated for and the data is received in JSON format. 

• Annotation Data Generator: For the generation of annotation data for specific URIs 

utilising the mapping data alongside the required ontologies to query the semantic graph 

database for the required annotation data, which is received as output in JSON format. 

• Annotation Data Processor: For saving a copy of the generated annotation data and 

entering a record of it in the data store. The file is saved based on a naming convention. 
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Processing details, such as corresponding URI, process status, JSON filename, 

timestamp, etc. are also stored as part of its record in the data store.  

Structure 

Figure 5.8 presents a flowchart to illustrate the process flow of the Annotation Data Storage 

Design Pattern. 

 

Figure 5. 8 – Annotation Data Storage Design Pattern Flowchart 
 

Resulting Context 

Annotation Data is stored separately from the web documents they annotate, ensuring that both 

the data and web documents can evolve and be processed independently while still maintaining 

consistency between them.  

5.4.1.6 Annotation On-The-Fly Design Pattern 

Context 

The Annotation On-the-Fly Design Pattern is based on the “Annotation On-the-Fly” 

microservice of CloudSea, as stated in Table 5.4 and is responsible for online, real-time 

semantic annotation of web documents without requiring a human intervention. It subscribes 

to the “annotation data” dataset of the “Annotation Data Storage” microservice and has no data 

store of its own.  

Problem 

How can web documents be semantically annotated online, real time without requiring human 

intervention by means of a microservices architecture? 
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Solution 

An “Annotation On-the-Fly” microservice is developed which will trigger three other 

microservices; “Selection Engine”, “Mapping Engine” and “Annotation Data Storage”. 

Furthermore, it will require the implementation and integration of the following components: 

• Annotation Fetcher: For fetching the generated annotation data which has just been 

saved on file with a record of it in the data store as well. The file data is published by 

the “Annotation Data Storage” microservice and accessible from the messaging stream. 

• Annotator: For the actual semantic annotation which requires parsing objects from the 

annotation data JSON file and matching them with corresponding strings within the 

web document for annotation, utilising string offsets; ‘start offset’ and ‘end offset’ for 

the matching.  

Structure 

Figure 5.9 presents a flowchart to illustrate the process flow of the Annotation On-the-Fly 

Design Pattern. 

 

Figure 5. 9 – Annotation On-the-Fly Design Pattern Flowchart 
 

Resulting Context 

Web documents can have an automated process for the delivery of continuous and up-to-date 

annotation data for their content dynamically. 

5.4.1.7 Annotation Data Reuse Design Pattern 

Context 

The Annotation Data Reuse Design Pattern is based on the “Annotation Data Reuse” 

microservice of CloudSea, as stated in Table 5.4 and is responsible for the reuse of an instance 

of annotation data by a web document. This would be the case if the web document has not 
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evolved from the time the annotation data was generated for it. It subscribes to “annotation 

data” and “URI repository” datasets from the “Annotation Data Storage” and “Annotation Data 

Sharing” microservices respectively. Its own data store would hold data of statistical reuse of 

annotation data of different URIs.  

Problem 

How can computing resources be optimised within a microservices architecture by reusing a 

web document annotation data it the web document content has not changed? 

Solution 

An “Annotation Data Reuse” microservice is developed which is based on the implementation 

and integration of the following components:  

• URI Verifier: For parsing a URI to validate its syntax. It also verifies the URI’s 

attributes and its mapping to a specific annotation data instance based on reuse 

statistical data in the data store. 

• Annotator: For fetching the URI’s annotation data and carrying out same functionality 

as the “Annotator” component of the “Annotation On-the-Fly” microservice for the 

actual semantic annotation process. 

Structure 

Figure 5.10 presents a flowchart to illustrate the process flow of the Annotation Data Reuse 

Design Pattern.  

 

Figure 5. 10 – Annotation Data Reuse Design Pattern Flowchart 
 

Resulting Context 

A web document can reuse annotation data generated for it if the web document content has 

not changed after the generation of the annotation data. 
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5.4.1.8 Annotation Data Sharing Design Pattern 

Context 

The Annotation Data Sharing Design Pattern is based on the “Annotation Data Sharer” 

microservice of CloudSea, as stated in Table 5.4 and is responsible for the utilisation of an 

instance of annotation data to semantically annotate multiple web documents of the same 

content. It requires and is subscribed to “annotation data” datasets from the “Annotation Data 

Storage” microservice and publishes “URI repository” datasets which provides data regarding 

URI-to-annotation data mappings to the messaging stream. Its dataset is subscribed to by the 

“Annotation Data Reuse” microservice. 

Problem 

How can an instance of annotation data be shared by multiple web documents with the same 

piece of content within a microservices architecture? 

Solution 

An “Annotation Data Sharer” microservice is developed with the implementation and 

integration of the following components: 

• URI Validator: This component provides same functionality as the “URI Validator” 

component of the “Selection Engine” microservice which is based on parsing URIs to 

validate their syntax. 

• Mapping Browser: For browsing through URI and annotation data mappings based on 

the scope for the validated URI to identify annotation data within same low-level scope. 

• Similarity Calculator: A similarity calculation compares content within the validated 

URI and URI mapped to annotation data instances. A similarity index would be defined 

as a requirement before annotation data instance can be shared. This would be expected 

to be a value of 100%. 

• URI Mapper: Based on the attainment of the required similarity index, the URI 

Mapper maps the validated URI with the corresponding annotation data and keeps a 

record of it within the microservice data store.  

Structure 

Figure 5.11 presents a flowchart to illustrate the process flow of the Annotation Data Sharing 

Design Pattern. 
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Figure 5. 11 – Annotation Data Sharing Design Pattern Flowchart 
 

Resulting Context 

An instance of annotation data is shared between web documents containing same piece of 

information. However, this would be applicable only when the web documents content is 

exactly same as a slight difference can alter the context of a document. 

5.4.1.9 Annotation Data Auto-Update Design Pattern 

Context 

The Annotation Data Auto-Update Design Pattern is based on the “Annotation Auto-Updater” 

microservice of CloudSea, as stated in Table 5.4 and is responsible for maintaining consistency 

between web documents and their corresponding annotation data. This is by automatically 

updating annotation data of a web document when the document evolves. It requires a tracking 

mechanism for web document evolution and publishes logs of updates to annotation data from 

its own data store to the messaging stream. The “Annotation Data Storage” microservice is 

subscribed to its dataset. 

Problem 

How can consistency between web documents and annotation data be maintained within a 

microservices architecture considering the dynamic nature of web documents? 

Solution 

An “Annotation Auto-Updater” microservice is developed to maintain consistency between 

web documents and annotation data, utilising a mechanism for tracking changes within a web 

document and triggering a corresponding update to its annotation data, such as web scraping. 
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These is facilitated through the implementation and integration of an “Annotation Update 

Manager” which will read web document content and track any updates to initiate a re-

generation of annotation data if an update has occurred. To re-generate annotation data for a 

web document, it will trigger actions for the “Selection Engine”, “Mapping Engine” and 

“Annotation Data Storage” microservices based on the functionality provided by each one of 

them. 

Structure 

Figure 5.12 presents a flowchart to illustrate the process flow of the Annotation Data Auto-

Update Design Pattern 

 

Figure 5. 12 – Annotation Data Auto-Update Design Pattern Flowchart 
 

Resulting Context 

Annotation data is re-generated for a web document once its content has evolved, maintaining 

the required level of consistency between them to guarantee annotation data accuracy always. 

5.4.1.10 Ontology Auto-Update Design Pattern 

Context 

The Ontology Auto-Update Design Pattern is based on the “Ontology Auto-Updater” 

microservice of CloudSea, as stated in Table 5.4 and is responsible for ensuring up-to-date 

ontology schema to maintain accuracy of instances of annotation data based on such schemas 

and subsequently, maintaining consistency between web documents and annotation data by 

enforcing annotation data re-generation when necessary. 
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Problem 

How can ontology schema changes be managed to ensure consistency with web documents and 

annotation data is maintained in a microservices architecture? 

Solution 

An “Ontology Auto-Updater” microservice is developed with the implementation and 

integration of an “Ontology Update Manager” which will track schematic changes to 

ontologies and its implications on instances of annotation data. A scheduled task (such as a 

cron job on Linux platforms) monitors ontologies for any schematic changes and triggers the 

“Concept Extractor”, “Selection Engine”, “Mapping Engine” and “Annotation Data Storage” 

microservices for web document(s) annotation data re-generation when such changes occur. 

Structure 

Figure 5.13 presents a flowchart to illustrate the process flow of the Ontology Auto-Update 

Design Pattern. 

 

Figure 5. 13 – Ontology Auto-Update Design Pattern Flowchart 
 

Resulting Context 

Ontology schemas are kept up-to-date and this triggers other actions to ensure consistency of 

the updates with web documents and annotation data utilising such ontologies. 

5.4.1.11 Annotation Data Optimisation Design Pattern 

Context 

The Annotation Data Optimisation Design Pattern is based on the “Annotation Data Optimiser” 

microservice of CloudSea, as stated in Table 5.4 and is responsible for managing upgrades to 
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ontologies, based programming language or standards evolution. It holds a datastore 

comprising of “optimisation data”. It also subscribes to “ontology upgrades” dataset from the 

“Ontology Auto-Updater” microservice and “annotation data” datasets from the “Annotation 

Data Storage” microservice and publishes required “optimisation data” datasets to the 

messaging stream; which is utilised by the “Annotation Data Storage” microservice. 

Problem 

How can the accuracy of annotation data be maintained despite ontological upgrades resulting 

from programming language or standards evolution? 

Solution 

An “Annotation Data Optimisation” microservice is developed with the implementation and 

integration of an “Ontology Upgrade Manager” which will track ontological evolutions based 

on upgrades to the ontology development language (such as version 1.0 to version 2.0) or 

evolution of one or more standards-based specifications (such as W3C standards for OWL). A 

scheduled task such as Linux “cron jobs” or Windows “schtasks” monitors ontologies and 

standards specifications for any evolution and triggers the “Selection Engine”, “Mapping 

Engine” and “Annotation Data Storage” microservices to re-generate annotation data instances 

that utilise the evolved ontology. 

Structure 

Figure 5.14 presents a flowchart to illustrate the process flow of the Annotation Data 

Optimisation Design Pattern. 

 

Figure 5. 14 – Annotation Data Optimisation Design Pattern Flowchart 
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Resulting Context 

Annotation data is optimised to maintain consistency with web documents and continue to 

provide the required level of accuracy for semantic annotation. Computing resources are also 

optimised by removing redundant data from storage. 

5.4.1.12 Service Colocation Design Pattern 

Context 

The Service Co-Location Design Pattern is based on the “Service Co-Locator” microservice of 

CloudSea, as stated in Table 5.4 and is responsible for maintaining proximity between 

annotation data node and web document node. A closer proximity between both enhances 

performance by reducing network latency for the semantic annotation process. While web 

document node cannot be easily influenced, annotation data node can be flexible to ensure the 

highest possible level of proximity to the web document node. The design pattern subscribes 

to the “user profiles and settings” dataset of the “User Management” microservice and holds a 

data store which maps web document nodes with annotation data nodes.  

Problem 

How can communication between web documents and annotation data nodes be more efficient 

to reduce potential network latencies? 

Solution 

A “Service Co-locator” microservice is developed with the implementation and integration of 

the following components: 

• Similarity Calculator: For managing proximity between web document node and 

annotation data node by utilising the IP address location of the former to place 

annotation data in a node with the closest possible proximity to the web document node. 

A benchmark is defined for acceptable proximity index and this is measured for each 

web document-annotation data pairing to set annotation data node. 

• Geotagger: For geographical metadata specification of annotation data. Annotation 

data geolocation is obtained from the “Proximity Calculator” and tagged to the 

corresponding web document by updating web document geodata with its annotation 

data geodata as additional metadata for the web document. 
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Structure 

Figure 5.15 presents a flowchart to illustrate the process flow of the Service Co-locator Design 

Pattern. 

 

Figure 5. 15 – Service Co-locator Design Pattern Flowchart 
 

Resulting Context 

Annotation data nodes are placed as close to web document nodes as possible to foster faster 

communication and reduce potential network latencies, thereby responding to semantic 

annotation user requests in a timely manner. 

5.4.2  The Experience Microservices 

The Experience Microservices are not core to the application architecture. However, they are 

required as auxiliary microservices to cater for secondary tasks that are needed while 

implementing the primary ones. The two experience microservices covered here are: Frontend 

and User Management. 

5.4.2.1 The User Interface Design Pattern 

Context 

The User Interface Microservice is the gateway to the application from end users. End Users 

would access the application via the Internet using a graphical user interface. This interface 

holds no data of its own. Rather it receives user requests and passes them to the API Gateway. 

Subsequently, the API Gateway forwards the requests to the Service Registry. The Service 

Registry defines and categorises the requests and forwards them to the appropriate Service API 

that will process them. Upon the completion of the processing, the response is sent back to the 

User Interface Microservice via the API Gateway for the consumption of the end user that 
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initiated the request. Since the User Interface is not directly involved with inter-process 

communication, it does not need to publish or subscribe to data, rather it functions as an 

interface between the application and its end users. 

Problem 

How would users interact with the different application logic implemented within the various 

microservices? 

Solution 

This is by means of a user interface layer that provides several interfaces for interacting with 

application logic. The required user interface types can be classified as follows: 

• User Services Interfaces: This function would be responsible for serving interfaces 

relating to user account management tasks. Such tasks include new user registration, 

user login, user password reset, user profile management, user annotations 

management, user-generated annotation process and lots more. 

• Administrative Services Interfaces: While both user and administrative services 

share some interfaces in common, access rights are still limited for user accounts. 

Hence, this function utilises Identity and Access Management (IAM) to define access 

rights to resources within the application databases. For instance, a logged-in user 

would only have access to their own annotation records from a specific URL while the 

same URL would grant an admin user access to annotation records for multiple users.  

• Operational Interfaces: This function would be responsible for serving interfaces to 

both users and administrators for operational tasks. This function would still work in 

unison with the Administrative Services Interface function to define access to different 

operations for both users and administrators. 

Resulting Context 

Users can interact with different application logic through the corresponding user interface and 

access rights for each made available. 

5.4.2.2 The User Management Design Pattern 

Context 

The User Management Microservice is responsible for dealing with application logics relating 

to user accounts. These includes user registration, login, password reset, profile update and lots 
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more. The Microservice holds a database of its own which contains user data for the different 

application logics. Such data includes user profiles, settings and system data. These data are 

published to the messaging channel for inter-process communication (such as Apache Kafka) 

for the consumption of some other microservices. It will comprise of the following functions: 

Problem 

How would user data be managed appropriately, with the required level of authentication, 

authorisation and permission settings? 

Solution 

A user management mechanism would be implemented which would process user data as 

appropriate. The basic modules that will be inclusive within the mechanism are as follows: 

• User Registration: This function would be responsible for accepting data from end 

users submitted via the Frontend Microservice to register an account. The data collected 

would include username, firstname, lastname, password, email address, etc. 

• User Login: This function would be responsible for authentication and authorisation 

for end users. Authentication involves the process of identifying a user based on a set 

of parameters they have presented. Once the parameters have been validated correctly, 

then the user becomes authorised. Authorisation implies granting access to certain 

resources based on pre-defined account settings within the system.  

• Profile Manager: This function would be responsible for the management of user 

profiles. This would include updating user data such as password, email address, 

contact details, etc. 

• Password Reset: This function would be responsible for assisting users to reset their 

password. The function would require and utilise mail server settings to send a 

‘password reset’ email to the user’s email address registered on file. The mail server 

settings that would be required include port number, incoming and outgoing mail server 

addresses and mail protocol. 

Resulting Context 

User data is managed accordingly with the required mechanisms and permission settings. The 

user data management would also imply users can access services within the system, 

maintaining confidentiality and integrity.  
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5.4.3 The Inter-Process Communication: Apache Kafka 

Inter-Process Communication is a vital component of a microservices architecture. With 

application functionalities already mapped to business domains and developed independently 

as microservices with an API interface, communication and data exchange within the multiple 

microservices ensures that they meet the overall integrated solution for a specific application. 

While the inter-process communication can be synchronous or asynchronous, the 

asynchronous is the ideal option for data-intensive applications (Le Noac'H et al., 2017). 

Apache Kafka is one of several options for providing asynchronous messaging between 

microservices. It has been described as a messaging system characterised by several messaging 

patterns, including the distributed publish-subscribe messaging pattern; known for the handling 

of huge data volumes (Shaheen, 2017). It acts as a robust queue and allows the passage of 

messages from one endpoint to another. When it first emerged, its description was a 

“distributed commit log”; however, it has become a major messaging solution, with is adoption 

by several organisations for asynchronous messaging within highly distributed systems (D'silva 

et al., 2017). Its design is such that it addresses the challenges of the management of continuous 

data flows within data-intensive applications. 

The Publish-subscribe messaging pattern works by the sender of a message not specifically 

directing it to a receiver, but there is classification of the message by the publisher with the 

receiver subscribing to receiving some classes of messages. A broker and a central point for 

the publication of messages facilitate this process. Figure 5.16 illustrates the publish-subscribe 

messaging system of Apache Kafka: 

 
Figure 5. 16 - Apache Kafka Pub-Sub for Microservices Inter-Process Communication  (Apache 

Documentation, 2019) 
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Durable recording of every transaction for replaying to consistently build the system state is 

through a filesystem or database commit log. In addition, there is durable storage of data within 

Kafka, in order, and can be read in a deterministic manner. In addition, there could be data 

distribution within the system for the provision of additional protection against failures, 

including remarkable opportunities to scale performance (Wang et al., 2015). The applicative 

pattern designed for the holistic semantic annotation microservices architecture is the former, 

whereby streaming data pipelines can be accessed by the microservices based on the publish-

subscribe pattern. Some of the benefits of Apache Kafka include reliability, scalability, 

durability and performance. It is reliable due to its distribution, partitioning, replication and 

fault-tolerant features. It achieves scalability as a messaging system, without downtime 

(Shaheen, 2017). Its durability is based on persistence of messages on disk at a speedy rate 

using “distributed commit log”. Furthermore, it does message publishing and subscription with 

a high throughput, providing a high level of stability in its performance even with the storage 

of huge number of messages. Several datasets are defined within CloudSea, with each 

belonging to a specific microservice and distributed across the system based on the Apache 

Pub-Sub Messaging Pattern. Table 5.5 presents a list of the datasets and their distribution 

pattern across the overall architecture. 

Table 5. 5 - CloudSea Data Distribution based on Pub-Sub Messaging 
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Concepts and 
Relations 

                              

Ontology Updates                               
Entities                               
Ontology Profiles                               
Ontology 
Selections 

                              

Mapping Data                               
Annotation Data                               
Optimisation Data                               
User Data                               
User Request                               
User Response                               
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URI Repository                               
Annotation Update 
Logs 

                              

RDF Data 
Repository 

                              

Consumer Statistics                               
Reuse Statistics                               
 

5.4.4 Service Discovery 

Service discovery refers to the process of determining the host present in the container 

orchestrator that should be scheduled next. In microservices architectures, it ascertains that 

microservices applications process requests effectively such that it can handle workload 

changes (Khan, 2017). Service discovery can be accomplished through two main ways. These 

are a client-side discovery and server-side discovery technique. In a client-side discovery, a 

client determines the location of the networks hosting available services and determines the 

load balancing requests. The client then queries the service registry which hosts a database 

containing instances of available services. A load balancer is then used to select the appropriate 

service instance and the client’s request is channelled to the instance (Ghomi et al., 2017). On 

the other hand, server-side discovery is a process where a client uses the load balancer to make 

a request for services. The load balancer then queries for the availability of service instances 

in the service registry and each request is routed wherever a service instance is available 

(Milani & Navimipour, 2016). The similarity between the two options is that the service 

registry registers and deregisters service instances. With a microservices architecture 

comprising of multiple micro-applications like CloudSea does, the Service Discovery 

capability in the orchestration of containers is very vital. From the comparison of both client-

side and server-side approaches to service discovery, the server-side approach is proposed 

based on the scale of requests that the system is built for with availability of more computing 

resources for the server-side approach. With the holistic semantic annotation architecture, it 

works with a service registry to keep the identities (names) of the different micro-applications 

and their IP address. So, once a request is channelled towards a specific micro-application, the 

service discovery mechanism looks up the address of the micro-application and directs the 

request to it accordingly. 
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5.5 CloudSea: The Proposed Holistic, Cloud-Driven, 
Microservices-Based Architecture for Automated Semantic 
Annotation of Web Documents 

Section 5.4 has provided detailed descriptions of the architectural components for CloudSea; 

from the design patterns developed for each of the CloudSea microservices. The overall 

architecture encapsulates the novel concepts developed from this thesis. The requirement 

specifications for a holistic semantic annotation proposed in Chapter 3 of this thesis have been 

assessed and transformed into capabilities. These capabilities are demonstrated by the design 

patterns of section 5.4. In addition, the design patterns are microservices-based and derived 

from the cloud-driven pattern of the proposed Holistic Semantic Annotation Cloud Computing 

Maturity Model in Chapter 4 of this thesis. Therefore, this research proposes a holistic, cloud-

driven and microservices-based architecture for automated semantic annotation of web 

documents, as presented in Figure 5.17. 
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Figure 5. 17 – CloudSea: Holistic, Cloud-driven and Microservices-based Architecture for Automated 
Semantic Annotation 
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From Figure 5.17, the orchestration layer offers several capabilities for the overall running of 

the CloudSea architecture in a cloud computing environment. The orchestration engine 

comprises of a database for storing data and several nodes for provisioning and deploying the 

CloudSea microservices. With Cluster Management capabilities, a central system operates as 

the server for the orchestration engine, managing the entire workflow for the layer. Such 

management capabilities include resource replication, resource clustering and creating failover 

systems. The scheduling of tasks such as running scheduled processes (like cron jobs or 

schtasks) or assigning resources for processes is also a key capability of the orchestration 

engine and this is commonly handled by a Cloud Workload Scheduler. 

Furthermore, several monitoring activities are engaged in within the orchestration layer. This 

includes monitoring for the usage of cloud resources, traffic monitoring and SLA monitoring. 

Third-party solutions can be integrated to enhance monitoring in diverse ways, such as 

processing the ingestion of data and providing reporting tools via enhanced visualisation 

interfaces. Results obtained from monitoring metrics can also influence configuration 

parameters. For instance, a microservice can be configured to automatically scale to multiple 

instances when CPU utilisation reaches 80%. Based on performance monitoring metrics, this 

value may need to be adjusted, either by increasing or reducing it. Furthermore, regarding the 

automatic scaling of microservices, it provides a basis for large-scale service delivery which is 

directly proportional to real time client request traffic, hence, optimising cloud computing 

resources utilisation. 

Capabilities for the management of security and policy issues are also facilitated by the 

orchestration layer; providing mechanisms such as identity and access management, attribute-

based access control and SLA management systems. In addition, with the need for an 

automated and dynamic means of a continuous stream of updates to several components within 

the overall architecture, the orchestration layer facilitates continuous integration through a 

synchronisation with a remote CI (Continuous Integration) server that pushes updates to the 

microservices as often as needed. These foster the holistic perspective proposed for an 

automated semantic annotation cloud service for web documents at large-scale which fully 

maximises cloud computing benefits based on the cloud-driven pattern of deployment that it is 

built on. Furthermore, the process flow for CloudSea Architecture is demonstrated with the 

flowchart in Figure 5.18. 
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Figure 5. 18 – Process Flow for CloudSea Architecture 
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5.5 Chapter Summary 

This chapter provided detailed description for one of the major contributions of the research. 

With the conceptualisation of CloudSea in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 started with a design rationale 

for CloudSea; lending the theory of ‘Design Patterns’ from software engineering. The 

engineering methodology for CloudSea Design Patterns was also described. In addition, 

CloudSea Pattern Language; which provides an inter-relationship between the different design 

patterns and how each constitutes a building block in the overall conceptual system was 

developed. These set the stage for developing the CloudSea Design Patterns, as ‘Microservices-

Based’; in line with the background concepts developed in Chapter 4 as well as the Cloud 

Computing Maturity Model. The technical details for each of the microservices-based design 

patterns was also detailed based on ‘Design Patterns’ standard structure and format. The 

CloudSea Architecture for automated semantic annotation of web documents resulted from the 

design patterns and was presented. Furthermore, a process flow for the architecture was 

presented in the form of a flowchart.  
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Chapter 6: Prototype Implementation 

This chapter provides details of a prototype implementation for CloudSea. This is based on the 

development and deployment of functionalities for the Annotation On-the-Fly and Annotation 

Data Storage microservices of CloudSea Architecture presented in Figure 5.17. The Annotation 

On-the-Fly microservice utilises an API call for service delivery. The prototype 

implementation is based on the “Cloud-Driven” model proposed in Chapter 4 of this thesis, 

which, alongside leveraging microservices software architecture, also leverages hypervisor-

level and operating system-level virtualisations based on Amazon AWS virtual hosts and 

Docker Containers respectively, container orchestration using Kubernetes platform as well as 

the persistent deployment mechanism proposed in Chapter 4; based on a synchronisation 

between a private GitHub repository and CircleCi to provide pipeline for a continuous stream 

of updates and upgrades to the microservices within the architecture.  

6.1 Requirements 

This section provides the detailed requirements, both software and platform requirements for 

the prototype implementation. The software requirements specify the features and behaviour 

for the prototype while the platform requirements specify the features for the deployment 

environment which is set up on Amazon AWS. 

6.1.1 Software Requirements 

 The prototype should allow users register for an account 

 The prototype should allow users manage their account; such as logging in, updating 

user profile, password reset and logging out 

 The prototype should allow users submit URLs for annotation data generation 

 The prototype should allow users view a list of all URLs they've submitted for semantic 

annotation 

 The prototype should allow users to re-submit a URL or URLs for annotation data 

generation 

 The prototype should automatically provide semantic annotation to a web document 

with a call to the Annotation API via its endpoint 

 The prototype should provide automatic semantic annotation to a web document for 

every instance of the document being accessed online 
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 The prototype should provide a categorisation of 'Entity Types' on web documents 

being semantically annotated 

 The prototype should allow users turn 'on' or 'off' any of the 'Entity Types' annotated 

within a document 

 The prototype should allow users define the text on a web document that they want to 

have semantically annotated 

 The prototype should be developed based on Microservices Software Architecture 

 The prototype needs to be responsive in nature; being usable on diverse types of devices 

such as PCs, laptops, tablets, mobile devices, etc. 

 The prototype should fulfil the 'Cloud-Driven' Methodology 

 The prototype should be built using the PHP framework 'Laravel' 

 The prototype should conform to good programming standards and best practices 

6.1.2 Platform Requirements 

• The prototype should be deployed within a cloud computing environment 

• The prototype should leverage both hypervisor-level and operating system-level 

virtualisation 

• The prototype should leverage a container orchestration platform in the cloud 

• The prototype should have a full application automation lifecycle for continuous 

integration and delivery 

• The prototype should be scalable to adequately respond to huge amounts of client 

requests over a period 

• Facilities should be available to manage the prototype remotely after deployment in a 

cloud environment 

• Facilities should be available to monitor the prototype after deployment in a cloud 

environment 

6.2 The Development Environment 

This section describes the development environment for the actual build of the prototype. A 

local workstation running Windows 10 operating system was utilised for developing the 

prototype. The development required installing and configuring some software. A stack of 

technologies known as XAMPP, bundled together and available online as a WinZip file was 

downloaded and installed. The components of the bundle are as follows: 
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• Apache: A very popular web server for running web applications and responding to 

client requests over protocols such as HTTP and HTTPS for data via the applications 

running on it. It is developed and maintained by the Apache Software Foundation and 

runs on up to 67% of web servers on the Web (CBROnline, 2019). 

• MySQL: It stands for My Structured Query Language and is an open-source relational 

database management system for storing data. It is commonly used as the database for 

web applications, either within content management systems (such as Drupal, Joomla, 

Magento and WordPress) or for custom-built applications. It utilises SQL queries for 

carrying out CRUD (Create, Record, Update, Delete) functions on its database tables. 

• PHP: PHP stands for Hypertext Pre-Processor and is an open-source server-side 

scripting language popularly used on the Web. It is regarded as a scripting language 

because its code is interpreted at runtime, offering a rich set of in-built functions for 

processing and managing data transactions on the Web. PHP code is either processed 

by its interpreter which runs as a module on a web server (in this case Apache Web 

Server) or as a CGI (Common Gateway Interface) executable. It also offers a data 

access layer which enables it to be ported with different types of databases, such as 

MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQL Server and lots more. 

6.3 Enabling Technologies 

A wide range of enabling technologies were utilised for developing the prototype. These 

includes programming languages, libraries, frameworks, open source software and lots more, 

utilised for functionalities across the different architectural layers of the prototype. These are 

detailed in the section, as follows. 

6.3.1 Laravel Framework 

The prototype has been developed using Laravel Framework. Laravel is an open source PHP 

framework which is very popular for developing high-end, custom-built web applications. It 

uses a model-view-controller design pattern and benefits from a rich list of components 

commonly built into standard PHP frameworks. Laravel offers a platform for developing quick, 

scalable and efficient web applications with its rich set of features. It has a set of system 

requirements which needs to be met before running Laravel, most of which are required PHP 

extensions (such as PDO, JSON and MbString PHP extensions) as well as a PHP engine. 

Laravel 5.7 was installed, configured and utilised for the implementation and it required PHP 

version 7.1.3 or higher as well as several other dependencies.  
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6.3.2 The Frontend Tools 

Frontend refers to the web graphical user interface for interacting with the prototype application 

logic. This was developed as a microservice on its own, in line with MVC design pattern and 

microservices key principles. The development of the frontend was based on standard 

technologies such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery. 

6.3.3 Redis 

Redis is an acronym that stands for Remote Dictionary Server. It acts like a dictionary as it 

stores data in “key-value” pairs within an in-memory data store for both strings and abstract 

data types. It is very portable and a viable option for small to medium-sized distributed systems. 

While Apache Kafka was proposed for CloudSea due to its benefits and robustness to manage 

extremely large datasets, the prototype implementation was done using Redis in its place. This 

is due to the minimal data being managed within the prototype in comparison with what is 

expected for an actual product based on the CloudSea architecture. Implementing Apache 

Kafka with its steep learning curve and vast requirement for resources for the prototype 

implementation was observed to be quite imbalanced. Redis was deemed to be an appropriate 

alternative for the purpose of a prototype implementation. It was utilised for inter-process 

communication between the microservices, storing and transmitting data such as user sessions, 

cookies and authentication tokens.  

6.3.4 JavaScript Object-Notation (JSON) 

JSON is a lightweight and portable file format which is commonly used for storing and 

transferring data across multiple systems. The file format is interoperable which makes it a 

versatile option for use in sharing and transporting data amongst several different types of 

vendor-specific applications. Data within JSON files are stored as objects, comprising of an 

“attribute-value” pair like the same type of pairing with HTML format. JSON files also contain 

array data types for the data objects. JSON has been utilised for storing annotation data 

retrieved from DBpedia knowledge graph. Objects within the JSON files constitute contextual 

data which is utilised to provide semantic annotation for the corresponding web documents.  

6.4 The Annotation API 

While a web interface was developed for users’ registration, generation of annotation data for 

URLs and their management, for the purpose of demonstrating the implemented functionality, 

the annotation API approach to the semantic annotation process was the focus; in which case a 
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guest can still utilise the service and need not sign up for an account before being able to do 

so. Please refer to Appendix B for screenshots demonstrating the web interface functionalities. 

A request to the API service is required to provide semantic annotation by means of inserting 

the API call between the <head> tags of a web document to be semantically annotated. The 

request call invokes the Annotation on-the-fly microservice which processes the request on the 

business logic layer of the microservice architecture as well as managing transactions with 

other layers and with external components such as the DBpedia graph database. It responds by 

providing the required semantic annotation to the web document. Figure 6.1 presents a 

flowchart for the semantic annotation process either as a registered or guest user. 
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Figure 6. 1 – User Perspective for CloudSea Semantic Annotation Process 

 

Please refer to section 7.1.2 for further explanation of the semantic annotation process. 

Furthermore, Figure 6.2 presents a screenshot of a sample web page semantically annotated 

using the Annotation API.  
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Figure 6. 2 – Automated Semantic Annotation using CloudSea API 
 

6.5 The Deployment Environment 

After developing the prototype on a local workstation, it was transferred to the deployment 

environment. In line with the platform requirements in section 6.1.2 of this chapter, the 

prototype has been developed to run from a cloud computing environment, hence, it had to be 

deployed accordingly. While the prototype could have been deployed on any classification of 

cloud platforms; public, private, hybrid or community clouds, it was deployed in a public cloud; 

Amazon AWS. This is due to its proposed purpose, which is for a global and public access to 

documents on the web and via the Internet. In addition, of the several available public cloud 

service providers such as Google, Amazon, Microsoft, IBM, DigitalOcean, etc., any of them 

could have been utilised. However, due to a significantly higher market share and the level of 

technical details readily available on the web regarding their products, services and models for 

offering these services, Amazon AWS was the preferred choice as a deployment environment. 

Figure 6.3 presents a survey by CBN Insights (2019) which shows the market share for the top 

cloud service providers in the market as at February 2019. 
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Figure 6. 3 – Market Share for Top Cloud Service Providers  (CBN Insights, 2019) 

 
6.5.1 Amazon AWS 

After completing the development, a deployment environment was set-up on Amazon AWS 

for the prototype. To set up the deployment environment, the following steps were taken: 

• The creation of an Amazon AWS account via: https://aws.amazon.com 

• The setting up and configuration of four EC2 instances for the deployment and its 

orchestration using Kubernetes cluster. One of the instances was set up for the 

Kubernetes master node and the other two for the worker nodes. The specification for 

the EC2 instances is presented in Table 6.1. 

Table 6. 1 – System Specification of EC2 Instances for CloudSea Kubernetes Cluster 
Specification Value 

Model M4 Large 

Virtual CPUs 2 (Each is a thread of either an Intel Xeon core or an AMD 
EPYC core) 

Memory 8 GB 

Storage Amazon EBS (Elastic Block Store) 

AMI Debian Jessie AMD64 

https://aws.amazon.com/
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Hypervisor-Level Virtualisation HVM 

Dedicated EBS Bandwidth 450 Mbps 

Network Performance Moderate 

 

• The installation and configuration of Apache Web Server, PHP and MySQL. For 

detailed installation, configuration and deployment steps, please refer to Appendix C. 

Figure 6.4 shows a screenshot of the Amazon AWS account with five EC2 instances. Three for 

the CloudSea Kubernetes master node with two worker nodes. The fourth and fifth EC2 

instances were for deployments of the prototype based on the ‘Cloud-Based Monolithic’ and 

‘Cloud-Based Microservices’ maturity levels of the Cloud Computing Maturity Model 

respectively. These would be utilised in the next chapter for empirical investigation.  

 

Figure 6. 4 – Amazon AWS account running EC2 instances for CloudSea 
 

6.5.2 Prototype Containerisation 

As detailed in Chapter 5, containerisation is a type of virtualisation which allows applications 

to run independent of the virtual host operating system, hence easily deployable and scalable 

across platforms. The prototype microservices were containerised for operating system-level 

virtualisation using Docker containers. A Dockerfile was created for each of the microservices 

to build docker images for them. These Docker images are required to build the actual 
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containerised applications and includes the necessary configuration parameters and 

dependencies for each microservice to be deployable and runnable as a container within the 

orchestration platform. Figure 6.5 presents a screen shot of the “Frontend” microservice 

containerisation configuration parameters using Dockerfile.  

 

Figure 6. 5 – Screen shot of the Dockerfile for CloudSea Frontend Microservice 
 

6.5.3 Installing, Configuring and Running an Orchestration Platform: 
Kubernetes 

With the prototype microservices already containerised using Docker containers and the cloud 

computing infrastructure layer resources in place, the next step was to set up an orchestration 

platform for the containers. While there are several container orchestrators available, 

Kubernetes was the preferred choice for this implementation. Some of the other available 

options include Docker Swarm, Apache Mesos Marathon, Amazon Elastic Container Service, 

Microsoft Azure Container Service and HashiCorp Nomad. The choice of Kubernetes was 
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based on the extensive list of features it provides and supports; with a very large support 

community as an open source software. In addition, the technical documentation available for 

Kubernetes was observed to be very comprehensive for use either as a beginner, intermediate 

or an expert. Furthermore, it is very popular and widely adopted for use in the industry 

compared to the others. For instance, Docker provides Docker Swarm for container 

orchestration. However, it has adopted Kubernetes as the official container orchestrator for its 

docker containers (Handy, 2019).  

Kubernetes is an open source software that automates the deployment, scaling, monitoring and 

management of containerised applications (Kubernetes.io, 2019). It manages application 

container operations across clusters of hosts; helping to replicate containers, providing 

automatic scaling for cluster containers, facilitating load balancing across multiple containers, 

rolling application container upgrades, rescheduling failed containers, controlling the exposure 

of network ports to external systems and lots more (Wu, 2017). The fundamental building block 

of Kubernetes is called a pod. The function of a pod is to encapsulate containers that are tightly 

coupled and are co-located, sharing the same set of resources. Some other resources that pods 

encapsulate include storage resources and network IPs. During the creation of a pod, it is 

necessary to specify the amount of CPU, memory, and ephemeral storage it requires 

(Kubernetes.io, 2019). The specifications are then available to the scheduler for decisions on 

where to place pods within the cluster. Figure 6.6 shows the popularity among different 

container orchestrators, with Kubernetes being significantly more popular than the others. 
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Figure 6. 6 – Container Orchestration Engines Popularity  (CNCF.io, 2018) 

Kubernetes was installed and configured as a cluster, with the master node running on an EC2 

instance and two worker nodes each running on separate EC2 instances. For the CloudSea 

Kubernetes cluster, some of the most prominent components include the nodes, namespaces, 

deployments, pods and addons. These are described as follows. 

6.5.3.1 The Kubernetes Nodes 

The CloudSea Kubernetes cluster comprises of three nodes; a master node and two worker 

nodes. The master node is on an EC2 instance and runs the control plane of the Kubernetes 

cluster. A Kubernetes cluster control plane is the central point of the cluster as it contains 

components that control, manage and provide needed functionalities for the entire operations 

of the cluster. The components involved are as follows: 

• API Server: It provides an interface for managing the state of the cluster. This includes 

querying and modifying component data over a RESTful API, providing the ability to 

execute CRUD (Create, Read, Update and Delete) functions on different cluster 

components. Kubectl; a command-line interface utility makes use of the API server for 

its operations as well. This was installed and configured on a local machine for 

interacting with the Kubernetes API Server. 
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• Scheduler: It assigns pods to specific worker nodes and updates the pod definition 

within the API server accordingly. The pod-to-node assignment is based on the 

availability of computing resources for running each of the pods. These includes both 

system and application pods. 

• Controller Manager: It comprises of several types of controllers executing operations 

for a specific type of resource. Some of these controllers include pod, deployment, 

replication, namespace and service controllers. They carry out various functions for 

these resources by observing any changes within the resources and carrying out 

operations in response to any observations to ensure the continuous optimal functioning 

of the resources. 

• Etcd: It is the database for the cluster; storing stateful data as well as both configuration 

data and metadata, allowing each of the nodes within the cluster to read and write data 

to it. 

The worker nodes each comprise of a Kubelet, Kube Proxy and Pods. Their roles are as follows: 

• Kubelet: It functions as the engine room for each worker node by managing and 

monitoring activities. It registers the node with the API server on the master node and 

then listens on the API server for any pods that have been scheduled to run on it. Once 

pods have been scheduled to run on a node, the kubelet assigns the necessary resources 

including the container runtime to run the pod and continuously monitors metrics such 

as status, health, etc. of each pod and transmits this back to the API server. 

• Kube Proxy: This is responsible for establishing connections between clients and the 

services they have requested for. It keeps a record of all running pods and their locations 

within the node. When a service request has multiple pods running for it, the Kube 

Proxy performs load balancing to distribute requests among the different pods.  

• Pods: These are the smallest units of deployment on the cluster. A pod would contain 

one or more containers that are deployed together. The CloudSea prototype runs as pods 

across the two worker nodes and are automatically distributed by the master node based 

on the availability of computing resources. 

The architecture of the CloudSea Kubernetes cluster is presented in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6. 7 – Architecture of CloudSea Kubernetes Cluster 

 

Figure 6.8 also provides a screenshot of the CloudSea Kubernetes nodes via the Kubernetes 

Dashboard. 

 
Figure 6. 8 – Screenshot of CloudSea Kubernetes Master and Worker Nodes 

 

Upon installing and configuring Kubectl locally, the command $ kubectl proxy is used to 

launch the dashboard from the command-line interface. The CloudSea Kubernetes nodes can 
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also be checked from the command-line with the command: $ kubectl get nodes as shown in 

Figure 6.9. While most of the CloudSea Kubernetes cluster resources can be accessed via either 

the graphical user interface; the dashboard or command-line interface utilising Kubectl, most 

of the subsequent descriptions would be via Kubectl; the command-line utility for Kubernetes. 

 
Figure 6. 9 – Screenshot of CloudSea Kubernetes Master and Worker Nodes from CLI 

 

System metrics such as real time CPU and memory utilisation of the Kubernetes nodes can also 

be checked. Figure 6.10 shows a screenshot of real time CPU and memory utilisation of the 

CloudSea Kubernetes nodes using the $ kubectl get top nodes command. 

 
Figure 6. 10 – Real time CPU & Memory Usage of CloudSea Kubernetes Nodes 

 

6.5.3.2 The Kubernetes Namespaces 

Namespaces in Kubernetes provides a means of categorising resources within the cluster into 

different groups. While this is an optional feature, it can be helpful in managing and monitoring 

resources as these can be done based on the namespace such resources belong to. CloudSea 

Kubernetes was configured with the following namespaces: 

• Default: As the name implies, it is a default namespace which is used for objects not 

assigned to a specific namespace. For the CloudSea Kubernetes cluster, the prototype 

microservices were not assigned to any specific namespace during their deployment, 

hence they all belong to the ‘Default’ namespace. 
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• Kube-ingress: This namespace caters for resources relating to ‘ingress’; the mechanism 

for exposing specific resources to the public by defining routing rules for each service 

being exposed for access from outside of the cluster. 

• Kube-public: This was created automatically by the Kubernetes system and is generally 

assigned for objects within the cluster that are meant to be publicly accessible within 

the cluster.  

• Kube-system: This namespace is for system-generated objects such as pods for kube-

proxy, kube-dns and others.  

• Monitoring: It was set up for the monitoring resources implemented for the cluster. This 

includes Prometheus, Grafana and the ELK (Elasticsearch, Logstash and Kibana) stack. 

As an example, Figure 6.11 shows a screenshot of the CloudSea Kubernetes cluster pods within 

the ‘Kube-system’ namespace with the number of instances running, their status, restarts and 

age (i.e. number of days since their creation) using the $ kubectl get pods -n kube-system 

command. 

 
Figure 6. 11 - Screenshot of CloudSea Kubernetes Kube-System Namespace Pods 

 

6.5.3.3 The Kubernetes Deployments 

Deployments in Kubernetes refers to containers that have been instantiated to run within the 

Kubernetes cluster. These could be application containers; for the application developed to run 

on Kubernetes or system containers; for the effective running of the cluster itself which could 

be a native Kubernetes container or for any third-party software installed and configured to run 

within the cluster. The CloudSea Kubernetes cluster has several application and system 
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containers deployed on it and Figure 6.12 shows a screenshot of all deployments under the 

default and kube-system namespaces using the $ kubectl get deployments -n default and 

kubectl get deployments -n kube-system commands respectively. 

 
Figure 6. 12 – Screenshot of CloudSea Kubernetes Deployments by Namespaces 

 

A brief description of all the various deployments by their namespaces is as follows: 

• Default Namespace 

 cloud-optimised: for the deployed monolithic and containerised prototype 

version to enable experimental evaluation comparison (detailed in Chapter 7). 

 cloud-optimised-mysql: the mysql database deployment for “cloud-optimised” 

 cloudsea-annotation-service: for the annotation-on-the-fly microservice, 

allowing users to semantically annotate web documents by embedding the API 

within the corresponding web documents. 

 cloudsea-annotation-mysql: the mysql database deployment for “cloud-

annotation-service” 

 cloudsea-auth-service: for the user-management microservice, allowing 

registration, user login, password reset and log out functions. 

 cloudsea-auth-service-mysql: the mysql database deployment for “cloudsea-

auth-service” 
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 cloudsea-front-end: for the frontend microservice, providing a graphical user 

interface for the web application. 

 cloudsea-front-end-mysql: mysql database for “cloudsea-front-mysql”. 

However, as the microservice does not require a database, this was not utilised 

 cloudsea-mysql: this was also not utilised but was kept as a backup for the mysql 

databases. 

• Monitoring Namespace 

 cerebro: It is a web admin tool for Elasticsearch (Elasticsearch is a component 

of the ELK stack). It comes with the ELK stack. 

 es-coordinating: An Elasticsearch node for the distribution of search queries to 

different nodes and the aggregation of all received search results. 

 es-ingest: It is an Elasticsearch component for pre-processing documents before 

their indexing. 

 grafana: A visualisation tool for displaying application performance metrics in 

a web graphical user interface. 

 kibana: A visualisation tool for displaying log metrics in a web graphical user 

interface. 

 kube-state-metrics: For listening to the Kubernetes API server and generating 

metrics for deployments, nodes and pods. It is focused on the healthy running 

of these components. 

 prometheus-adapter: For gathering custom metrics which are utilised by the 

HPA (Horizontal Pod Auto-Scaling) for auto-scaling pods when necessary. 

Some of such custom metrics includes CPU and memory utilisation. 

 prometheus-operator: For creating, configuring and managing the Prometheus 

installation. It acts as a central system to ensure the effective running of the 

different instances of Prometheus objects running on the cluster. 

• Kube System Namespace 

 dns-controller: It creates DNS records for objects within the Kubernetes cluster 

so they can be accessed based on the record. 

 kube-dns: It is the DNS service of the Kubernetes cluster, converting hostnames 

into IP addresses for specifying and identifying the location of different objects 

within the cluster. 
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 kube-dns-autoscaler: It is responsible for the automatic horizontal scaling of the 

Kubernetes DNS service based on the number of requests at every moment. 

 kubernetes-dashboard: It is responsible for the web user interface of 

Kubernetes, through which cluster objects can be monitored and updated.  

 monitoring-influxdb: It is responsible for storing time-series data in relation to 

monitoring metrics and events within the kube-system namespace, providing a 

high-speed data ingestion and compression. 

• Kube Ingress Namespace 

 ingress-default-http-backend: It defines a default backend for any routes (such 

as HTTP or HTTPS requests) that are not specified for a service within the 

cluster. 

 ingress-nginx: It is responsible for exposing routes such as ‘HTTP’ and 

‘HTTPS’ from outside the cluster to specific services within the cluster. For the 

CloudSea cluster, this has been utilised to expose deployments such as the 

‘Frontend’ microservice of the prototype to a domain name. 

6.5.3.4 The Kubernetes Pods 

Each CloudSea Kubernetes namespace has several pods running under it. With Kubernetes, 

pods contain one or more containers and are the smallest units of deployment. Figure 6.13 

shows a screenshot of all the running pods within the ‘Default’ namespace of the cluster using 

the $ kubectl get pods -n default command. 

 
Figure 6. 13 – List of Pods within CloudSea Default Namespace 
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To check running pods within any other namespace, the namespace would have to be specified 

in the command, as shown in Figure 6.14 which lists all running pods within the ‘kube-system’ 

namespace using the $ kubectl get pods -n kube-system command. 

 
Figure 6. 14 – List of Pods under ‘kube-system’ namespace of CloudSea Kubernetes 

 

6.5.4 Installing, Configuring and Running Prometheus + Grafana for 
Monitoring 

Some additional software were installed and configured for the CloudSea Kubernetes cluster. 

Kubernetes provides a means of integrating with several other third-party applications to 

enhance application performance in various ways. Some areas through which other solutions 

can be integrated with Kubernetes include co-ordination, service discovery, remote procedure 

call, service proxy and so on (IBM Cloud Education, 2019). For CloudSea Kubernetes; 

Prometheus, Grafana and ELK (Elasticsearch, Logstash and Kibana) stack were installed and 

configured as well. 

The CloudSea Kubernetes cluster utilises Prometheus + Grafana for monitoring various 

resources within the cluster. Prometheus is an open source software which is used for this 

purpose with respect to the deployment of applications in the cloud. Prometheus can be 

installed on a virtual host as a stand-alone or within a Kubernetes cluster (Prometheus.io, 2019). 

For CloudSea, it runs within the Kubernetes cluster and is responsible for monitoring several 

metrics such as CPU utilisation, memory utilisation, network activity and lots more for 

deployments, nodes and pods across different namespaces. 
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Grafana on the other hand is a visualisation tool which can be utilised with several data stores 

to present metrics of application data in visual forms; utilising several graphical representations 

(Grafana Labs, 2019). The combination of Prometheus and Grafana implies that while the 

former pulls application metrics from the Kubernetes cluster, the latter renders these data in 

compelling visualisation formats. Just like Prometheus, Grafana is an open source tool. Figure 

6.15 is a screenshot of Grafana running as a node port over a secure socket layer (SSL) and 

displaying real time CPU utilisation of the pods under the ‘kube-ingress’ namespace. 

 
Figure 6. 15 – Monitoring Metrics for ‘kube-ingress’ Namespace via Grafana 

 

6.5.5 Installing, Configuring and Running the ELK Stack for Logging 

ELK is an acronym that stands for the different open source technologies that make up a stack. 

These are Elasticsearch, Logstash and Kibana (Elastic.co, 2019). Elasticsearch is a search and 

analytics engine which is built on Apache Lucene. It is used for several purposes such as search 

and log analytics (Elastic.co; Elasticsearch, 2019). For this implementation, Elasticsearch has 

been utilised for searching and aggregating logs across the entire Kubernetes cluster. The 

different sources of logs include the namespaces (kube-system, kube-ingress, monitoring, 
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default, etc.), pods (both system and application pods) as well as the several containers running 

with the cluster.  

Logstash is a tool for data ingestion, with the capability to ingest data from multiple data 

sources, transform the data based on pre-defined or default configuration values and transfer 

the processed data to specified destinations (Elastic.co; Logstash, 2019). It receives the 

different logs generated by Elasticsearch for this implementation, transforms and transfers the 

data to Kibana. Kibana sits on top of the stack, providing visualisation for the aggregated logs 

received (Elastic.co; Kibana, 2019). The visualisation ensures that these logs can be explored, 

reviewed and analysed accordingly. Figure 6.16 shows a screenshot of Kibana with aggregated 

log analytics from the CloudSea Kubernetes cluster over a 15-minute period. Furthermore, 

please refer to Appendix E for sample log entries fetched from Kibana for application pods 

within the cluster. 

 
Figure 6. 16 – Kibana Log Aggregation Sample Data for CloudSea Kubernetes cluster 

 

6.7 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has provided a description of steps taken towards the implementation of a 

prototype for the CloudSea Architecture proposed in Chapter 5 up to its deployment and 

running from a public cloud infrastructure. The development environment, supporting 

technologies and deployment environment were also described. The next chapter will focus on 
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functional, comparative and experimental evaluation for CloudSea Architecture and the 

prototype implementation. 
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Chapter 7: Research Evaluation 

This chapter provides evaluation for the research in three different contexts. Firstly, a 

functionality evaluation is conducted for CloudSea prototype implementation as a 

demonstration of its core functionalities. Secondly, a comparative evaluation of CloudSea 

Architecture is conducted to demonstrate its novelty through a rigorous comparison with 

existing solutions in the same domain. Thirdly, an experimental evaluation of the proposed 

Cloud Computing Maturity Model for Holistic Semantic Annotation is conducted by carrying 

out empirical investigation on different instances of the prototype, based on the patterns defined 

in the model. 

7.1  Functionality Evaluation 

This section provides an evaluation for the core functionality of CloudSea prototype 

implementation. Firstly, an API status check is conducted to confirm its availability. 

Subsequently, a demonstration of its usability for automated semantic annotation and its 

capability to automatically scale to multiple instances of same microservice in response to 

client request counts is conducted. 

7.1.1  API Status Check 

The availability of an API can be checked by confirming its status through a command or series 

of commands. One popularly used command to check an API availability is known as cURL. 

cURL is an acronym for Client for URLs, and it is a software utility command tool that is used 

for transferring data to or from a network server using one of several supported protocols such 

as HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, FTPS, Telnet, LDAP and lots more. It comprises of two sub-utilities; 

cURL and libcurl. cURL provides the command-line for receiving or sending resources such 

as files using the URL web protocol. libcurl on the other hand, is a portable utility that provides 

support for client-side transfer library protocols (Stenberg, 2019). An API call using cURL 

provides a code to confirm the status of the API in terms of its availability and validating for 

providing functionality. Status code ‘200’ confirms the availability and validity of an API 

endpoint. Figure 7.1 provides a screen shot of the cURL command with CloudSea API endpoint 

which confirms its validity. 
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Figure 7. 1 – API Status Check for CloudSea API endpoint 

 

From Figure 7.1, it can be observed that the status code for the CloudSea API endpoint is ‘200’ 

which confirms that a call to the API is successful. 

7.1.2  Annotation API Functionality 

In this section, further evaluation of the CloudSea Annotation API is provided by describing 

the procedure for utilising it to provide online, real time and automatic semantic annotation to 

web documents. The procedure is a very straightforward one, making it as easy as possible for 

web documents semantic annotation. The process can be implemented by several categories of 

people such as website administrators, website content editors, website designers, web 

developers and lots more. It is as follows: 

1. Create a web page or open an existing one for editing: This use case will be done with an 

existing web page as a web page creation method varies across several types of web 

applications, frameworks or content management systems. A simplistic method of creating and 

utilising a physical web file on a server is demonstrated here. Figure 7.2 is an example of a web 

page in which the API is to be called. 
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Figure 7. 2 – A sample web document source code before API call insertion 

 

2. Insert the API call within the <head> tags of the web page and define a <div> tag with id set 

as: "text" around the text you wish to annotate. The API endpoint needs to be inserted into web 

page source code before the closing <head> tag of the file. This is to call the Annotation On-

the-fly Microservice to provide semantic annotation for the web document. The “id” attribute 

is defined with value as “text” for the content within the web document that is to be 

semantically annotated. Figure 7.3 displays the same web page now with the API call inserted 

into it and a user specification for the web document content to be semantically annotated. 
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Figure 7. 3 – Web page with the API call and specification for content to be annotated 

 

3. Save the changes to the web page 

4. Access the web page via any web browser of choice. Figure 7.4 presents a screen shot of the 

semantically annotated web page on-the-fly. 

 
Figure 7. 4 – A screenshot of the semantically annotated web document using the API 
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5. Toggle 'on' or 'off' any annotation types you are not interested in. The different categories of 

annotations on the web document can be toggled ‘on’ or ‘off’ based on user preferences as 

shown in Figure 7.5. 

 
Figure 7. 5 – A screenshot of the web document with some annotation types toggled off 

 

It is also noteworthy to mention that the API can be utilised with web documents with dynamic 

content, in which case it will provide semantic annotation for the text resulting from processing 

data at the application logic and data access layers. Please refer to Appendix B for functionality 

evaluation of the web interface features through screenshots for the interfaces. 

With the web-scale audience for utilising such a service, the ability to automatically scale in 

and out based on user requests is very vital. Based on this, the microservices were configured 

for automatic scaling. This provides the application with the capability to meet user demands 

and maximise computing resources usage. Within the CloudSea Kubernetes cluster, four 

deployments were configured for auto-scaling from the command-line using kubectl. To 

display the auto-scaling configurations defined for each deployment, the following command 

is utilised: $ kubectl get hpa. The command executed for auto-scaling is as follows: 

$ kubectl autoscale deployment <deployment-name> --min=1 --max=10 --cpu-percent=80 

The components of the command are as follows: 

• kubectl: the command-line utility that sends an executable statement to the Kubernetes 
master node 

• autoscale: the command being sent to the Kubernetes master node 
• deployment: specifying the type of resource that the command is meant for 
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• <deployment-name>: where ‘deployment-name’ is the name of the deployment to be 
auto-scaled 

• min: specifies the minimum count of instances for the deployment 
• max: specifies the maximum count that the deployment should auto-scale to 
• cpu-percent: specifies the CPU percentage utilisation threshold before auto-scaling 

 

Figure 7.6 shows a screenshot of the auto-scaling configurations for each of the deployments 

as the first command executed. The next command executed is to configure auto-scaling for 

another deployment: ‘cloudsea-annotation-service’. The third command from the screenshot 

shows the first command executed again and then the new auto-scaling configuration which 

has been added to the previously configured ones. 

 
Figure 7. 6 – Configuration for auto-scaling a microservice when CPU utilisation hits 80% 

 

Furthermore, Figure 7.7. shows the “cloudsea-annotation-service” automatically scaling 

through operating system-level virtualisation to eight instances based on a load test of 100,000 

user requests over a period of 10 mins.  
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Figure 7. 7 – Auto-Scaling for Annotation Microservice through OS-level Virtualisation 

 

7.2 Comparative Evaluation 

The purpose of this section is to provide a comparison of the CloudSea architecture with 

existing automatic semantic annotation solutions, both from academic publications and the 

industry. The basis of comparison are two folds; firstly, based on the set of requirements 

identified as necessary for addressing the automatic semantic annotation challenge which have 

been comprehensively reviewed, analysed and developed into capabilities in this thesis. 

Secondly, from the evaluation of the existing solutions as well as through the arguments for 

the solutions presented by CloudSea in this thesis, some other factors emerge which constitute 

vital components for drawing comparisons. A detailed search was conducted to identify the list 

of solutions utilised for the comparative evaluation; both proposed in academic publications 

and available as industry tools. 

From the comparative evaluation conducted, it was observed that no existing solution meets all 

the identified requirements to foster an automated system that delivers semantic annotation 

holistically and as a service to web documents, with most of the requirements unavailable in 
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existing solutions. While the set of requirements for holistic semantic annotation identified in 

this thesis are proven from research, it was further observed that none of the existing solutions 

provides any other perspective; either holistic or non-holistic that presents a solution for 

addressing automatic semantic annotation challenges as CloudSea presents. From the 

evaluation, annotation data management; to ensure consistency between web documents and 

annotation data appears to be one of the major areas uncovered among most existing solutions 

such as Alec et al. (2016), Brank et al. (2018), Albukhitan et al. (2018) and Fiorelli et al. (2015). 

It is opined that the unavailability of the “Cloud-Driven” pattern proposed in this thesis or any 

similar pattern among existing solutions might be a major factor for such. This is because 

annotation data management for a scale as large as the web implies a very high level of 

computing processing and resources optimisation which can be a daunting task to achieve 

without the adoption of cloud computing and a mechanism for optimising and fully maximising 

cloud computing benefits, as “Cloud-Driven” presents. In addition, ontology management to 

ensure accuracy of annotation data and consistency with web documents can be observed to be 

an issue among some solutions (Gao et al., 2017; Espinoza & Melga, 2015; Salih, 2013). 

Furthermore, the general level of automation within different components, as CloudSea 

presents, to foster a dynamic and continuous delivery of automated semantic annotation as a 

service is not observable within any of the existing solutions.  

It is worth mentioning as well however, that most industry solutions are not focused on 

semantic annotation, rather on text analytics using semantic technologies and provide wide 

ranges of solutions based on these technologies. Hence, while a comparison with such solutions 

was conducted, it is quite important to recognise the goal of such solutions which then impacts 

on the semantic annotation capabilities they foster. Considering the instance-based nature of 

text analytics and its scope which is often enterprise-level, in comparison to semantic 

annotation of web documents which is not necessarily instance-based (as some web document 

content may not change over very long periods of time) and has a much larger scope; global-

level, the unavailability of some semantic annotation requirements in the text analytic tools is 

understandable. 

In addition to facilitating only some of the identified holistic semantic annotation requirements 

and, in most cases, not leveraging cloud computing or only doing so minimally, some other 

factors were observed. For instance, some existing solutions were observed to provide semantic 

annotation for plain text or locally imported documents, without a facility to do so for web 

documents via a URL. Some of these include Brank et al. (2018) and Yosef et al. (2011). Some 
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others also exist as a web browser plugin (Fiorelli et al., 2015) which neither fosters a universal 

usage nor ensures consistency, with an array of possible challenges such as compatibility with 

browsers when they are upgraded, differing requirements from one browser to another, the 

need to install the plugin among others. Overall, this comparative evaluation demonstrates the 

novelty of the proposed CloudSea architecture and its capability to address the automation 

challenge for semantic annotation of web documents at large based on its holistic perspective, 

cloud-driven methodology, microservices-based architecture as well as other novel 

specifications presented in this thesis. Table 7.1 presents a summary of the comparative 

evaluation. 

Table 7. 1 – Summary Comparison of CloudSea with Existing Systems 
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The Proposed Requirements for Holistic Semantic Annotation 

  

Alec et al. (2016)             A 

Brank et al. (2018)             A, B 

Fiorelli et al. (2015)             A, C 

Gao et al. (2017)             A 

Albukhitan et al. (2018)             A 
Da Silva & Cavalcanti 
(2014)             A 

Yosef et al. (2011)             A, B 
Espinoza & Melga 
(2015)             A 

Salih (2013)             A 
DBpedia Spotlight 
(Michel et al., 2018)             G  

Aylien (Aylien, 2019; 
Michel et al., 2018)             D, E 

Ambiverse (Ambiverse, 
2019; Michel et al., 
2018) 

            D, F 

Cogito API             D, E 
Dandelion (Michel et al., 
2018)   ? ?         D, G 
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GateCloud (Gate Cloud, 
2019; Tablan et al., 
2013) 

         ?   D, I 

OntoText (OntoText, 
2019)           ?  D, E 

Open Calais (Michel et 
al., 2018)  ? ? ?      ?   D, G, H 

PoolParty (PoolParty, 
2019)          ?   D, E 

TextRazor (Michel et al., 
2018)             D, E 

Proposed CloudSea             J 

Description for Symbols in “Other Remarks” Column 

A – It does not leverage cloud computing in any context 
B - It only annotates copied text or loaded from a document. It does not provide annotation via web 
document URL 
C - It exists as a Mozilla Firefox plugin, hence, not universally usable on the Web.  
D – It focuses on text analysis using NLP and leveraging semantic technologies. Hence, the semantic 
annotation capability is only accessible programmatically; requiring a programmer or developer for 
implementation.  
E - Leverages cloud computing but exact context not clear. 
F - No longer in service 
G - No reference to leveraging cloud computing. 
H - No adequate documentation available online. Hence, some features are not determinable. 
I – Only leverages cloud computing at the "Cloud-Based" maturity level. 
J - The proposed architecture by this thesis, which is holistic, cloud-driven and microservices-based for an 
automated system that provides managed services for continuous delivery of automatic semantic annotation 
to web documents at large. 

 

7.3 Experimental Evaluation 

An experiment is an empirical investigation that examines fundamental relations and processes. 

Experimentation in software engineering involves the gathering of evidence, through 

measurements and experiments that involves software systems such as products, processes and 

resources (Menzies et al., 2016). The data obtained is intended to be used as the basis of theories 

about specific processes within information systems. These theories backed up by data is a 

fundamental tenet of scientific methods. Several research groups primarily use empirical and 

experimental techniques for conducting research. Data analysis is an important component of 

experimental evaluation and is based on a design template for the experiment. While the 

analysis summarises data collected and treatment of the data, it is also important to note that 

the analysis is not expected to interpret results and data should be analysed in accordance with 

the design. Furthermore, the outcomes of an experiment need to be properly analysed to 

generate knowledge. The adoption of good practices towards finding explanations for results 
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and following standard reporting guidelines will help in generating this knowledge (Jedlitschka 

et al., 2008). 

Chapter 4 of this thesis proposed a Cloud Computing Maturity Model for Holistic Semantic 

Annotation which defined different maturity levels for application deployment in the cloud 

generally and specifically for holistic semantic annotation. This section presents an 

experimental evaluation for the different instances of the prototype developed in this thesis. 

The differences are based on the maturity levels identified within the cloud computing maturity 

model. The objective is to gather, present and analyse performance metrics for each one of 

them. The analysis would be based on the results obtained and how they relate to the research 

hypothesis and critical evaluations made over the course of this research. For this experimental 

evaluation, several series of iterative load tests were carried out on the API endpoints for each 

of the different versions of the prototype. The API endpoint in each case is the medium through 

which the application provides automatic and holistic semantic annotation for corresponding 

web documents based on the ‘Annotation On-the-Fly’ microservice. Testing API endpoints is 

a standard and well-accepted means of evaluating API functionality. According to Wang et al. 

(2017), load tests for API endpoints provides a relatively accurate means of evaluating them. 

This is also supported by Stahlin et al. (2016) and Bangare et al. (2012). One of the major 

reasons for this is because it provides a precise and stream-lined test in comparison with testing 

via a web document that calls an API. For the latter, the different requests made by the web 

document other than the API request would also constitute determinants in the overall values 

obtained, creating an additional task of separating API request results from non-API request 

results. Several types of requests are commonly made by web documents via protocols such as 

HTTP, HTTPS, database query requests and lots more. 

Furthermore, the load tests were carried out using a very popular cloud-based API endpoints 

load testing tool known as Loader.io (Loader.io, 2019) and accessible via https://loader.io as 

at the time of writing. Loader.io provides cloud-based load and scalability testing via the SaaS 

cloud model for web applications and API endpoints. It is a product of SendGrid Labs; an 

Amazon AWS partner and providers of an AWS email service; SendGrid Email Delivery 

Service, a leading industry product delivering efficient and scalable, cloud-based email services 

(AWS Marketplace, 2019). The tests were carried out based on a set of test configuration 

parameters which define the settings and requirements for each of them. Table 7.2 presents the 

test configuration settings. 

https://loader.io/
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Table 7. 2 – Load Tests Configuration for Experimental Evaluation 
Description Value 

Environment Loader.io (Cloud-Based API Endpoints Load Testing) 

Test Type Clients per test 

Clients Type Virtual 

Clients Count Ranging from 10,000 to 100,000 

Test Duration Ranging from 1 to 10 minutes 

Error Threshold 50% 

Timeout 30 seconds 

Iteration Count 7 

Test Command GET Requests 

Non-Cloud Monolithic 

http://www.a009324a.co.uk/mono/public/annotation/annotate/guest.js 

Non-Cloud Microservices 

http://a009324a.co.uk/micro/annotation-service/public/api/annotate/guest.js 

Cloud-Based Monolithic 

http://cloud-based.a009324a.co.uk/annotation/annotate/guest.js 

Cloud-Based Microservices 

http://cloud-based-micro.a009324a.co.uk/api/annotate/guest.js 

Cloud-Optimised 

http://cloud-optimised.a009324a.co.uk/annotation/annotate/guest.js 

Cloud-Driven 

http://cloud-annotation-service.a009324a.co.uk/api/annotate/guest.js 

Scenario 1 10,000 requests over 10 minutes 

Scenario 2 20,000 requests over 10 minutes 

Scenario 3 40,000 requests over 10 minutes 

Scenario 4 100,000 requests over 10 minutes 

Scenario 5 100,000 requests over 5 minutes 

Scenario 6 100,000 requests over 1 minute 

Metric 1 Average Response Time (in milliseconds) 

Metric 2 Successful Responses (count) 

Metric 3 Timeout Errors (count) 

Metric 4 Network Errors (count) 

Metric 5 400/500 Errors (count) 

Metric 6 Average Error Rate (percentage) 

http://www.a009324a.co.uk/mono/public/annotation/annotate/guest.js
http://a009324a.co.uk/micro/annotation-service/public/api/annotate/guest.js
http://cloud-based.a009324a.co.uk/annotation/annotate/guest.js
http://cloud-based-micro.a009324a.co.uk/api/annotate/guest.js
http://cloud-optimised.a009324a.co.uk/annotation/annotate/guest.js
http://cloud-annotation-service.a009324a.co.uk/api/annotate/guest.js
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Average API 

Response Time 

(in milliseconds) 

200 

 

From Table 7.2, the different metrics listed are described below: 

Metric 1: Average Response Time 

Response Time in the context of client/server architecture refers to the time between a server 

receiving client request and the time client receives a response to the request from the server 

(Loader.io, 2019). For each test, the response time for every request made is monitored by 

Loader.io. The average response time is the average value of time taken to get responses to all 

requests made for each iteration and is specified in milliseconds. 

Metric 2: Successful Responses 

For each test, several requests will be made via Loader.io load generators and each request is 

expected to receive a response from the API endpoint. This parameter would count the number 

of successful responses to requests made for each iterative test. This value would be expected 

to be as close to 100% as possible and closely observed to note when the percentage success 

rate starts dropping. 

Metric 3: Timeout Errors 

Timeout refers to the amount of time a client making a request will wait for a response before 

giving up on receiving it. If the requesting client has waited for the specified timeout period 

and has not received any response, it stops waiting and constitutes a timeout for the specific 

request. So, the timeout error is defined by instances when the threshold for the requesting 

client to wait for a response passed without any response being received. The threshold defined 

for the configuration settings was 50%. 

Metric 4: Network Errors 

A network error implies that the application or server making a request cannot reach the 

application/server that is meant to process and respond to the request. Several reasons could be 

responsible for a network error. This includes DNS resolution errors, TCP connection problems 

or the server closing/resetting the connection with no response (Loader.io). In this scenario, a 

network error can occur if the domain name assigned for the specific application version does 

not resolve to the Amazon AWS IP address or if there is a TCP connectivity issue. It could also 
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be that the API is unavailable or unable to process the request due to the size of the load to 

process at that point in time which could be excessive for the application or the server based 

on available computing resources such as CPU and memory. In such cases, there will be no 

response at all from the API. This will be measured as counts, in terms of the number of 

network errors obtained during a specific test iteration. 

Metric 5: 400/500 Errors 

400/500 errors refer to a series of error codes obtainable over a request such as HTTP in a 

client-server model. Error codes starting with ‘4’ implies a client-side error while ones starting 

with ‘5’ implies a server-side error. While several error codes belong to this classification, 

Table 7.3 presents the most common ones over HTTP as obtained from Oracle Corporation 

(2018). 

Table 7. 3 – Common 400/500 Error Codes for Web Server Responses 
Error Code Description 

400 Bad input parameter. This should be further described by the error message. 

401 Unauthorised. This implies that an invalid authorisation token was passed by 

the client. 

404 Not Found. This implies that the resource being requested for cannot be found. 

405 Method Not allowed. This implies that the HTTP verb is unsupported. 

409 Conflict. This implies that there is a conflict in the request. 

411 Length Required. This implies that a length is required to be specified for the 

content header 

412 Pre-condition failed. 

429 Too many requests. This implies requests are too many for the server to handle 

at the time. 

500 Internal Server Error. A wide range of issues could cause this and would need 

further troubleshooting. 

503 Service Unavailable. This implies that the service being requested for is 

unavailable currently. 

 

Metric 6: Average Error Rate 

This returns the average value of errors obtained from timeout, network and 400/500 errors. 

As these parameters are based on counts, the average value across the three is obtained and 
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presented as a percentage value. This value would be expected to be as close as possible to 

0.00%. It would be vital to observe when this value starts rising for the tests. 

GET Command 

The GET command is a HTTP request method for data transfer between a client and a server 

over a network. The command can take one or more parameters which constitutes data sent to 

a server. The format and data type are expected to be understandable by the server and able to 

be processed. It is a standard method for making requests to API endpoints over HTTP 

(Loader.io). The remainder of this section will be focused on the different load experimental 

tests, their objectives, specific settings, data gathering and presentation, analysis of the data 

and comparisons where applicable. 

7.3.1  Non-Cloud Monolithic Maturity Level 

An instance of the developed monolithic version of CloudSea prototype was set up on a 

traditional web hosting account which is a non-cloud computing environment. While this 

instance has same fundamental functionality as the CloudSea prototype, it runs from a non-

cloud computing environment and is based on the monolithic software architectural pattern and 

design. Hence, the purpose for setting this up is to carry out load tests on it and observe its 

performance. The performance metrics can then be evaluated accordingly. There is no access 

to server specification or performance monitoring tools for the public hosting platform. 

However, the load test environment is cloud-based, and the test configuration is as presented 

in Table 7.2.  

7.3.1.1 Scenario 1 

Scenario 1 (as defined in Table 7.2) experiments conducted for this maturity level provided 

results as presented in Table 7.4. 

Table 7. 4 – Scenario 1 Results for Non-Cloud Monolithic 
 Average 

Response Time             
Successful 
Reponses  

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 442 9987 11 0 0 / 0 0.11 % 
Test 2 871 9966 1 0 0 / 27 0.28 % 
Test 3 333 9997 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 4 832 9929 2 0 0 / 0 0.02 % 
Test 5 418 9997 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 6 501 9996 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 7 487 9996 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
 555 99.81 % 2 0 0 / 4 0.06 % 
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From Table 7.4, it can be noted that seven load tests were carried out for ‘Non-Cloud 

Monolithic’ with 10,000 client requests for each iteration. The tests were based on settings 

defined in Table 7.2. From the results, it can be observed that average response time for the 

API was 555 milliseconds for 10,000 requests distributed over a period of 10 minutes; across 

7 iterations. It can also be observed that 99.81% of the responses were successful over the 

series of tests. The total timeout count was fourteen while there were twenty-seven ‘400/500’ 

error codes, with all of them being ‘500’ error codes. This implies that the errors were server-

side; pointing to possible issues with availability of adequate server resources to process the 

requests. The overall error rate was approximately 0.06%. The average response time was quite 

high (at 555 milliseconds) and both timeout and ‘500’ errors are values which signalled some 

level of stress on the API based on the available computing resources. Figure 7.8 presents a 

graph of average values for response time and error rates. 

 

Figure 7. 8 - Average Response Time and Error Rate for Non-Cloud Monolithic Scenario 1 
 

With values obtained for “Scenario 1”, it was necessary to conduct “Scenario 2” in which the 

client request count doubled from 10,000 to 20,000.  

7.3.1.2 Scenario 2 

For “Scenario 2” experiments with this maturity level, results obtained are presented in Table 

7.5. 
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Table 7. 5 - Scenario 2 Results for Non-Cloud Monolithic 
 Average 

Response Time             
Successful 
Reponses 

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 4241 17811 168 0 0 / 1974 10.71 % 
Test 2 4424 17776 175 0 0 / 1879 10.27 % 
Test 3 6899 16750 170 0 0 / 2982 15.76 % 
Test 4 6357 17164 166 0 0 / 2343 12.55 % 
Test 5 5369 16767 182 0 0 / 2885 15.43 % 
Test 6 4853 17122 169 0 0 / 2373 12.71 % 
Test 7 7800 17501 229 0 0 / 2151 11.90 % 
Average 5706 86.35 % 180 0 0 / 2370 12.76 % 

 

From Table 7.5, a further decline in the application performance can be noticed. There was an 

increase of up to 700% in the average response time; from 555 to 5,706 milliseconds. In 

addition, the successful response rate dropped from 99.81% to 86.35%. Similar trends can be 

noticed across the timeout and ‘400/500’ error rates. It can be generally observed that the 

application struggled to cope with the 20,000-client request count for “Scenario 2”. Figure 7.9 

presents average values for response time and error rates for these. 

 

Figure 7. 9 - Average Response Time and Error Rate for Non-Cloud Monolithic Scenario 2 
 

7.3.1.3 Analysis 

From test results obtained for this maturity level, while the server specification is unknown and 

would vary across different web hosting solutions available, it shows that essential cloud 

characteristics such as elasticity, resource pooling, rapid provisioning and lots more are very 

vital with applications intended for large-scale utilisation on the web. As the hosting 

environment for this instance is non-cloud, cloud computing features such as auto-scaling and 

load balancing could not be configured to provide cloud computing characteristics and enable 

the application cope with the number of requests. The next section presents results for the ‘Non-

Cloud Microservices’ Maturity Level which is deployed on same hosting platform. 
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7.3.2  Non-Cloud Microservices Maturity Level 

An instance of CloudSea prototype based on the ‘Non-Cloud Microservices’ Maturity Level of 

the Holistic Semantic Annotation Cloud Computing Maturity Model presented in Chapter 4 

was also set up in a non-cloud computing environment and load tested for experimental 

evaluation. It was set up on the same hosting platform as the ‘Non-Cloud Monolithic’ described 

in section 7.3.1. With these two running from the same platform, it provides a very good basis 

for comparing their performance. Hence, the purpose for this experiment is to compare the 

same web application built using two different software architectural patterns; monolithic and 

microservices architecture. The comparisons are based on the differences drawn between them 

within the model in Chapter 4 and summarised in Figure 4.14. Two series of load tests were 

carried out in this case too; Scenario 1 and 2, with each one comprising of seven iterations. The 

test configuration is same, as described in Table 7.2.  

7.3.2.1 Scenario 1 

Results obtained for Scenario 1 for this maturity level are presented in Table 7.6. 

Table 7. 6 - Scenario 1 Results for Non-Cloud Microservices 
 Average 

Response Time 
Successful 
Reponses  

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 279 10000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 2 276 10000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 3 268 10000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 4 261 10000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 5 274 10000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 6 267 10000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 7 268 10000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Average 270 100% 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 

 

From Table 7.6, it can be observed that this pattern performed better than its monolithic version 

for Scenario 1. While the average response time for ‘Non-Cloud Monolithic’ was 555 

milliseconds, it was 270 milliseconds for the ‘Non-Cloud Microservices’, constituting over 

105% better response time. In addition, improvements can be noticed with the successful 

response and error rates, with this maturity level reporting 100% and 0.0% for them 

respectively; implying a complete successful response and no errors. Figure 7.10 presents the 

average values for response time and error rates for these. 
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Figure 7. 10 - Average Response Time and Error Rate for Non-Cloud Microservices Scenario 1 
 

7.3.2.2 Scenario 2 

With the impressive set of results obtained in the first series (Scenario 1), the second series of 

tests (Scenario 2) for this maturity level were conducted and results obtained are presented in 

Table 7.7. 

Table 7. 7 - Scenario 2 Results for Non-Cloud Microservices 
 Average 

Response Time             
Successful 
Reponses 

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 444 19968 31 0 0 / 0 0.16 % 
Test 2 588 19967 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 3 2589 18524 142 0 0 / 1027 5.85 % 
Test 4 8151 17380 190 0 0 / 2065 11.28 % 
Test 5 6883 17613 208 0 0 / 2139 11.74 % 
Test 6 6631 17207 158 0 0 / 2282 12.20 % 
Test 7 8165 16479 156 0 0 / 3154 16.55 % 
Average 4778 90.81 % 126 0 0 / 1524 8.25 % 

 

From Table 7.7, it can be observed that in a similar way to the ‘Non-Cloud Monolithic’, this 

maturity level showed a decline in performance from Scenario 1 to Scenario 2. It can be 

observed that the average response time increased from 270 milliseconds to 4778 milliseconds. 

In addition, the successful response rate dropped from 100% to 90.81%. The same trends can 

be noticed with timeout and ‘400/500’ errors which were zero with its values for Scenario 1. 

Figure 7.11 presents a graph of the average response time and error rates for these series of 

tests. 
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Figure 7. 11 - Average Response Time and Error Rates for Non-Cloud Microservices Scenario 2 
 

7.3.2.3 Comparative Analysis 

Over the two series of tests for both ‘Non-Cloud Monolithic’ and ‘Non-Cloud Microservices’ 

maturity levels, while their performances declined from Scenario 1 to 2, the results obtained 

for the ‘Non-Cloud Microservices’ were observed to be better across the different performance 

metrics in comparison with those of the ‘Non-Cloud Monolithic’. Based on the huge 

performance decline after Scenario 2 for both versions, no further tests were conducted for 

them. While the ‘Non-Cloud Microservices’ performed better than the ‘Non-Cloud 

Monolithic’, they are both still inhibited with being hosted in a non-cloud environment which 

does not facilitate capabilities such as auto-scaling, load balancing, elasticity and lots more. 

However, it provides a valid basis for concluding that the microservices architectural pattern 

provides better software agility than monolithic / N-tier architectures as concluded with the 

model summarised in Figure 4.14. Furthermore, as these two could not be configured for 

automatic scaling to cater for the additional requests, since they are deployed in a non-cloud 

computing environment, it provides a level of support to the concept of leveraging cloud 

computing to deliver automated semantic annotation on a large-scale to web documents.  

7.3.3  Cloud-Based Monolithic Maturity Level 

This instance is based on the ‘Cloud-Based Monolithic’ Maturity Level of the Holistic 

Semantic Annotation Cloud Computing Maturity Model presented in Chapter 4. As the name 

suggests, it is hosted in a cloud environment; Amazon AWS. However, it is based on a 

monolithic architectural pattern and focuses on leveraging the IaaS model of cloud computing. 

The deployment technique is a direct migration from a non-cloud environment to a virtual host 

in the cloud without any changes to the application code or architectural pattern. Hence, the 

purpose of this test is in two phases. Firstly, to provide a comparison between this maturity 

level and the ‘Non-Cloud Monolithic’ as the comparison would be between same application 
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deployed in different environments. Cloud computing elasticity features such as auto-scaling 

is not configured for the ‘Cloud-Based Monolithic’ as doing so would give it a competitive 

advantage over the ‘Non-Cloud Monolithic’. Secondly, to provide a comparison between this 

maturity level and the ‘Non-Cloud Microservices’, in which case, results would be observed 

for any progression in performance, with cognisance to the differences in their architectural 

patterns. Some specification about the virtual host for this deployment is detailed in Table 7.8. 

Table 7. 8 - Virtual Host Specification for Cloud-Based Monolithic 
Description Value 

Instance Type m4.large 

Virtual CPUs 2 

RAM 4 GB 

Amazon Image Type Canonical, Ubuntu, 18.04 LTS, AMD64 bionic image 

Platform Ubuntu 

Virtualisation HVM 

 

With this maturity level, Scenarios 1 and 2 (of Table 7.2) were conducted. Scenario 3 was not 

conducted due to the observable stress after Scenario 2 as was the case with the previously 

tested maturity levels; Non-Cloud Monolithic and Non-Cloud Microservices.  

7.3.3.1 Scenario 1 

Table 7.9 presents results obtained from Scenario 1 experiments for this maturity level. 

Table 7. 9 - Scenario 1 Results for Cloud-Based Monolithic 
 Average 

Response Time             
Successful 
Reponses  

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 108 9996 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 2 92 9997 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 3 88 9997 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 4 89 9998 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 5 85 9997 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 6 87 9996 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 7 89 9997 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Average 91 99.97 % 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 

 

Results obtained for these tests as presented in Table 7.9 were impressive; with an average 

response time of 91 milliseconds, average successful response rate of 99.97% and an 

infinitesimal error rate. Figure 7.12 presents the average response time and error rate.  
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Figure 7. 12 - Average Response Time and Error Rate for Cloud-Based Monolithic Scenario 1  
 

7.3.3.2 Scenario 2 

With the relatively good performance with Scenario 1, Scenario 2 was conducted, and results 

obtained are presented in Table 7.10. 

Table 7. 10 - Scenario 2 Results for Cloud-Based Monolithic 
 Average 

Response Time  
Successful 
Reponses 

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 452 19852 144 0 0 / 0 0.72 % 
Test 2 616 19812 184 0 0 / 0 0.92 % 
Test 3 755 19653 336 0 0 / 0 0.17 % 
Test 4 928 19483 345 0 0 / 0 0.17 % 
Test 5 543 19837 148 0 0 / 0 0.74 % 
Test 6 615 19822 169 0 0 / 0 0.85 % 
Test 7 678 19784 185 0 0 / 0 0.93 % 
Average 655 98.75 % 215 0 0 / 0 0.64 % 

 

From the results obtained as presented in Table 7.10, a decline in performance can be observed 

for this too from Scenario 1 to 2. There was a drastic effect of the increased load as the average 

response time increased from 91 milliseconds to 655 milliseconds, representing an increase of 

about 620%. In addition, timeout errors can be noticed from the results which suggests 

inadequate computing resources for the application to respond to client requests before the 

timeout threshold of 30 seconds. With the values obtained from Table 7.10, no further load 

tests were carried out on this deployment based on the emergence of a significant percentage 

of errors in the context of server responses to client requests. Figure 7.13 presents the average 

response time and error rate. 
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Figure 7. 13 - Average Response Time and Error Rate for Cloud-Based Monolithic Scenario 2  
 

7.3.3.3 Comparative Analysis 

Results obtained for this maturity level can be observed to be better than those of the ‘Non-

Cloud Monolithic’ across both Scenarios 1 and 2. Considering that they are exactly same 

application, hosted in different environments, this deployment can be observed to have 

leveraged cloud computing to perform better and produce results accordingly. For comparison 

with the ‘Non-Cloud Microservices’, while this deployment runs on a monolithic architecture, 

it still had a better overall performance than the ‘Non-Cloud Microservices’. From the results 

obtained for Scenario 1, this deployment had a 197% better response time; at 91 milliseconds 

compared to 270 milliseconds for the ‘Non-Cloud Microservices’.  

It was a wider margin for Scenario 2 at an average of 655 to 4778 milliseconds, representing a 

630% difference. These suggest that the ‘Cloud-Based Monolithic’ benefitted from being 

hosted in a cloud computing environment, even in comparison with a microservices 

application. Overall, results obtained with this deployment and their comparison with the 

previous two are in line with the Holistic Semantic Annotation Cloud Computing Maturity 

Model presented in Chapter 4. From the results comparison, even though microservices offers 

better software agility, it was observed that leveraging cloud computing can greatly enhance 

application performance due to resources capability for high performance and data processing, 

in comparison with a non-cloud computing environment. 

7.3.4  Cloud-Based Microservices Maturity Level 

This maturity level demonstrates an instance based on the microservices software architecture 

and hosted in the cloud. However, despite its potentials to leverage operating system-level 

virtualisation due to the architectural pattern, it has been deployed directly on a virtual host, 

like with the ‘Cloud-Based Monolithic’. Hence, the comparison in this case would be with the 
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‘Cloud-Based Monolithic’ to observe if same pattern noticed with the two non-cloud 

deployments would emerge as well. Scenarios 1,2 and 3 were conducted for this deployment 

and results obtained are analysed as follows. 

7.3.4.1 Scenario 1 

Results obtained for Scenario 1 with this deployment are presented in Table 7.11. 

Table 7. 11 – Scenario 1 Results for Cloud-Based Microservices 
 Average 

Response Time             
Successful 
Reponses  

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 94 9995 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 2 80 9995 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 3 80 9994 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 4 77 9995 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 5 79 9995 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 6 82 9994 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 7 82 9993 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Average 82 99.94 % 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 

 

From Table 7.11, an impressive set of results can be observed; with an average response rate 

of 82 milliseconds, successful response rate of 99.94% and quite an infinitesimal amount of 

errors. Figure 7.14 further presents the average response time and error rate. 

 
Figure 7. 14 – Average Response Time and Error Rate for Cloud-Based Microservices Scenario 1  

 

7.3.4.2 Scenario 2 

Scenario 2 results for this deployment are presented in Table 7.12. 
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Table 7. 12 – Scenario 2 Results for Cloud-Based Microservices 
 Average 

Response Time  
Successful 
Reponses 

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 191 19995 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 2 251 19983 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 3 290 19973 24 0 0 / 0 0.12 % 
Test 4 384 19852 126 0 0 / 0 0.63 % 
Test 5 391 19946 31 0 0 / 0 0.15 % 
Test 6 141 19999 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 7 147 19997 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Average 256 99.82 % 26 0 0 / 0 0.13 % 

 

From Table 7.12, while the overall application performance declined in comparison with the 

Scenario 1 results, the average response time, at 256 milliseconds is relatively alright even 

though the average error rate is slightly high in this context at 0.13%. Figure 7.15 further 

presents the average response time and error rate. 

 
Figure 7. 15 – Average Response Time and Error Rate for Cloud-Based Microservices Scenario 2  

 

With the error rate from Scenario 2 at 0.13% compared to the 0.64% obtained for same tests 

with the ‘Cloud-Based Monolithic’, Scenario 3 was conducted, and results obtained are 

presented in section 7.3.4.3. 

7.3.4.3 Scenario 3 

Scenario 3 results obtained for this deployment are presented in Table 7.13. 

Table 7. 13 – Scenario 3 Results for Cloud-Based Microservices 
 Average 

Response Time  
Successful 
Reponses 

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 8081 30348 8846 0 0 / 0 22.57 % 
Test 2 11647 25412 13633 0 0 / 0 34.92 % 
Test 3 8123 30119 8991 0 0 / 0 22.99 % 
Test 4 5858 33417 6099 0 0 / 0 15.43 % 
Test 5 13880 22555 16574 0 0 / 0 42.36 % 
Test 6 12821 24264 15185 0 0 / 0 34.89 % 
Test 7 16232 17937 17986 0 0 / 0 50.07 % 
Average 10949 65.73 % 12473 0 0 / 0 31.89 % 
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The Scenario 3 results obtained for this deployment, as presented in Table 7.13 demonstrates 

a significant level of stress on the deployment with the 40,000 client requests count per 

iteration; producing a much higher value of 31.89% error rate. Figure 7.16 further presents the 

average response time and error rate. 

 

Figure 7. 16 – Average Response Time and Error Rate for Cloud-Based Microservices Scenario 3 
 

7.3.4.4 Comparative Analysis 

The results obtained for this deployment can be observed to have been better than those of the 

‘Cloud-Based Monolithic’. Even though they are hosted on virtual hosts with same 

specification and capabilities, the ‘Cloud-Based Microservices’ yielded better results. This 

suggests that the latter is leveraging its microservices software architecture, which is the only 

difference between both. With an average response rate of 655 milliseconds for the ‘Cloud-

Based Monolithic’ at Scenario 2, this pattern returned at less than half of that value averagely; 

256 milliseconds. A similar pattern was observed between the two non-cloud deployments. 

Overall, two significant patterns can be observed from the ‘Cloud-Based Microservices’ 

results. Firstly, in comparison with the ‘Cloud-Based Monolithic’, it produced better results 

which suggests that the microservices architecture provided better software agility. This same 

pattern was observed between the ‘Non-Cloud Monolithic’ and ‘Non-Cloud Microservices’ as 

well. Secondly, the cloud-based deployments can be observed to have performed better than 

the non-cloud ones; in line with the relatively high-performance that can be obtained from 

cloud computing. 

7.3.5  Cloud-Optimised Maturity Level 

This instance represents the ‘Cloud-Optimised’ Maturity Level of the Holistic Cloud 

Computing Maturity Model and as described in Figure 4.14. It is deployed in the cloud with 

operating system-level virtualisation using Docker containers and running it on Kubernetes 

Container Orchestration platform as a monolith application. The experiments in this case aim 
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to demonstrate the impact of operating system-level virtualisation and subsequently, the 

implementation of orchestration. So, even though this deployment runs on a monolithic 

architecture, it is “optimised” for cloud environment through the OS-level virtualisation and 

orchestration. Hence, this maturity level would be compared with the ‘Cloud-Based 

Monolithic’ which is same application but neither leverages OS-level virtualisation nor 

orchestration. It would also be compared with the ‘Cloud-Based Microservices’ to observe if 

there is the expected maturity, in terms of progressive performance. The test configuration is 

still same as defined in Table 7.2. A summary overview of the specification for the deployment 

platform is provided in Table 7.14. 

Table 7. 14 – CloudSea Kubernetes Cluster Summary Overview 
Description Value 

Number of EC2 Instances 3 

Instance Type m4.large 

Kubernetes Master Node 1 EC2 Instance 

Kubernetes Worker Nodes 2 EC2 Instances 

Virtual CPUs (per instance) 2  

RAM (per instance) 4 GB  

Virtualisation Operating System Level 

Amazon Image Type Kubernetes 1.10 Base Image - Debian Jessie amd64 

OS-level Virtualisation Engine Docker Containers 

Orchestration Engine Kubernetes 

 

7.3.5.1 Scenario 1 

From the experiments conducted for this deployment based on “Scenario 1”, results obtained 

are presented in Table 7.15. 

Table 7. 15 - Scenario 1 Results for Cloud-Optimised  
 Average 

Response Time           
Successful 
Reponses 

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 151 9996 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 2 128 9994 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 3 132 9997 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 4 173 9996 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 5 129 9998 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 6 132 9997 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 7 156 9998 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Average 143 99.97 % 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
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From Table 7.15, the average response time for Scenario 1 in this case can be observed to be 

143 milliseconds, with an average success rate of 99.97% and an infinitesimal error rate. While 

these values are impressive, a quick comparison with Scenario 1 results for both ‘Cloud-Based’ 

maturity levels show a decline. However, further tests would be conducted before a 

comparative analysis. Figure 7.17 presents the average response and error rates for these tests. 

 

Figure 7. 17 - Average Response Time and Error Rate for Cloud-Optimised Scenario 1 
 

7.3.5.2 Scenario 2 

Scenario 2 results for this deployment are presented in Table 7.16.  

Table 7. 16 - Scenario 2 Results for Cloud-Optimised  
 Average 

Response Time            
Successful 
Reponses 

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 205 20000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 2 202 20000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 3 128 20000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 4 170 20000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 5 212 20000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 6 255 20000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 7 131 20000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Average 186 100 % 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 

 

From Table 7.16, it can be observed that the pattern still performed well with Scenario 2, 

returning an average response time of 186 milliseconds, a 100% successful response rate and 

no errors at all. While the average response time increased from Scenario 1 to Scenario 2, a 

value of 186 milliseconds is still regarded as healthy. In addition, the average success rate can 

be observed to have been better. Figure 7.18 presents a graph of the average response time and 

error rates for these tests. 
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Figure 7. 18 - Average Response Time and Error Rates for Cloud-Optimised Scenario 2 
 

7.3.5.3 Scenario 3 

The third series of tests; Scenario 3 was conducted based on results obtained from Scenario 2. 

The results are presented in Table 7.17. 

Table 7. 17 - Scenario 3 Results for Cloud-Optimised  
 Average 

Response Time             
Successful 
Reponses 

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 133 40000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 2 144 40000 0 0 0 / 1 0.0 % 
Test 3 134 40000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 4 148 40000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 5 133 40000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 6 138 39999 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 7 136 40000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Average 138 100% 0 0 0 / 1 0.0 % 

 

From Table 7.17, Scenario 3 results for this maturity level can be observed to have been even 

better than its Scenario 1 and 2 results despite the increase to 40,000-client request count in 

this case. The successful response rate was approximately 100% with only one 500 code error 

out of the entire 280,000 requests over the seven iterations. Figure 7.19 presents the average 

response time and error rates for these. 

 

Figure 7. 19 - Average Response Time and Error Rate for Cloud-Optimised Scenario 3 
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7.3.5.4 Scenario 4 

With the Scenario 3 results obtained, Scenario 4 was conducted for this maturity level and 

results obtained are presented in Table 7.18. 

Table 7. 18 - Scenario 4 Results for Cloud-Optimised  
 Average 

Response Time            
Successful 
Reponses  

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 13030 4491 596 0 0 / 4394 52.63 %* 
Test 2 11252 2191 159 0 0 / 2033 50.01 %* 
Test 3 9668 2213 37 0 0 / 2290 51.26 %* 
Test 4 6928 478 0 0 0 / 2853 85.65 %* 
Test 5 6741 233 0 0 0 / 3094 93.0 %* 
Test 6 12751 839 0 0 0 / 1775 67.9 %* 
Test 7 10219 1277 0 0 0 / 1412 52.51 %* 
Average 10084 1.68 % 113 0 0 / 2550 64.71 % 
*Tests were aborted automatically after reaching the 50% error threshold defined in test configuration. 
Hence, the average error rates were at the point of test abortion. 

 

A drastic difference in performance can be observed with the ‘Cloud-Optimised’ maturity level 

from results obtained for Scenario 3 to 4, as presented in Table 7.18. While the tests were 

automatically aborted before processing all requests for each iteration due to the 50% error 

threshold, the impact of 100,000 client requests per iteration can be observed to have greatly 

impacted the results negatively. Figure 7.20 presents a graph of the average response time and 

error rates for these. 

 

Figure 7. 20 - Average Response Time and Error Rates for Cloud-Optimised Scenario 4 
 

7.3.5.5 Comparative Analysis 

Results obtained for Scenarios 1 and 2 can be observed to have been better with the ‘Cloud-

Based Monolithic’ than the ‘Cloud-Optimised’. However, while performance for the former 

declined drastically with higher load stress in Scenario 3, the ‘Cloud-Optimised’ can be 

observed to have produced even better results, suggesting the OS-level virtualisation influence; 

a factor the ‘Cloud-Based Monolithic’ does not leverage. In comparison with the ‘Cloud-Based 
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Microservices’, a similar pattern can be observed with Scenarios 1 and 2, in which ‘Cloud-

Based Microservices’ performed better but declined drastically for Scenario 3. The suggestion 

from that pattern is that while both ‘Cloud-Based’ maturity levels struggled with increased 

loads, the ‘Cloud-Optimised’ was able to leverage OS-level virtualisation and cope with the 

increased loads accordingly.  

Overall, the cloud-optimised version was observed to have performed very well until the client 

request count was increased to 100,000 requests over 10 minutes for Scenario 4. Based on the 

features described in Figure 4.14 for the ‘Cloud-Optimised’ maturity level, it is important to 

note that with OS-level virtualisation and container orchestration, additional resources could 

still be configured for the deployment to automatically scale and be able to process the 100,000 

requests per 10 minutes which it could not do with Scenario 4. However, for the purpose of 

these experiments, an upper limit of resources substantial enough for the evaluation was set.  

7.3.6  Cloud-Driven Maturity Level 

This instance is based on the ‘Cloud-Driven’ Maturity Level of the Holistic Semantic 

Annotation Cloud Maturity Model of Figure 4.14. As described in Chapter 4, it is an enhanced 

‘Cloud-Native’ Maturity Level as they are same application. However, the ‘Cloud-Driven’ 

Maturity Level involves the integration of a Continuous Integration Mechanism (as presented 

in Figure 4.12) to facilitate an automated semantic annotation application life cycle. Hence, the 

tests in this section applies to both ‘Cloud-Native’ and ‘Cloud-Driven’ Maturity Levels. Like 

the ‘Cloud-Optimised’, these also leverage OS-level virtualisation using Docker containers and 

run on the Kubernetes container orchestration platform. However, unlike the monolithic 

‘Cloud-Optimised’, these are based on microservices architecture. It is also worth reiterating 

that the prototype implementation in Chapter 6 is based on the ‘Cloud-Driven’ maturity level. 

Cloud-Driven, as defined in this research requires an automated process for continuous 

integration and continuous delivery to a cloud-native application; in which case provides an 

automation lifecycle required for data-intensive and large-scale use applications on the web.  

The tests in this case would enable a comparison with the monolithic ‘Cloud-Optimised’ as 

well as observe if the performance progression of the maturity model persists. The test 

configuration is still same, as presented in Table 7.2.  

7.3.6.1 Scenario 1 

From Scenario 1 for this maturity level, the results obtained are presented in Table 7.19. 
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Table 7. 19 - Scenario 1 Results for Cloud-Driven 
 Average 

Response Time           
Successful 
Reponses  

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 125 9996 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 2 124 9994 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 3 125 9997 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 4 142 9996 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 5 130 9998 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 6 125 9997 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 7 121 9998 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Average 127 99.97 % 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 

 

From Table 7.19, an impressive set of results can be observed for this maturity level; with an 

average response time of 127 milliseconds, a 99.97% successful response rate and no errors. 

These results can also be observed to represent a better performance than those obtained with 

Scenario 1 results for ‘Cloud-Optimised’ as presented in Table 7.15. Figure 7.21 presents the 

average response time and error rates for these. 

 
Figure 7. 21 - Average Response Time and Error Rates for Cloud-Driven Scenario 1 

 

7.3.6.2 Scenario 2 

From Scenario 2 for this maturity level, the results obtained are presented in Table 7.20. 

Table 7. 20 - Scenario 2 Results for Cloud-Driven 
 Average 

Response Time            
Successful 
Reponses 

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 124 20000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 2 124 19997 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 3 123 20000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 4 121 20000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 5 122 19999 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 6 120 20000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 7 143 20000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Average 125 99.997 % 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
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The data presented in Table 7.20 for Scenario 2 here shows a similar pattern with Scenario 1 

results, in Table 7.19, with a slightly better performance in this case. Figure 7.22 further 

presents the average response time and error rates for these. 

 

Figure 7. 22 - Average Response Time and Error Rates for Cloud-Driven Scenario 2 
 

7.3.6.3 Scenario 3 

Scenario 3 results for this maturity level are presented in Table 7.21. 

Table 7. 21 - Scenario 3 Results for Cloud-Driven 
 Average 

Response Time            
Successful 
Reponses 

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 129 40000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 2 126 40000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 3 121 39999 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 4 124 40000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 5 126 40000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 6 127 39998 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 7 122 39998 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Average 125 100 % 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 

 

The Scenario 3 results also demonstrate an impressive performance, with yet a slightly better 

performance than Scenario 2 results. With the two maturity levels that leverage OS-level 

virtualisation, a pattern of better performance from Scenarios 1 to 3 can be observed, which as 

suggested earlier seems to demonstrate the impact of OS-level virtualisation for both. Figure 

7.23 further presents the average response time and error rates for these. 
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Figure 7. 23 - Average Response Time and Error Rates for Cloud-Driven Scenario 3 
 

7.3.6.4 Scenario 4 

Based on the Scenario 3 results obtained, Scenario 4 was also conducted, and the results are 

presented in Table 7.22. 

Table 7. 22 - Scenario 4 Results for Cloud-Driven 
 Average 

Response Time           
Successful 
Reponses 

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 125 100000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 2 126 100000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 3 125 99999 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 4 124 99999 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 5 125 100000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 6 123 99992 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Test 7 124 100000 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 
Average 124 100 % 0 0 0 / 0 0.0 % 

 

From Table 7.22, a consistency in the results from Scenarios 1 to 4 can be observed, with the 

performance metrics being just slightly varying across them. This implies that the different 

client request counts; from 10,000 to 100,000 over 10 minutes have all been within the 

capability of the deployment to process. Figure 7.24 further presents the average response time 

and error rates for these. 

 

Figure 7. 24 – Average Response Time and Error Rates for Cloud-Driven Scenario 4 
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7.3.6.5 Scenario 5 

With the impressive results obtained across Scenarios 1 to 4, Scenario 5 which has the same 

test configuration as Scenario 4 except for the reduction in processing time from 10 minutes to 

5 minutes was conducted and the results obtained are presented in Table 7.23. 

Table 7. 23 - Scenario 5 Results for Cloud-Driven 
 Average 

Response Time           
Successful 
Reponses 

Timeout 
Errors 

Network 
Errors 

400/500 
Errors 

Average 
Error Rate 

Test 1 10637 9842 1002 0 0 / 10472 53.83 % 
Test 2 13293 12049 1400 0 0 / 12130 52.89 % 
Test 3 11739 3139 54 0 0 / 3723 54.61 % 
Average 11890 8.34 % 819 0 0 / 8775 53.78 % 

 

The Scenario 5 results as presented in Table 7.23 can be observed to have provided a good 

level of stress on the deployment, with an average response time of 11,890 milliseconds, a 

successful response rate of 8.34 %, average 819 timeout errors, average 8,775 500 code errors 

and an overall error rate of 53.78 % at the point of the 50% error threshold set in the test 

configuration. Figure 7.25 further presents the average response time and error rates for these. 

 

Figure 7. 25 - Average Response Time & Error Rates for Cloud-Driven Scenario 5 
 

With the results obtained from Scenario 5 as presented in Table 7.23 and Figure 7.25, Scenario 

6 which is based on sending 100,000 client requests to the API over a period of one minute 

was not conducted due to the stress level achieved already.  

7.3.6.6 Comparative Analysis 

In drawing comparisons between ‘Cloud-Optimised’ and ‘Cloud-Driven’, a close level of 

performance can be observed between them from Scenarios 1 to 3, with ‘Cloud-Driven’ 

providing slightly better results. However, Scenario 4 results shows a massive difference 

between them with ‘Cloud-Optimised’ returning an error rate of 64.71% while ‘Cloud-Driven’ 

had a zero-error rate. Similar huge differences can be noticed with the average response time 
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and successful responses for both during Scenario 4. The pattern of microservices performing 

better than a monolith is once again observed with these two. The close level of performance 

observed between them across Scenarios 1 to 3 seem to be attributable to the size and scale of 

the ‘Cloud-Driven’ in comparison to the ‘Cloud-Optimised’. With only 3 microservices for the 

‘Cloud-Driven’, it constitutes a ratio of 3:1 with the ‘Cloud-Optimised’. With a full-fledged 

implementation and an evolvement over time, the ratio would increase, hence, the impact of 

the decomposition offered by the microservices software architecture would be expected to 

become more prevalent and impact on the results of a comparison between both. While 

progression can be observed with the maturity levels from one to another, results obtained with 

Scenario 1 for ‘Cloud-Based Microservices’ emerged the best with an average response time 

of 82 milliseconds. However, with the other scenarios, ‘Cloud-Driven’ produced the best 

results and the progression remained linear henceforth.  

Based on the overall results obtained, ‘Cloud-Driven’ has demonstrated the ability of the 

prototype implementation detailed in Chapter 6 to provide large-scale, automated and holistic 

semantic annotation to documents on the web. With more resources and its extension to 

implement the other microservices of CloudSea, as described in Chapter 5, it presents huge 

potentials towards the semantic web. Finally, it is noteworthy to reiterate that these tests did 

not utilise hypervisor-level virtualisation. Doing so would enable the different cloud maturity 

levels to be able to meet even higher levels of demand without a specific limit. However, for 

the basis of this experimental evaluation, automated scaling of virtual host; which is based on 

hypervisor-level virtualisation was not configured for two reasons; firstly because of budget 

constraints and secondly, to set an upper limit as a benchmark for the tests. 

7.3.7  Experimental Evaluation Summary 

The experimental evaluation conducted has been very thorough and comprehensive, with the 

results obtained in full support of the descriptions and solution proffered with the Holistic 

Semantic Annotation Cloud Maturity Model. Firstly, the results demonstrate the impact of 

cloud computing for deploying the CloudSea prototype as compared to deployment in a non-

cloud computing environment. This is demonstrated by the results obtained with the cloud 

deployments in comparison with the non-cloud ones. Secondly, the evaluation supports the 

proposition that microservices architecture provides better software agility and capability for 

large-scale, data-intensive applications such as the CloudSea prototype implementation. This 
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is demonstrated through results obtained with the microservices deployments across both cloud 

and non-cloud, which provided better results than their corresponding monolithic deployments.  

Thirdly, the evaluation supports the facilitation of applications, especially microservices-based 

applications with operating system-level virtualisation, also known as containerisation and the 

orchestration of the containers for automated deployment, scaling, management and 

monitoring, as these optimise cloud computing resources more than merely leveraging 

hypervisor-level virtualisation; as described in Chapter 4. Fourthly, the evaluation 

demonstrates the need for a full application automation lifecycle that ensures continuous 

integration and delivery of software updates in a very dynamic environment such as the 

semantic web. The application automation lifecycle framework facilitates collaboration 

between different development teams and the continuous implementation of updates and 

upgrades to a system, such as would be required for providing holistic semantic annotation to 

documents on the web. Table 7.24 presents a summary of the experimental evaluation 

conducted. 
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Table 7. 24 – Summary Results from the Experimental Evaluation 
 Non-Cloud 

Monolithic 
Non-Cloud 
Microservices 

Cloud-Based 
Monolithic 

Cloud-Based 
Microservices 

Cloud-
Optimised 

Cloud-
Driven 

10,000  
over 
10mins 
for 7 
iterations 
(70,000 
requests) 

Avg. 
Response 
Time 

555 270 91 82 143 127 

Avg. 
Successful 
Responses 

99.81 % 100 % 99.97 % 99.94 % 99.97 % 99.97 % 

Timeout 
Errors 

2 0 0 0 0 0 

400/500 
Errors 

0 / 4 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 

Avg. Error 
Rate 

0.06 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 

20,000  
over 
10mins 
for 7 
iterations 
(140,000 
requests) 

Avg. 
Response 
Time 

5,706 4,778 655 256 186 125 

Successful 
Responses 

86.35 % 90.81 % 98.75 % 99.82 % 100 % 99.997 
% 

Timeout 
Errors 

180 126 215 26 0 0 

400/500 
Errors 

0 / 2370 0 / 1524 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 

Avg. Error 
Rate 

12.76 % 8.25 % 0.64 % 0.13 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 

40,000  
over 
10mins 

Avg. 
Response 
Time 

   10949 138 125 

Successful 
Responses 

   65.73 % 100 % 100 % 

Timeout 
Errors 

   12473 0 0 

400/500 
Errors 

   0 / 0 0 / 1 0 / 0 

Avg. Error 
Rate 

   31.89 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 

100,000  
over 
10mins 

Avg. 
Response 
Time 

    10,084 124 

Successful 
Responses 

    1.68 % 100 % 

Timeout 
Errors 

    113 0 

400/500 
Errors 

    0 / 2,550 0 / 0 

Avg. Error 
Rate 

    64.71 % 0.0 % 

100,000  
over 
5mins 

Avg. 
Response 
Time 

     11,890 

Successful 
Responses 

     8.34 % 

Timeout 
Errors 

     2456 

400/500 
Errors 

     0 / 26325 

Avg. Error 
Rate 

     53.78 % 
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7.4 – Chapter Summary 

This chapter focused on evaluation for the thesis in multiple ways. Firstly, a functional 

evaluation of CloudSea prototype was detailed by describing the approach for utilising the 

prototype. Secondly, a comparative evaluation of the proposed CloudSea architecture was 

detailed by conducting comparisons with existing systems, both from academic publications 

and industry tools and then a comprehensive experimental evaluation was detailed, which 

provided empirical investigation for the proposed Cloud Computing Maturity Model for 

holistic semantic annotation, including its ‘Cloud-Driven’ Maturity Level which is 

fundamental to the proposed CloudSea architecture. Results from the empirical investigation 

are in line with the arguments that led to developing the maturity model for holistic semantic 

annotation. The next chapter provides a summary of the entire research. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Recommendations 

This chapter provides a summary for the entire research. This includes an overview of the 

research activities, contributions to the body of knowledge from the research, the research 

limitations and recommendations for further research in the domain. 

8.1  Research Summary 

This research was aimed at addressing the challenge of automatic semantic annotation of 

documents on the web at large with a set of objectives. The introductory chapter provided the 

fundamental building blocks for the research, in terms of background and motivation; aim and 

objectives, research hypothesis, the adopted research methodology and the expected 

contributions to the body of knowledge. With that foundation put in place, the second chapter 

was focused on the review of literature for the two major paradigms being investigated based 

on the research aim and objectives; semantic web technologies and cloud computing. The 

investigation focused on each one of them initially and then on both, in terms of how they 

leverage each other, with interesting research findings. So, alongside providing a 

comprehensive state-of-the-art for the two paradigms, the chapter also provided research gaps 

for semantic web technologies. 

Based on the research findings from Chapter 2, the third chapter proposed a holistic perspective 

to addressing the automation challenge of semantic annotation. This was by means of defining 

a requirements specification for the holistic perspective. Twelve requirements were proposed 

with some from previous research efforts in the domain and a few others as novel requirements; 

lending concepts from other domains in Information technology to provide a multi-disciplinary 

approach for facilitating the proposed holistic perspective. Furthermore, considering the nature 

and mechanisms for the holistic perspective, an investigative assessment was conducted into 

the feasibility of cloud computing facilitating the holistic requirements and hence, perspective. 

The result of the assessment was a Cloud Computing Capability Model which confirmed that 

cloud computing could be leveraged for this purpose and detailed different cloud computing 

mechanisms for each of the requirements. 

With the stage set for a “cloud computing” solution to the holistic semantic annotation 

proposed, Chapter 4 focused on further investigation into application deployment in the cloud 

and how that will impact on holistic semantic annotation based on its requirements. A set of 

determinant factors were defined and each one critically evaluated in terms of its potential role 
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towards deploying a holistic semantic annotation solution in the cloud. The focus was to ensure 

that cloud computing characteristics would be fully maximised for the solution. From the 

critical analysis and evaluation of the set of determinant factors, several application deployment 

patterns for holistic semantic annotation in the cloud were defined in terms of how well they 

can leverage cloud computing characteristics and benefits. These produced a Cloud Computing 

Maturity Model for holistic semantic annotation and the optimal pattern from the model; 

“Cloud-Driven” was chosen as a methodological approach towards the design and development 

of a holistic semantic annotation solution in the cloud. 

Chapter 5 focused on the design of a holistic semantic annotation solution. However, it started 

with a design rationale; in which the “Design Patterns” paradigm of software engineering was 

adopted. This produced several artefacts, including: 

• Microservices-based Design Patterns for Holistic Semantic Annotation 

• Pattern Language for Holistic Semantic Annotation, and 

• CloudSea: A Holistic, Cloud-driven and Microservices-based Architecture for 

Automated Semantic Annotation of Web Documents 

With a standard architecture in place for holistic semantic annotation, Chapter 6 described a 

prototype implementation for CloudSea. This included the functional and non-functional 

requirements, build and deployment on Amazon AWS public cloud. Descriptions for the 

development and deployment environments were also detailed. In addition, limitations for the 

prototype were detailed. Furthermore, based on the Cloud Computing Maturity Model 

developed in Chapter 4, two versions of CloudSea were developed; one using a monolithic 

software architectural pattern and the other based on a microservices software architectural 

pattern. These two were each deployed based on three different patterns – making a total of six 

different deployments of CloudSea.   

This provided opportunity for an empirical and experimental evaluation for the Cloud 

Computing Maturity Model. Each of the six deployments were comprehensively evaluated 

based on a load test configuration to validate the model and the results obtained were positive. 

These can be found in Chapter 7. Furthermore, the chapter contains functional and comparative 

evaluation sections for CloudSea Architecture and prototype. With reference to the research 

hypothesis in section 1.3, the evaluations; functionality, comparative and experimental 

validates and confirms the hypothesis as correct; which states that “Cloud Computing can be 

fully leveraged as a paradigm to address the automation challenge of providing machine-
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understandable contextual data for semantically annotating documents on the web”. This 

chapter provides conclusions and recommendations for further research directions in the 

domain. 

8.2  Research Contributions 

This research has produced some contributions to the body of knowledge. These are in domains 

such as semantic web, cloud computing, software engineering and computing in general. The 

major contributions to the body of knowledge from this research are detailed in the following 

sub-sections. 

8.2.1  Semantic Web and Cloud Computing State-of-the-Art 

A comprehensive critical review of existing literature for semantic web and cloud computing; 

as individual technologies as well as based on their integration. This included a critical review 

for leveraging cloud computing for the semantic web and vice versa. The review, alongside 

research findings from the review constitute a contribution to the body of knowledge. These 

provides a rich repository of knowledge for interested researchers in the area as well as provides 

a guide towards the gaps identified which can be taken on for research purposes. 

8.2.2  A Holistic Semantic Annotation Requirements Specification 

From the research gaps identified in the literature review, a set of requirements specification 

were identified and analysed for addressing automated semantic annotation holistically. A 

holistic perspective was proposed for the automation challenge of semantic annotation and no 

existing solution was observed to offer a holistic solution at the proposed level. While most of 

the requirements came from previous automated semantic annotation efforts from research, a 

few novel requirements were also proposed. These draw from concepts in software engineering 

and computing generally. The set of requirements together, constitute novel knowledge which 

can be developed based on methodologies deemed appropriate for delivering a holistic and 

automated semantic annotation solution for web documents.  

8.2.3  A Cloud Capability Model for Holistic Semantic Annotation 

The Cloud Computing Capability Model for Holistic Semantic Annotation developed in 

Chapter 3 of this thesis and the approach towards its development constitute a contribution to 

the body of knowledge. The model provides an assessment approach for the adoption of cloud 

computing in the facilitation of holistic semantic annotation. Furthermore, it demonstrates the 
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capability of cloud computing mechanisms and how they can drive specific software 

requirements. While the model is specifically for holistic semantic annotation, the approach 

towards its development can also be utilised in the assessment of cloud computing capabilities 

for requirements in other domains within computing. 

8.2.4  A Cloud Maturity Model for Holistic Semantic Annotation 

The Cloud Computing Maturity Model for Holistic Semantic Annotation proposed in Chapter 

4 of this thesis is another contribution to the body of knowledge. Based on a set of determinant 

factors identified from research, the model defines different patterns for a holistic semantic 

annotation solution deployment in the cloud and how well each pattern leverages cloud 

computing in terms of its characteristics and benefits. It provides knowledge which specifies 

the most appropriate pattern for a solution deployment.  

Furthermore, it defines a pattern for fully maximising cloud computing benefits for a holistic 

semantic annotation solution, defined as a “Cloud-Driven” pattern. The development 

methodology based on the pattern was utilised in this research for the prototype implementation 

and can be utilised for same purpose or for similar solutions either in the academia or industry. 

In addition, while the model was developed based on the requirements proposed for holistic 

semantic annotation earlier in the thesis, it can be adapted for solutions in other areas of 

computing. In addition, the experimental evaluation data for the model provides empirical 

evidence for the validation of the model and its suitability for use in the selection of application 

deployment patterns in the cloud. 

8.2.5  Design Patterns and Pattern Language for Cloud-Driven, 
Holistic Semantic Annotation 

Design Patterns and their Pattern Language is a method of constructing and sharing knowledge 

in Software Engineering. This research further produced twelve design patterns and a pattern 

language for cloud-driven, holistic semantic annotation which are re-usable for the technical 

solutions they proffer. These stemmed from the development of technical solutions for the 

holistic semantic annotation requirements proposed in this thesis. Furthermore, they are 

designed based on microservices software architecture which demonstrates an implementation 

approach for developing and deploying microservices within a software architectural system. 
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8.2.6  CloudSea: A Holistic, Cloud-driven and Microservices-based 
Architecture for Automated Semantic Annotation of Web Documents 

This research also designed and proposed a holistic, cloud-driven and microservices-based 

architecture for automated semantic annotation of web documents. The architecture has been 

designed and proposed based on a rigorous research activity and sound software engineering 

principles. This implies that while it is up to elite industry standards, it benefits from a thorough 

research background which provides a basis for its implementation as a full-fledged software. 

Furthermore, the overall approach to its design constitutes knowledge which can be either 

adopted or adapted for solutions in other areas of computing. One main output from the 

architecture already is the prototype implementation which delivers automated semantic 

annotation as a cloud service by means of an API call within web documents. A Flowchart for 

process flow within the architecture is also presented. 

8.3  Research Limitations 

While the research aim and objectives have been fulfilled, there are a couple of limitations 

recognised by the author which can be addressed in future work. They are as follows: 

• The prototype is not a full implementation of the CloudSea Architecture. However, it 

provides the core functionality of the proposed CloudSea Architecture and constitutes 

a proof-of-concept and MVP (Minimum Viable Product) for the novel solution that 

CloudSea Architecture proposes. 

• The prototype is dependent on a RESTful DBpedia API, which provides access to the 

DBpedia knowledge graph for fetching contextual data from the knowledge repository. 

However, a knowledge repository such as DBpedia would always be required for web-

scale semantic annotation and there are only a few of such repositories on the web 

today. Hence, access to web-scale contextual data such as is available with DBpedia, 

Google Knowledge graph or Linked Open Data Cloud is required in this context. 

• Specialist annotators were not involved in the evaluation process of the CloudSea 

prototype implementation. 

8.4  Recommendations for Future Research 

This research domain has been found to be exciting and one with potential impacts across 

diverse spheres of life as it has to do with web users making the most of information on the 

platform for personal, corporate and societal benefits. This also implies that there is abundant 
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further research within the domain. However, three major areas for further research in the area 

are described as follows: 

1. With the scale of the web and size of its users, the list of requirements necessary for a 

holistic solution that meets the needs of all users (billions of humans worldwide) would 

require further investigation and would be expected to increase significantly. Some 

potential determinant factors for requirements analysis might include multilingualism 

and industry sector. Having said that, it is opined that the emergence of more 

requirements or the refinement of the proposed ones would be facilitated by the actual 

implementation and use of the solution for delivery a continuous, consistent and 

dynamic semantic annotation to web documents automatically. 

2. A key principle of Microservices is the decomposition of an application into bounded 

contexts for the provision of a specific functionality. However, the decomposition can 

be too coarse or too granular. Further research into an ideal level of granularity for the 

microservices of the CloudSea architecture is perceived to possess potentials for further 

leveraging the benefits of the software architectural pattern. 

3. Lastly, CloudSea deployment in the cloud was on an orchestration engine platform and 

the concept of orchestration in computing is a well-established one. Orchestration in 

computing refers to a process of providing automated co-ordination and functioning of 

components within computer systems. Another compute technique; known as 

serverless computing is emerging and defines a different approach to automation 

techniques for computing components. It leans more towards the “Choreography” 

concept in computing as opposed to “Orchestration”. As the concept of “Serverless 

Computing” matures, research into its adoption or adaptation for holistic semantic 

annotation would be a viable one. 
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Appendix A Cloud-Based Web App Deployment Notes 

This appendix details the deployment procedure for the cloud-based version of the prototype 

web application. The procedure detailed herein is very similar to that of the non-cloud versions; 

(i) the non-cloud monolithic web application and (ii) the non-cloud microservices web 

application. 

1. Code moved to Version Control (GitHub) 

2. Created Virtual Host on Amazon AWS 

3. Logged into newly created virtual host 

4. Enabled root login for virtual host, as follows: 

a. SSH into the machine 

b. sudo nano /etc/ssh/sshd_config 

c. sudo service ssh restart 

d. sudo passwd 

5. Now able to log in using root user 

6. Copied SSH public key from PC to Virtual Host /home/ubuntu/.ssh 

7. Unset root password 

a. sudo passwd -l root 

8. Disabled root login from password 

a. sudo nano /etc/ssh/sshd_config 

b. sudo service ssh restart 

9. Installed Apache Web Server on Virtual Host, running on port 80 

a. sudo apt update 

b. sudo apt install apache2 

10. Installed PHP 7.2 

a. sudo apt-get update -y 

b. sudo apt-get upgrade -y 

c. sudo apt install php libapache2-mod-php 

d. sudo systemctl restart apache2 

e. sudo apt install php-mysql php-gd 

11. Installed MySQL Database on port 3306 
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a. sudo apt update 

b. sudo apt install mysql-server 

c. sudo mysql_secure_installation 

d. Allowed remote login to MySQL by editing the /etc/mysql/mysql.conf.d/ 
mysqld.cnf 

e. MySQL 

f. GRANT ALL ON *.* to root@'%' IDENTIFIED BY '!2j*73bcXnnJ2'; 

g. Application .env file is updated with MySQL database access credentials. 

12. Installed Git 

a. sudo apt install git 

13. Installed Composer 

a. sudo apt update 

b. sudo apt install wget php-cli php-zip unzip 

c. php -r "copy('https://getcomposer.org/installer', 'composer-setup.php');" 

d. sudo php composer-setup.php --install-dir=/usr/local/bin --filename=composer 

14. Enabled mod_rewrite for Apache Web Server 

a. sudo a2enmod rewrite 

b. sudo a2enmod headers 

c. systemctl restart apache2 

15. Generated SSH key for Git deployment 

a. SSH-keygen 

b. Save the public key of the server to Git repository for auto deployment 

c. Cloning the git repository at /var/www/html/cloudsea/app 

d. git clone git@bitbucket.org:tigerzs0ft/laravel.git . 

16. Installed the required libraries for PHP 

a. sudo apt-get install php-mbstring 

b. sudo apt-get install php-dom 

17. Installed Composer packages 

a. composer install 

18. Allowed .htaccess 

a. Edit /etc/apache/apache2.conf 

mailto:git@bitbucket.org:tigerzs0ft/laravel.git
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b. sudo systemctl restart apache2 

19. Changed home directory  

a. Edit /etc/apache2/sites-available/000-default.conf 

b. sudo systemctl restart apache2 

c. chmod -R 0755 /var/www/html/cloudsea 

d. chown -R www-data: /var/www/html/cloudsea 

20. Copied database to server 

21. Prepared deployment script 

22. Installed Cron job on server 

a. sudo apt install cron 

b. crontab -e 

c. 30 * * * * sudo -u www-data php /var/www/html/cloudsea/app/artisan 
route:call --uri=/cron/annotation-fixer 

d. systemctl restart cron 

23. Installed Let’s encrypt for SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) 

a. sudo wget https://dl.eff.org/certbot-auto -O /usr/sbin/certbot-auto 

b. sudo chmod a+x /usr/sbin/certbot-auto 

c. sudo add-apt-repository ppa:certbot/certbot 

d. sudo apt install python-certbot-apache 

e. systemctl stop apache2 

f. sudo certbot --apache -d cloud-based.a009324a.co.uk 

g. systemctl restart apache2 

h. changed the ‘.env’ APP URL for SSL access  

i. cd /var/www/html/cloudsea/app 

j. php artisan cache:clear 

k. php artisan config:clear 

l. Annotation API accessible via: https://cloud-
based.a009324a.co.uk/annotation/annotate/guest.js 

 

 

 

https://cloud-based.a009324a.co.uk/annotation/annotate/guest.js
https://cloud-based.a009324a.co.uk/annotation/annotate/guest.js
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Appendix B Web GUI for Prototype Implementation 

 

Figure B1 – The login page for CloudSea 

 

 

Figure B2 – The Register page for CloudSea 
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Figure B3 – CloudSea Annotate Page: Form Submission for Non-API Semantic Annotation 

 

 

Figure B4 – Results of Non-API Semantic Annotation Process 
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Figure B5 – CloudSea Annotations Page: Displaying a list of all non-API semantic 
annotations by a user 
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Appendix C CloudSea Annotation API Endpoint 

function AnnotationService_Guest() { 

    let annotationJquery; 

    let annotationServiceEndPoint = "http://cloud-annotation-service.a009324a.co.uk"; 

    let annotationServiceApiEndPoint =  annotationServiceEndPoint+"/api"; 

 

    function init() { 

        getScript('https://code.jquery.com/jquery-3.3.1.min.js', function () { 

            annotationJquery = $.noConflict(true); 

            annotate(); 

        }); 

    } 

 

    function annotate() { 

        let currentPageUrl = getCurrentPageUrl(); 

        annotationJquery.ajax({ 

            url: annotationServiceApiEndPoint+'/annotate/guest', 

            method: 'POST', 

            data: { 

                'urls[]': currentPageUrl, 

                'isOnlyTextDiv':true 

            }, success: function (response) { 

                if (response.hasOwnProperty('results') && 
response.results.hasOwnProperty('alreadyAssignedUrls') && 
response.results.hasOwnProperty('processedAnnotations')) { 

                    let alreadyAssignedUrls = response.results.alreadyAssignedUrls; 

                    let processedAnnotations = response.results.processedAnnotations; 

                    let fileName = undefined; 

                    let status = false; 

 

                    if (Array.isArray(alreadyAssignedUrls) && alreadyAssignedUrls.length == 1) { 

                        if (alreadyAssignedUrls[0].hasOwnProperty('file_name')) { 

                            fileName = alreadyAssignedUrls[0].file_name; 

                            status = alreadyAssignedUrls[0].status; 
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                        } 

                    } else if (Array.isArray(processedAnnotations) && processedAnnotations.length == 1) { 

                        if (processedAnnotations[0].hasOwnProperty('file_name')) { 

                            fileName = processedAnnotations[0].file_name; 

                            status = processedAnnotations[0].status; 

                        } 

                    } 

 

                    if(status == false){ 

                        annotationJquery('body').prepend('' + 

                            '<div style="padding: 20px;background-color: #f44336;color: white;">\n' + 

                            '  <span style="margin-left: 15px;color: white;font-weight: bold;float: right;font-
size: 22px;line-height: 20px;cursor: pointer;transition: 0.3s;" 
onclick="this.parentElement.style.display=\'none\';">&times;</span> ' + 

                            '  <strong>Please Note:</strong> API didn\'t return any data from the knowledge 
graph to annotate the web page content semantically.' + 

                            '</div>' + 

                            ''); 

                        return; 

                    }//stop the execution here if status is false 

 

                    if (fileName != undefined) { 

                        annotationJquery('body').prepend('<div data-
apiendpoint="'+annotationServiceEndPoint+'" id="json">' + fileName + '</div>'); 

 

                            getScript('http://cloud-annotation-
service.a009324a.co.uk/annotationfiles/js/jquery.js',function () { 

                                getScript('http://cloud-annotation-
service.a009324a.co.uk/annotationfiles/js/jquery.ui.js',function () { 

                                    getScript('http://cloud-annotation-
service.a009324a.co.uk/annotationfiles/js/annotationScript.js',function () { 

                                        getStyleSheet('http://cloud-annotation-
service.a009324a.co.uk/annotationfiles/css/jquery.ui.css'); 

                                        getStyleSheet('http://cloud-annotation-
service.a009324a.co.uk/annotationfiles/css/annotation.css'); 

                                    }) 

                                }) 
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                            }) 

                    } 

                } 

            }, error: function () { 

            } 

        }); 

    } 

    return { 

        init: init 

    }; 

} 

 

function getScript(src, callback) { 

    var s = document.createElement('script'); 

    s.src = src; 

    s.async = true; 

    s.onreadystatechange = s.onload = function () { 

        if (!callback.done && (!s.readyState || /loaded|complete/.test(s.readyState))) { 

            callback.done = true; 

            callback(); 

        } 

    }; 

    document.querySelector('head').appendChild(s); 

} 

function getStyleSheet(src) { 

    $('head').append('<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="'+src+'">'); 

} 

function getCurrentPageUrl() { 

    return window.location.href; 

} 

var annotationService_Guest = new AnnotationService_Guest(); 

annotationService_Guest.init(); 
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Appendix D Sample Load Test System Logs 

D.1 Sample Load Test System Log for Cloud-Driven API 

{ 
  "_index": "filebeat-6.5.1-2019.05.29", 
  "_type": "doc", 
  "_id": "uxyqAWsBhCMhMSt_0Xen", 
  "_version": 1, 
  "_score": null, 
  "_source": { 
    "@timestamp": "2019-05-29T03:38:18.456Z", 
    "stream": "stdout", 
    "prospector": { 
      "type": "docker" 
    }, 
    "kubernetes": { 
      "pod": { 
        "name": "cloudsea-annotation-service-79664bcfcd-mxc9f" 
      }, 
      "node": { 
        "name": "ip-172-20-37-165.eu-west-1.compute.internal" 
      }, 
      "container": { 
        "name": "cloudsea-annotation-service" 
      }, 
      "namespace": "default", 
      "replicaset": { 
        "name": "cloudsea-annotation-service-79664bcfcd" 
      }, 
      "labels": { 
        "cloudsea": { 
          "service": "cloudsea-annotation-service" 
        }, 
        "pod-template-hash": "3522067978" 
      } 
    }, 
    "beat": { 
      "hostname": "filebeat-zmv76", 
      "version": "6.5.1", 
      "name": "filebeat-zmv76" 
    }, 
    "meta": { 
      "cloud": { 
        "availability_zone": "eu-west-1a", 
        "instance_id": "i-0e769dde061b109e6", 
        "machine_type": "m4.large", 
        "provider": "ec2", 
        "region": "eu-west-1" 
      } 
    }, 
    "source": 
"/var/lib/docker/containers/1bfb244e7a52900487ed9751c783bd26e830dbed2d2b8e56210b5f63624fb
252/1bfb244e7a52900487ed9751c783bd26e830dbed2d2b8e56210b5f63624fb252-json.log", 
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    "offset": 102014, 
    "message": "100.96.6.113 - - [29/May/2019:03:38:11 +0000] \"GET /api/annotate/guest.js 
HTTP/1.1\" 200 4792 \"-\" \"loader.io;d09a4caf5d1864c78542bdc0f050872a\"", 
    "input": { 
      "type": "docker" 
    }, 
    "host": { 
      "name": "filebeat-zmv76" 
    } 
  }, 
  "fields": { 
    "@timestamp": [ 
      "2019-05-29T03:38:18.456Z" 
    ] 
  }, 
  "highlight": { 
    "kubernetes.container.name": [ 
      "@kibana-highlighted-field@cloudsea-annotation-service@/kibana-highlighted-field@" 
    ], 
    "kubernetes.namespace": [ 
      "@kibana-highlighted-field@default@/kibana-highlighted-field@" 
    ], 
    "message": [ 
      "100.96.6.113 - - [29/May/2019:03:38:11 +0000] \"@kibana-highlighted-field@GET@/kibana-
highlighted-field@ /@kibana-highlighted-field@api@/kibana-highlighted-field@/@kibana-
highlighted-field@annotate@/kibana-highlighted-field@/@kibana-highlighted-
field@guest.js@/kibana-highlighted-field@ HTTP/1.1\" @kibana-highlighted-field@200@/kibana-
highlighted-field@ 4792 \"-\" \"loader.io;d09a4caf5d1864c78542bdc0f050872a\"" 
    ] 
  }, 
  "sort": [ 
    1559101098456 
  ] 
} 
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D.2 Sample Load Test System Log for Cloud-Optimised API 

{ 
  "_index": "filebeat-6.5.1-2019.05.29", 
  "_type": "doc", 
  "_id": "Exf1AGsBhCMhMSt_P_KB", 
  "_version": 1, 
  "_score": null, 
  "_source": { 
    "@timestamp": "2019-05-29T00:19:59.064Z", 
    "kubernetes": { 
      "container": { 
        "name": "cloud-optimised" 
      }, 
      "namespace": "default", 
      "replicaset": { 
        "name": "cloud-optimised-54567c4b8b" 
      }, 
      "labels": { 
        "pod-template-hash": "1012370646", 
        "cloudsea": { 
          "service": "cloud-optimised" 
        } 
      }, 
      "pod": { 
        "name": "cloud-optimised-54567c4b8b-2wpm8" 
      }, 
      "node": { 
        "name": "ip-172-20-46-27.eu-west-1.compute.internal" 
      } 
    }, 
    "host": { 
      "name": "filebeat-xn5bk" 
    }, 
    "prospector": { 
      "type": "docker" 
    }, 
    "input": { 
      "type": "docker" 
    }, 
    "beat": { 
      "name": "filebeat-xn5bk", 
      "hostname": "filebeat-xn5bk", 
      "version": "6.5.1" 
    }, 
    "meta": { 
      "cloud": { 
        "provider": "ec2", 
        "instance_id": "i-072a8c0db3f571d26", 
        "machine_type": "m4.large", 
        "region": "eu-west-1", 
        "availability_zone": "eu-west-1a" 
      } 
    }, 
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    "source": 
"/var/lib/docker/containers/30bf23e2553b031eca2548fff7ddec5f7cd0bf7da15fbd3c24ae7f82f04d150c
/30bf23e2553b031eca2548fff7ddec5f7cd0bf7da15fbd3c24ae7f82f04d150c-json.log", 
    "offset": 86742, 
    "stream": "stdout", 
    "message": "100.96.6.113 - - [29/May/2019:00:19:51 +0000] \"GET /annotation/annotate/guest.js 
HTTP/1.1\" 200 5399 \"-\" \"loader.io;a7dadffabed9a8454ab584b055652e3f\"" 
  }, 
  "fields": { 
    "@timestamp": [ 
      "2019-05-29T00:19:59.064Z" 
    ] 
  }, 
  "highlight": { 
    "kubernetes.container.name": [ 
      "@kibana-highlighted-field@cloud-optimised@/kibana-highlighted-field@" 
    ], 
    "kubernetes.namespace": [ 
      "@kibana-highlighted-field@default@/kibana-highlighted-field@" 
    ] 
  }, 
  "sort": [ 
    1559089199064 
  ] 
} 
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